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Abstract
Wireless Sensor Networks (WSNs) are collections of sensing devices using wireless communi-
cation to exchange data. In the past decades, steep advancements in the areas of microelec-
tronics and communication systems have driven an explosive growth in the deployment of
WSNs. NovelWSN applications have penetratedmultiple areas, frommonitoring the structural
stability of historic buildings, to tracking animals in order to understand their behavior, or
monitoring humans’ health.
The need to convey data from increasingly complex applications in a reliable and cost-effective
manner translates into stringent performance requirements for the underlying WSNs. In the
frame of this thesis, we have focused on developing routing protocols for multi-hop WSNs,
that signiﬁcantly improve their reliability, energy consumption and latency. Acknowledging
the need for application-speciﬁc trade-offs, we have split our contribution into two parts. Part
1 focuses on collection protocols, catering to applications with high reliability and energy
efﬁciency constraints, while the protocols developed in part 2 are subject to an additional
bounded latency constraint.
The twomechanisms introduced in the ﬁrst part, WiseNE and Rep, enable the use of composite
metrics, and thus signiﬁcantly improve the link estimation accuracy and transmission relia-
bility, at an energy expense far lower than the one achieved in previous proposals. The novel
beaconing scheme WiseNE enables the energy-efﬁcient addition of the RSSI (Received Signal
Strength Indication) and LQI (Link Quality Indication) metrics to the link quality estimate by
decoupling the sampling and exploration periods of each mote. This decoupling allows the
use of the Trickle Algorithm, a key driver of protocols’ energy efﬁciency, in conjunction with
composite metrics. WiseNE has been applied to the Triangle Metric and validated in an online
deployment. The section continues by introducing Rep, a novel sampling mechanism that
leverages the packet repetitions already present in low-power preamble-sampling MAC proto-
cols in order to improve the WSN energy consumption by one order of magnitude. WiseNE,
Rep and the novel PRSSI (Penalized RSSI, a combination of PRR and RSSI) composite metric
have been validated in a real smart city deployment.
Part 2 introduces two mechanisms that were developed in the frame of the WiseSkin project
(an initiative aimed at designing highly sensitive artiﬁcial skin for human limb prostheses),
and are generally applicable to the domain of cyber-physical systems. It starts with Glossy-W,
a protocol that leverages the superior energy-latency trade-off of ﬂooding schemes based
on concurrent transmissions. Glossy-W ensures the stringent synchronization requirements
v
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necessary for robust ﬂooding, irrespective of the number of motes simultaneously reporting
an event. Part 2 also introduces SCS (Synchronized Channel Sampling), a novel mechanism
capable of reducing the power required for periodic polling, while maintaining the event detec-
tion reliability, and enhancing the network coexistence. The testbed experiments performed
show that SCS manages to reduce the energy consumption of the state-of-the-art protocol
Back-to-Back Robust Flooding by over one third, while maintaining an equivalent reliability,
and remaining compatible with simultaneous event detection. SCS’ beneﬁts can be extended
to the entire family of state-of-the-art protocols relying on concurrent transmissions.
Keywords: Wireless Sensor Networks, WSN, Internet of Things, Routing, Medium Access
Control, Link Estimation, Composite Metrics, Concurrent Transmissions, Urban Outdoor
Deployments, Cyber-Physical Systems.
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Résumé
Les réseaux de capteurs sans ﬁl (WSN) sont constitués d’une myriade de nœuds qui échangent
de l’information à l’aide de liaisons sans ﬁl. Au cours des décennies précédentes, de nom-
breuses avancées technologiques ont permis le développement et la commercialisation
d’émetteurs-récepteurs, de capteurs et de microprocesseurs à basse consommation. Grâce
à ces progrès, les applications exploitant les WSN se sont multipliées dans de nombreux
domaines, depuis la surveillance des structures de bâtiments anciens, en passant par la
localisation et le suivi du comportement des animaux, jusqu’à la mesure de paramètres
physiologiques du corps humain.
Le besoin d’échanger de l’information demanière ﬁable et àmoindre coût au sein d’applications
de plus en plus complexes se traduit par des exigences élevées en terme de performance à
l’égard des WSN. Dans le cadre de cette thèse, nous nous sommes penchés sur les protocoles
de routage pour les WSN à saut multiples, aﬁn d’en augmenter la ﬁabilité et d’en diminuer la
consommation énergétique et le temps de réponse. Reconnaissant la nécessité de proposer
des compromis spéciﬁques aux applications, nous avons divisé notre travail en deux parties.
La première partie se concentre sur les protocoles de collecte de données, destinés à des
applications présentant de fortes contraintes de consommation énergétique et de ﬁabilité. La
deuxième partie porte sur les protocoles prenant aussi en compte le besoin d’offrir des temps
de réponse bornés.
Les deuxmécanismes introduits dans la première partie,WiseNE et Rep, utilisent desmétriques
composites, augmentant ainsi notablement la précision de l’estimation de la qualité du lien et
la ﬁabilité des transmissions, tout en abaissant drastiquement la consommation d’énergie par
rapport aux solutions proposées dans le passé. En dissociant les périodes d’échantillonnage
et d’exploration de chaque nœud du réseau, le nouveau principe de balisage utilisé dans
WiseNE permet de combiner efﬁcacement d’un point de vue énergétique les métriques RSSI
(indicateur de force du signal reçu) et LQI (indicateur de qualité du lien) à la qualité estimée.
Ce découplage permet d’associer l’algorithme Trickle, qui est un élément clé de la basse con-
sommation des protocoles, à des métriques composites. WiseNE a été appliqué à la «Triangle
Metric» et validé lors d’un déploiement en ligne. Cette partie introduit ensuite un nouveau
mécanisme d’échantillonnage appelé Rep. Celui-ci s’appuie sur la répétition de paquets
déjà présente dans les protocoles MAC basse consommation basés sur l’échantillonnage de
préambules, dans le but de diminuer d’un ordre de grandeur la consommation énergétique
du WSN. WiseNE, Rep et la nouvelle métrique composite «Penalized RSSI» (PRSSI), combinant
vii
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PRR et RSSI, ont été validés dans le cadre d’un déploiement dans une ville intelligente.
La deuxième partie du travail introduit deux résultats issus du projet WiseSkin qui vise à
concevoir une peau artiﬁcielle hautement sensible pour les prothèses humaines, général-
isables au domaine des systèmes cyber-physiques. Le premier résultat, Glossy-W, est un
protocole qui améliore le compromis déjà favorable entre consommation et latence offert par
les techniques d’inondation basées sur les transmissions simultanées. Glossy-W remplit les
critères de synchronisation requis pour obtenir une inondation robuste, indépendamment
du nombre de nœuds devant simultanément notiﬁer un événement. Nous proposons un
mécanisme supplémentaire appelé échantillonnage de canaux synchronisés (SCS) qui peut
réduire la consommation de la scrutation périodique tout en propageant de manière ﬁable
la détection d’un événement et en améliorant la cohabitation des réseaux. Les expériences
réalisées montrent que SCS réduit la consommation énergétique de plus d’un tiers par rap-
port au protocole de référence «Back-to-Back Robust Flooding», tout en offrant une ﬁabilité
comparable et en supportant la notiﬁcation d’événements simultanés. Les avantages offerts
par SCS sont valables pour toute la famille de protocoles actuels basés sur le mécanisme de
transmission synchrone.
Mots-clès: réseaux de capteurs sans ﬁl, WSN, internet des objets, routage, contrôle d’accès au
medium, estimation du lien, métriques composites, transmissions simultanées, déploiements
urbains en plein air, systèmes cyber-physiques.
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Introduction
1.1 Wireless Sensor Networks
1.1.1 Deﬁnition, Development and Applications
Wireless Sensor Networks (WSN) is a term used to describe collections of spatially distributed
and autonomous electronic devices (motes) equipped with sensing, on-board processing,
storage and wireless communication capabilities [1]. They are typically used to monitor the
physical parameters of an environment and then transmit the relevant data wirelessly to a sink,
which forwards it to remote devices with superior processing and decision making capabilities.
Some applications, including the ones studied in the second part of our dissertation also
require the motes to have actuation capabilities, in order to execute the commands given by
the sink.
The accelerated research advances in the ﬁelds of microelectronics and communication
systems have made WSNs increasingly cost-effective, opening the door to a myriad of use-
cases. Nowadays, wireless sensor networks’ applications range from the monitoring and
control of industrial processes, to environmental monitoring and the support of health care
applications through wearable and even implanted miniature WSNs.
While the advancements in related technologies have resulted in an ubiquitous use of WSNs,
the desire to employ them in increasingly challenging applications and environments (e.g.,
extensive and remote areas in the Arctics, human organs, etc.) is imposing more stringent
performance criteria, in terms of network size (large WSNs can comprise thousands of motes),
sensitivity, transmission reliability, energy autonomy, density, speed, miniaturization, etc.
These requirements generate both individual costs and often trade-offs (e.g., between a
high reliability and a low energy consumption), driving research efforts, such as the ones
in optimizing the information trafﬁc through routing protocols that we are dedicating this
dissertation to.
1.1.2 Key Performance Indicators
Depending on the characteristics of the application, the underlying WSN can be subject to a
multitude of speciﬁc performance requirements. Nonetheless, most WSN use-cases pose a
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series of common requirements:
• Reliability: A key challenge of WSNs, their reliability consists in the motes’ capacity to
sense and convey the sensed data to the destination mote, by making sure meaningful
packets are not lost on their way. WSN reliability is often classiﬁed into Hop-by-Hop
or End-to-End reliability [2]. In applications where data transmissions represent a
dominant energy carrier, high levels of reliability often enter a trade-off with the WSNs’
energy efﬁciency.
• Energy Efﬁciency: As WSNs are often deployed in environments difﬁcult to access, be
they remote areas [3] or sensitive human tissue, as well as composed of a high number
of motes, their ability to operate over a long time (even multiple years) without the
need of human intervention is a key requirement. At the same time, the ongoing quest
for miniaturization poses a further limitation on the battery power available to each
mote. This translates into the need to design systems for minimizing the energy use of
each mote, especially the communication one, a dominant component of the energy
consumption [4].
• Bounded Latency: Many applications (e.g., reporting alarms or controlling an actuator
in a closed-loop) require the network to convey the information within a given deadline.
This creates the need for the network to operate with bounded latencies, which creates
an additional trade-off in terms of an efﬁcient energy use [5].
• Self-organization: Since motes are typically not aware of their neighbors when the WSN
is deployed [6], and at the same time some of them might change positions or fail during
operation, the capacity of the network to adapt the topology becomes paramount.
• Scalability: With applications requiring increasingly more spatially detailed sensing,
the ability to scale the WSN to a high number of motes is growing in importance.
• Cost Efﬁciency: Many performance requirements often boil down to making sure the
WSN is built and operated with the minimum ﬁnancial effort possible. Cost efﬁciency
can be achieved through multiple levers, from a low-cost manufacturing of robust
devices, to the minimization of user intervention once the network is operational.
Additional requirements include a low network complexity (both in terms of hardware and
software), the ability to co-exist with multiple other networks, high robustness and high levels
of security.
1.1.3 Multi-hop topologies
WSN covering large geographic surfaces often cannot rely on every mote communicating
directly to the sink, in what is known as a star topology [1]. This limitation appears both
2
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Figure 1.1 – Single-hop versus multi-hop communication in Wireless Sensor Networks (ﬁgure repro-
duced from [1]).
because the distance between the motes and the sink can be larger than the communication
range of the mote’s transceiver, and due to the fact that the propagation path loss is approxi-
mately proportional to the square of the distance, thus making long distance transmissions
signiﬁcantly less energy efﬁcient [7]. In these situations, very frequent especially in outdoor
deployments, the WSN relies on a multi-hop topology, in which multiple motes collaborate to
send their information to the sink through consecutive transmissions. In this topology, motes
do not only need to communicate their own data, but also help relay other motes’ information.
Figure 1.1 shows a graphical depiction of a star (left) and multi-hop (right) topology .
Finding the optimal path from each mote to the sink in a way that balances the need for a
reliable, fast and energy efﬁcient transmission is however a non-trivial task that has motivated
extensive research in the area of routing protocols, including the current dissertation.
1.2 Communication Protocols
The reliable and resource efﬁcient transmission of information between the multiple motes
of a multi-hop WSN depends on the deﬁnition of adequate communication and network
protocols. In order to reduce the complexity of the protocol design process, and allow for their
modular development, the international research community generally relies on a hierarchical
layering of the functions that need to be performed by the protocols. The Open Systems
Interconnection (OSI) Reference Model [8] [9] is one of the most broadly used structure,
consisting of 7 layers: Application, Presentation, Session, Transport, Network, Data Link and
Physical.
1.2.1 WSN Architecture and Protocol Layers
WSNs are typically concerned with the bottom four layers of the OSI model, namely the
Transport, Network, Data Link and Physical layers, plus the application layer. Figure 1.2 shows
a broad decomposition of the layers in the OSI Model.
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Figure 1.2 – Open Systems Interconnection reference model and data link layer architecture (ﬁgure
reproduced from [10]).
While the Network layer is served by Routing protocols, the Data Link layer’s functions are split
into the MAC (Medium Access Control) sublayer and the LLC (Logical Link Control) sublayer.
At the time, signiﬁcant research effort is being invested into the development of MAC and
Routing protocols.
• The Data Link Layer - MAC Protocols: This family of protocols deals with the way in
which nodes using the same physical space for transmitting their electromagnetic sig-
nals will be sharing their access medium. MAC Protocols have to fulﬁll a wide set of
performance requirements, ranging from a high throughput and reliability, low energy
consumption and access delay, scalability, robustness and fairness [10] [11]. MAC proto-
cols typically rely on three types of addresses: 1) Unicast - the data to be transmitted by
one node is directed towards another speciﬁc node, 2) Multicast/Broadcast - the data to
be transmitted by one node is directed at a predeﬁned set of nodes and 3) Anycast - the
data to be transmitted by one mote is only sent to the ﬁrst neighbor that answers with
an acknowledgement [12].
• The Network Layer - Routing Protocols: As multi-hop topologies require nodes to
collaborate in the transfer of data (both their own and the one coming from other nodes),
routing protocols are required in order to identify the optimal succession of nodes to be
used for the transmission, namely the routing path. These protocols need to generate
reliable, stable and resource (energy, time) efﬁcient paths [10]. In order to minimize the
operations performed and save resources, nodes typically collect transmission relevant
information about their neighbors (e.g., the quality of the link to the respective node) in
routing tables, which they periodically update in order to cater for the changes in the
channel dynamics.
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Figure 1.3 – Flooding in Wireless Sensor Networks (ﬁgure reproduced from [10]).
1.2.2 Routing Techniques
WSNs rely on a multitude of routing techniques. Two broad categories of techniques that are
broadly used and will be further studied in the frame of this dissertation are i) Collection Tree
Protocols and ii) Flood-based protocols.
• Collection Tree Protocols: deﬁne the routes that the packets follow to a given destina-
tion through a multi-hop network. They enable a mote to communicate beyond its
transmission range by using the neighbors as relays. The collection operates on top of
the MAC layer, which provides the service of exchanging packets with the neighbors and
offers information about them (e.g., quality of the links). Collection tree protocols will
be the focus of the ﬁrst part of this dissertation.
• Flood-based Protocols: instead of investing in maintaining information about each
node’s neighbors, ﬂood-based protocols rely on every neighbor forwarding its packets
(Fig. 1.3). While ﬂooding can increase the likelihood of data being reliably received
due to exploiting every possible route, they can also cause indeﬁnite loops [10], high
overheads, and lower reliability in sparsely connected networks. This might necessitate
retransmissions, typically not available to the broadcast primitive. The second part of
this dissertation will detail the use of ﬂoods and the respective Glossy-like protocols.
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1.3 Problem Statement
The need to reliably convey WSN data in deployments with increasingly challenging demands,
be they a long-term energy autonomy in order to avoid expensive and intrusive interventions,
or the real-time transmission of time-critical information, has motivated extensive research
into the design of communication protocols.
Routing protocols in particular represent a challenging, yet also promising research space,
given their responsibility of identifying the most robust data paths across extensive regions,
subject to a myriad of perturbations. Our dissertation is thus focused on the development
of mechanisms that manage to signiﬁcantly improve the performance of state-of-the art
routing protocols. Acknowledging the emergence of requirement clusters in the multitude of
applications, we have decided to address the issues of two different application families.
The ﬁrst part of our thesis will be addressing the trade-off between the high reliability and
the long energy autonomy expected from multi-hop WSNs. While composite metrics have
been establishing themselves as enablers of signiﬁcant reliability increases, their use has been
limited to ofﬂine deployments, given their signiﬁcant energy overheads. We will proceed to
propose a series of systems that will help unlock composite metrics’ potential to be used in
real-life online deployments, by signiﬁcantly reducing their energy consumptions.
In the second part, we will also address the energy-latency tradeoff faced by WSNs tasked with
the real-time transmission of sporadic events. In order to reliably detect events, protocols
catering for such applications typically rely on energy-expensive network polling mechanisms.
Moreover, when an event does happen, the network has to deal with potentially disruptive
packet collisions, given its detection by multiple neighboring motes in high density WSNs.
We will thus aim at designing solutions that signiﬁcantly reduce the overhead of the polling
mechanism, while being robust to simultaneous event detections.
Beyond these typical WSN trade-offs, this work will also address a number of additional
challenges encountered by WSN deployments, including the effects of interferences, and the
WSNs’ ability to co-exist with other networks. Last, but not least, it will aim at leveraging the
opportunity of having tested and implemented the systems in real-life projects in the direction
of enriching the currently limited practical knowledge related to real life WSN deployments.
1.4 Contributions
The ﬁrst part of the thesis has introduced two main contributions, WiseNE, and Rep. WiseNE
is a novel beaconing mechanism that manages to increase the reliability of collection tree
protocols, by enabling an energy efﬁcient use of the RSSI (Received Signal Strength Indication),
a key component of many composite metrics. By decoupling the sampling and exploration
periods of the protocol, WiseNE manages to maintain the Trickle Algorithm active, thus
generating a signiﬁcantly lower overhead. This development also allowed us to perform the
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ﬁrst online validation of the Triangle Metric (composed of PRR, RSSI and LQI).
This overhead is further reduced (by one order of magnitude) with the introduction of a novel
sampling mechanism, Rep. This scheme achieves the signiﬁcant drop in energy consumption
and trafﬁc, and additionally increase the LQE (LinkQuality Estimation) speed by leveraging the
pre-existing repetitions in low-power preamble-sampling MAC layers, as opposed to waiting
for additional beacons. Given the high frequency variations pattern of the dominant source of
interference present in indoor ofﬁce deployments (WiFi), the ﬁne-grain sampling performed
by Rep over 1 second achieves the same accuracy as the SOTA coarse-grain sampling over 2.7
minutes, while consuming one order of magnitude less energy.
The two mechanisms were also validated in the frame of a real deployment in an outdoors
urban environment, as part of the Fly project, a WSN that we have developed and deployed
for the monitoring of public utilities in a European Smart City initiative. The experiments
conducted proved that WiseNE and Rep continue to deliver their promised improvements in
environments subject to signiﬁcant perturbations, notably multipath fading variations as a
result of nodes being installed at ground level and large distances (in the order of hundreds
of meters) without line-of-sight. The deployment has also introduced a newly developed
composite metric, PRSSI (a combination between PRR and RRSI). Given the scarcity of such
deployments, mostly due to the prohibitive cost of monitoring the network, we have decided
to also document some of the most important practical lessons learned, ranging from the need
to install a data collection mechanism in order to facilitate a non-intrusive experimentation,
to the value of maintaining a close collaboration with the real beneﬁciary to insure the optimal
utilization of the WSN.
The second part of the thesis has focused on the development of mechanisms also able to
cater to very low latency constraints. This additional requirement was inspired by the need to
develop a WSN for the WiseSkin project. Our particular role in this interdisciplinary project
consisted in the development of a WSN able to convey the tactile information through the
artiﬁcial skin of a prosthetic arm. As the ability to create a seamless tactile experience is one
of the main criteria for patients’ accepting the prosthesis, our WSN had to achieve very low
latencies, on top of high reliabilities and an energy consumption compatible with a prolonged
use. We have thus investigated the problem of distributed wake-up of an event-triggered WSN
with tight latency, reliability and energy consumption constraints.
In this context, we have developed Glossy–W, a modiﬁed version of Glossy tailored to reduce
the energy consumption for a given latency, while catering for multi-node simultaneous event
detection. Glossy-W incorporates two main contributions. The ﬁrst contribution consisted
in the validation of the fact that leveraging concurrent transmissions as opposed to avoiding
them can actually result in better energy performances for a given latency, despite the contrary
expectation. Additionally, we show that, even when removing the per-hop contention by
using an Ideal Collision Avoidance MAC, Glossy-W maintains a better energy-latency trade-off
for the dense WSNs under consideration. The second contribution consisted in validating
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that, among protocols leveraging concurrent transmissions, the ones relying on constructive
interference are preferable to the ones based on the capture effect, given their superior ro-
bustness to simultaneous event detection, a key constraint of high density WSNs. Glossy-W
is thus the ﬁrst protocol able to leverage ﬂoods that rely on constructive interference in a
simultaneous event detection scenario. While inspired by WiseSkin, Glossy-W has a broad
range of applicability, especially as an increasing number of WSN applications require a dense
network, consistently fast responsiveness and high energy autonomy.
Last, but not least, we have introduced a novel primitive: Synchronized Channel Sampling
(SCS). SCS consists of consecutive measurements of the signal strength in different channels,
performed synchronously by all the motes in the network. Its main contribution in improving
the state-of-the-art protocols, such as B2B, relies on its providing a more power efﬁcient
mechanism for polling the network for events, compared to the traditional approach of
sending ﬂoods. The improved power performance results from SCS’ substituting the ﬂoods
that B2B used for performing the network polling with more power efﬁcient Synchronous
Channel Sampling rounds. This proved particularly useful in low event frequency scenarios,
where the network energy consumption is driven by the polling mechanism. The testbed
experiments performed demonstrate that the use of SCS reduces the power consumption of
the top performing protocol (from the EWSN17 competition) by up to 40%, while keeping an
equivalent reliability performance.
1.5 Thesis Structure
While the entirety of our work has focused on the development of high-performing WSN
routing protocols, the variability in application requirements has motivated us to organize the
thesis into two parts.
The ﬁrst part will focus on applications subject to high reliability and energy autonomy
constraints. Chapter 1 will introduce WiseNE, a novel beaconing mechanism that enhances
collection tree protocols’ reliability, while maintaining a high energy efﬁciency. This chapter
will also validate the Triangle Metric in an online deployment. Chapter 2 will introduce Rep,
a sampling mechanism that will manage to reduce the energy required for the extraction of
the RSSI and LQI metric by one order of magnitude, by exploiting the pre-existent repetitions
at the MAC layer. The 3rd, and ﬁnal chapter in Part 1 will take the opportunity to validate
and deepen our understanding of composite metrics, as well as the two contributions of the
previous chapters, WiseNE and Rep in a real-life smart city deployment called WiseFly.
The second part of the thesis will transition to routing protocols catering for applications
subject to an additional low latency requirement, and simultaneous event detection such
as WiseSkin, a WSN aimed at conveying the tactile stimuli perceived by the artiﬁcial skin
of a human prosthesis in real time. The ﬁrst chapter of this part (4th in the overall thesis
organization) will introduce Glossy-W, a protocol that enhances Glossy’s ability to optimize
the energy – latency trade-off, while being compatible with simultaneous event detections
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in multiple motes. Finally, Chapter 5 will present Synchronized Channel Sampling (SCS), a
novel mechanism that reduces the WSN energy consumption by 33.3 - 40%, while remaining
compatible with simultaneous event detection.
9

Part I
Introduction
In the ﬁrst part, this dissertation focuses on the design of routing protocols for collection
applications, where high standards of reliability and energy consumption are paramount.
In the last years, the quest for high reliabilities has been promoting the use of composite met-
rics as promising alternatives to simple ones for the Link Quality Estimation (LQE) performed
by collection protocols. However, while composite metrics’ superiority in terms of reliabil-
ity is broadly acknowledged, protocols aiming at using them end up generating signiﬁcant
energy overheads, due to the high number of samplings required by RSSI (Received Signal
Strength Indication) and LQI (Link Quality Indication), key components of best performing
composite metrics. This results in applications of composite metrics being limited to ofﬂine
environments, or testbeds with a steady energy supply. In this ﬁrst part of our dissertation we
will introduce two mechanisms, WiseNE and Rep, that manage to enable the use of composite
metrics, while creating a signiﬁcantly lower overhead than the state-of-the art protocols, thus
allowing their use in online applications under strict energy efﬁciency constraints.
The novel beaconing scheme WiseNE described in Chapter 1 manages to extract sufﬁcient
samples for the RSSI and LQI components of composite metrics, by decoupling the sampling
and exploration period of each mote. This allows the protocol to keep leveraging the Trickle
Algorithm for the network exploration phase, and thus continue beneﬁting from its energy
savings. WiseNE has been used to validate the Triangle Metric, a composite metric comprising
RSSI, PRR (Packet Reception Ratio) and LQI in an online setting, proving to signiﬁcantly
enhance the WSN’s reliability, while requiring far less energy for the addition of RSSI and LQI,
than state-of-the art applications. The use of WiseNE also translates into a sharp improvement
in the LQE speed, allowing for faster routing decisions.
Moreover, the novel sampling mechanism introduced in Chapter 2 (Rep), will manage to fur-
ther reduce the energy consumption required by the RSSI sampling operation by one order of
magnitude. Rep’s working principle relies on leveraging the packet repetitions already present
in low-power preamble-sampling medium access control protocols in order to improve the
WSN’s energy consumption. Under the typical interference sources of an ofﬁce environment
(e.g., WiFi), the ﬁne-grain sampling mechanism (over 1s) that Rep relies upon has proven
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to result in equivalent reliabilities as the typical coarse-grain sampling (over 4 min), while
providing a faster, and more energy efﬁcient sampling.
In the frame of Chapter 3, we have taken the opportunity to validate WiseNE, Rep and the
composite metric PRSSI (Penalized Receive Signal Strength Indication) in a real smart city
deployment. This endeavor has proven that the two mechanisms (WiseNE and Rep), as well
as PRSSI continue to achieve their stated contributions under challenging environments (e.g.,
lack of line-of-sight, dominant multipath fading). Moreover, given the scarcity of real-world
deployments of collection protocols available, the chapter also adds value by documenting
multiple practical considerations relevant to outdoors urban deployments, than can hopefully
prove useful to our ﬁeld’s community.
Background
Collection Protocols in WSNs
A collection protocol deﬁnes the routes that the packets follow to a given destination through
a multi-hop network. It enables a mote to communicate beyond its transmission range by
using the neighbors as relays. The collection operates on top of the MAC layer, which provides
the service of exchanging packets with the neighbors and offers information about them (e.g.,
the quality of the links).
The network can operate with one or several sinks, which are motes that can forward the
collected data beyond the WSN (e.g., through a cellular gateway). The routing aims to au-
tonomously organize the network in destination-oriented acyclic graphs (DODAGs) that pro-
vide every mote with a preferred route to reach each sink, acting as the roots of the DODAGs
(e.g. RPL [13])1. A common topology is the one of a routing tree with the sink at the root,
resulting from keeping a single DODAG with a single sink (e.g., CTP [14]). In order to create and
maintain a topology, the core mechanism of the routing protocol must perform the following
three operations:
• Exploration: probing the neighborhood of a mote in order to gather information about
other motes within range. This is necessary in order to identify the potential parents or
children in the DODAGs, and to gather link quality data.
• Link and Route Estimation: quantifying the quality of the links to the potential parents
and their associated routes to the sink(s). This uses the link estimation techniques
described in Sec. 1.2.2.
• Parent Selection: identifying the suitable parents (connectedwith high quality and stable
links, not prone to generating routing loops, etc.) and choosing the best candidate.
1The DAG structure used by RPL enables each mote to associate to multiple parents in the DAG. Therefore, it is
a more general topology compared to the collection tree, where motes have a single parent. Through this thesis,
we include RPL in our study of tree collection protocols because the analysis is agnostic to the number of parents.
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These operations follow a best-effort approach to deﬁne a topology for the network, which:
is composed by the links with the best available quality, remains stable in the future, and
has the shortest routes possible, thus minimizing the energy and number of transmissions
necessary for reaching the sink. Nevertheless, the conditions for improving the topology
depend on the dynamic environment of the network, where links might break, parents might
disappear and interference patterns are usually variable, thus changing the solutions that
provide an acceptable performance. The result is that the routing protocol must constantly
repeat this process in order to maintain a high reliability, at the expense of increasing the
control trafﬁc and the energy consumption. This reliability-energy trade-off is managed
by state-of-the-art routing protocols by adapting the control trafﬁc to the dynamics of the
network environment by means of an Adaptive Beaconing mechanism, which relies on a
trickle timer to optimize the message transmission frequency to the network conditions
[15] [14]. In a nutshell, the frequency is quickly increased (i.e., exponentially) whenever an
inconsistent network management information is received (e.g., a loop or a lost parent) for
faster recovery from a potential failure, and progressively decreased (i.e., linearly) in case the
network environment is stable, in order to reduce the control trafﬁc and save energy.
Link Quality Estimation
Radio links are affected by multiple factors with the potential to signiﬁcantly degrade their
quality, from external interference from Wi-Fi routers or Bluetooth devices, to broken links due
to obstacles between the antennas, or degraded RF channels due to harsh weather conditions
or changes in the multipath fading pattern. In WSNs, these effects are particularly signiﬁcant,
given the limited resources to ensure robust links in the context of low-power and narrow-
band radios. The quality of the link thus often ﬂuctuates over time [16] [17] and space [18] [19]
[20], and is often asymmetric with respect to the link direction [21] [20].
The ability to consistently estimate link quality, in the Link Quality Estimation (LE) phase [16]
is thus key to enabling the motes to identify and use the links with the best potential for a high
Packet Reception Ration (PRR) in the future transmissions, a key indicator of the network’s
performance in terms of reliability. This prediction can be based on a series of present metrics.
Current applications normally use one single metric as input data, a limitation we will be
addressing in this chapter.
Figure 1.4 shows a classical categorization of the future expected Packet Reception Data (PRR),
as a function of the present Link Quality Information (LQI) metric. In the frame of this study,
we will be relying on this categorization of the PRR, into three quality bands, as deﬁned by
[22]. The categorization is characterized by a speciﬁc Packet Reception Ratio (PRR) and three
dynamic bounds (changing over time):
• Connected: links display a good quality, stability and symmetry. They can be classiﬁed
as good (PRR > 75%) and very good (PRR = 100%).
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Figure 1.4 – The three reception regions for indoor conditions vs. LQI metric. These scatter plots
provide insight about the prediction capabilities of LQI. The area of each dot is proportional to the
number of data points with the same coordinates.
• Transitional: links are characterized by persistent packet losses (in long-term assess-
ments), unstable, not correlated with distance, and often asymmetric. They are also
called intermediate quality links (75% ≥ PRR > 35%).
• Disconnected: links have poor quality and are not suitable for communication. They
are often referred to as bad links (PRR ≤ 35%).
LE uses a statistical characterization in order to describe the behavior of the links, an approach
that facilitates the use of measured empirical data with a random component, to estimate
the value of a parameter. However, the identiﬁcation of input metrics that can accurately
represent the link quality (LQ) and its trends, and could thus be a reliable predictor of the
future PRR is a research problem that remains open [23]. The perturbing factors that make
the prediction of the future PRR necessary, such as Wi-Fi routers or Bluetooth devices, the
broken links due to obstacles between the antennas, or the degraded RF channels due to harsh
weather conditions, also represent a difﬁculty in our ability to estimate it.
This has motivated the search for metrics that accurately represent the status of links, with
different qualities and their temporal dynamics, for over a decade (see [23] for a comprehensive
review of these efforts). Some notable examples are:
• (Past) Packet Reception Ratio (PRR): represents the ratio of the number of successfully
received packets to the number of transmitted packets in the past.
• Expected Transmission Count (ETX): is the inverse of the product of the PRR of the
forward link and the PRR of the backward link [24]. ETX takes the link asymmetry
property into account.
• Link Quality Indicator (LQI): is a measure of the correlation between the received symbol
and the symbol to which it is mapped after the soft decoding stage in the radio [16]. LQI
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is sometimes referred to as Chip Correlation Indicator (CCI).2
• Received Signal Strength Indicator (RSSI): is the signal strength of the received packet.
This value is provided through a register by most radio transceivers3. In the absence of
transmissions, the register gives the noise ﬂoor.
• Signal-to-Noise Ratio (SNR): is computed as the difference (in dBm) of the RSSI, without
noise, and the noise ﬂoor.
For the purpose of this thesis, we will use a broad deﬁnition of the LE, that allows us to
assess different metrics. We will refer to LE as the evaluation of a mathematical or logical
expression (i.e., metric) within an observation window (a number of packets or seconds), used
to characterize the quality of a link, as deﬁned by Baccour et al in [23].
Composite Metrics
Despite the metrics in the previous section having enabled various practical collection appli-
cations, it is generally accepted that a single metric is only capable of assessing one particular
link property, thus providing an incomplete characterization of the link [25]. For example, a
low RSSI or LQI is an accurate indicator of bad quality links, while high values may indicate
both good or bad quality links [22]. Conversely, PRR or ETX display a better accuracy with
good quality links, compared to the one in the case of bad quality links. Therefore, extensive
research efforts focus on composite metrics, addressing the aforementioned limitations by
combining the individual strengths of different metrics in order to provide accurate and holis-
tic characterizations. Notable composite metrics include Four-Bit [26], F-LQE [25], Triangle
Metric [22] and the scheme proposed by Rondinone et al in [27].
An important challenge in the domain of composite metrics is the ability to combine metrics
with different physical natures, such as RSSI (in dBm) and PRR (a percentage). A common
approach is to normalize the values, as done in [27] or [25]
More recent work proposes the use of Fuzzy logic (F-LQE) [25] or Machine Learning schemes
[28] [29] for ﬁnding metric combinations that more accurately estimate the quality of the
links. The latter techniques rely on training data to identify optimal metrics to describe the
behavior of the links. However, such techniques are currently not feasible due to their high
requirements in terms of computational power, not yet accessible to the vast majority of WSNs.
Typically, the research in link estimation focuses on gathering the LQ information in the motes
where it is immediately available, normally for ofﬂine analysis. This is the case of the Triangle
Metric and other composite metrics such as [27] and [30].
2The cc2420, a transceiver used extensively through this thesis, measures the LQI on the ﬁrst eight symbols
of the received packet and is represented with a score between 50 and 110 (the higher the index, the better the
quality).
3The CC2420 returns the average measured on the ﬁrst eight symbols
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2 Increasing WSN Reliability by En-
abling the Use of Composite Metrics
2.1 Introduction
Wireless Sensor Networks (WSNs) use collection protocols in order to operate in areas that
extend beyond the transmission range of a single mote, or that are difﬁcult to access, such
as glaciers [3], orchards [31], multi-store buildings [32] or even cruise ships [33]. Oftentimes,
WSNs deployed in these less accessible areas are in charge of critical applications, such as
passenger tracking for evacuation in case of sea accidents, or ﬁre alarms. The protocols’
reliability, namely their capacity to convey all data packets generated by the motes towards
collection points, is thus a critical requirement in such applications. Moreover, the nature of
these areas makes higher levels of WSN energy autonomy particularly desirable.
In terms of reliability, high performing collection protocols depend on an accurate perfor-
mance of a link quality estimation (LE) [23], a piece of information that enables the routing
protocols to choose the most reliable and efﬁcient routes. However, the identiﬁcation of
metrics that can accurately reﬂect link quality is still an open research problem [23] [29] [28].
Latest research has shown that composite metrics have a signiﬁcant potential to improve
the delivery rate of WSNs, while at the same time reducing their power consumption. For
example, the Triangle Metric (TM), a promising composite metric has the capacity to increase
the accuracy of the state-of-the-art metric ETX for detecting good links from 82.3 to 98%.
Nevertheless, SOTA routing protocols have not been leveraging this potential in collection
applications, mostly due to two main types of implementation challenges.
First of all, the increased noise sensitivity of composite metrics requires the collection of a
sufﬁciently high number of samples of themetric in eachmote, in order to ensure ameaningful
estimation of the link quality, and a fair comparison between the different links. This would
however hamper the protocol’s ability to maintain its low energy consumption, as the Trickle
Algorithm that the energy savings of the SOTA protocols rely upon limits their ability to control
the number of samples performed by each mote. SOTA protocols attempting the use of
composite metrics, such as F-LQE [25] thus decide to disable the Trickle Algorithm in order to
ensure sufﬁcient samples, but end up with high energy consumptions.
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WiseNE, the novel beaconing mechanism designed in the frame of this study, aims at solving
this issue, by decoupling the sampling and exploration periods of each mote. This allows the
mote to beneﬁt from the energy savings of the Trickle Algorithm (driven by its exploration
period) in the extraction of RSSI and LQI as well, while achieving the desired number of
samples in the observation phase. WiseNE thus becomes the ﬁrst algorithm enabling the use
of composite metrics, while avoiding prohibitive increases in the energy consumption.
Second, the meaningful use of composite metrics is also enhanced by the protocol’s ability to
operate online, in order to be able to isolate the quality of the uplink and return the link quality
information to the motes that need it for routing decisions. At the moment, however, SOTA link
estimation schemes such as TM [22] or Foresee (4C) [29] rely on parallel infrastructures that
evaluate the link quality ofﬂine. WiseNE is thus also the ﬁrst protocol designed to validate the
Triangle Metric in an online environment. The experiments performed conﬁrm the metric’s
potential to combine the strengths of the Signal-to-Noise Ratio, the Link Quality Indication
and the Packet Reception Rate, for accurately predicting the quality of the links, both inside
an ofﬁce and in outdoor environments. The study concludes that WiseNE can enable novel
composite metrics and proposes an optimization method aimed at signiﬁcantly reducing
WiseNE’s overhead.
In terms of structure, we will start this chapter by providing our Problem Statement, as
articulated in Section 2.2. Section 2.3 will show an analysis of the limitations of state-of-the-art
protocols in terms of using composite metrics. We will then proceed to introducing WiseNE
in Section 2.4, describing both the mechanism which allows it to solve the aforementioned
challenges, and its design. Section 2.5 will show the experimental setup and results that
help substantiate our claim that the Link Quality Estimate obtained with the help of WiseNE
presents an improvement in terms of accuracy from82.3% to 98%. Lastly, themain conclusions
will be reiterated in Section 2.6.
The work presented in this chapter was published in WiMob 2016 [34].
2.2 Problem Statement
There is a signiﬁcant gap between the advancements in the domain of link estimation and
their use in practical WSN applications. While multiple composite metrics have proven
to outperform the individual metrics used traditionally, none of the collection protocols
with widespread use leverages them, and they are rarely characterized in practical WSN
deployments for data collection.
For example, ContikiRPL [35], the Contiki implementation of the IPv6 Routing Protocol for
Low Power and Lossy Networks (RPL) [13] relies on ETX as a routing metric. Contiki-Collect is
the default routing protocol of Contiki’s rime stack [36] and it also uses the ETX. The Collection
Tree Protocol (CTP) [14], which is the default routing protocol of TinyOS [37], does rely on
ETX and on a composite metric, the Four-Bit. Nevertheless, the use of other metrics besides
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the conﬁrmation of the packet reception in Four-Bit is limited to aiding the selection of a
mote to be evicted when the neighbor’s table is over its full capacity, by means of the "white
bit" [26][14], instead of leveraging the composition of multiple metrics as a primary input for
selecting the preferred parent, as is the intention of modern composite metrics such as TM or
F-LQE.
One of the key barriers for the use of composite metrics in popular collection protocols is the
lack of energy-efﬁcient mechanisms for recovering metrics that are available on the receiver’s
side of a transmission. This occurs because routing protocols are optimized to obtain an
accurate enough LE with few packet transmissions, thus enabling an acceptable balance
between reactivity and low energy consumption.
A fundamental problem with ignoring the metrics available on the receiver side is that they
characterize the quality of the link in the direction that a mote will use to forward the ap-
plication data (uplink), which can be signiﬁcantly different from the quality in the opposite
direction (downlink) [20]. At the same time, several of the metrics on the receiver side are
among the most promising for accurate LE, such as the RSSI, LQI and SNR.
Using these metrics in practical collection applications poses three main challenges: i) the
information must be returned to the sender mote fast enough for it to still be representative
of the link condition, ii) these metrics are subject to noise and require several samples to
provide an accurate estimation, and iii) the estimation should entail a minimum transmission
overhead in order to improve the energy efﬁciency and bandwidth utilization. Addressing
these challenges is the focus of section 2.4.
2.3 State-of-the-art Acquisition of Link Quality Information
State-of-the-art collection protocols (e.g., CTP, RPL and ContikiCollect) broadcast beacons
to probe the links to the neighbors and sample the link quality. The beacons include a list of
neighboring motes and the respective qualities of the links leading to them. This allows the
beacons to also serve as a mechanism for disseminating topology information and discovering
new neighbors.
However, the beaconing represents a signiﬁcant energy and trafﬁc overhead, which protocols
aim to reduce with the help of a Trickle Algorithm [15]. This scheme adapts the beaconing
interval to the perceived stability of the network, thus progressively increasing it if the topology
is working well, but quickly decreasing it upon detection of inconsistencies (e.g., loops),
or of signiﬁcant changes in the topology. The overhead reduction has been demonstrated
by Gnawali et al. in [38], reporting that applying Trickle to a periodic beaconing protocol
decreases the number of beacons sent per mote by 63.7% (from 550 to 200), after 5 hours.
Moreover, the enhanced reactivity resulting from a low beaconing period enables the prompt
bootstrapping, reparation or adaptation of the network.
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However, this quest for energy efﬁciency through adaptive beaconing also means that the
protocol generates an insufﬁcient number of samples to ensure a meaningful accuracy of
composite metrics. For example, an accurate estimation of intermediate links using LQI
requires averaging over a large number of samples (about 40 up to 120) [39], but the quickest
that a mote will obtain 16 samples is 1.16 hours (after an interval reset), and one extra sample
every hour (for the default limits of the beaconing interval in CTP: 64ms - 1h). Sampling
becomes even slower if the beaconing interval has reached the maximum value (1h), thus
it would require 40 hours to obtain 40 samples. The long delays render the use of LQI for
link estimation impractical, since motes would use this information for promptly adapting
the topology to minimize disconnection times. This creates a clear trade-off between the
energy efﬁciency of the protocol, reliant on the Trickle Algorithm, and its ability to enhance its
reliability with the help of composite metrics.
Baccour et al. have validated the composite metric F-LQE by plugging it in the Collection
Tree Protocol (CTP). However, they have adapted CTP by deactivating Trickle and keeping a
constant beaconing interval. This permitted the acquisition of a sufﬁcient number of samples
required as input for their composite metric. Nevertheless, this setup is not feasible for a real
application of a collection protocol, due to the high levels of energy consumption incurred
by not using Trickle. Their work however focused on demonstrating the reliability of the
metric, leaving aside its possible impact on the power consumption. The collection protocols
MultihopLQI [40] and Arbutus + DUCHY [41] also rely on a constant beaconing interval in
order to obtain sufﬁcient LQI and RSSI samples.
Liu and Cerpa in [28] have validated the composite metric TALENT by plugging it in CTP. Their
work has also recognized as a main limitation the fact that the resulting solution only functions
in high data rate scenarios, due to the need of quickly gathering RSSI and LQI samples.
Another method often employed for validating composite metrics relies on the construction
of a parallel infrastructure for the acquisition of data and the computation of the composite
metric. Real experiments with composite metrics are thus often designed to provide results
that are evaluated ofﬂine [42] [22] [29] [27]. This means that the raw link quality data is
collected in each mote’s memory, or using a secondary infrastructure (e.g., a cabled testbed),
and the composite metrics are calculated and compared later on by a remote computer.
This circumvents the problems of reliably recovering the link quality in a sink mote through
a multihop network, and of returning the link quality metrics available upon reception to
the sender mote. Additionally, the secondary infrastructure renders the adaptation of the
beaconing interval in order to save energy unnecessary, thus facilitating the collection of many
link quality samples.
Some state-of-the-art routing protocols (e.g., CTP, RPL and ContikiCollect) also rely on the
application trafﬁc for extracting link quality information. The application trafﬁc normally
consists of unicast packets in the uplink, which can provide bidirectional information about
the link quality, thanks to the acknowledgementmechanism (e.g., the number of transmissions
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required for sending a packet). Nevertheless, the usefulness of the application trafﬁc is strongly
dependent on the speciﬁc scenario, since it might be very scarce or dominated by sporadic
surges, thus playing a minor role in updating the routing topology. The previous LE schemes
share the limitation of extracting the metrics on received packets, thus evaluating the downlink
direction, while requiring an assessment of the uplink for conveying trafﬁc towards the sink.
A number of additional studies have touched upon the issue of integrating composite metrics
in LE. Amongst them, the study reported in [43] aims at developing a mechanism tailored for
collecting the link quality information necessary for using composite metrics, in the uplink
direction. It presents LQR, an alternative to LE for identifying the best link available, with the
minimum possible overhead packets, by probing the neighbors using broadcast packets and
recovering the link quality information using unicasts. Instead of attempting to quantify the
quality of the links, LQR compares several physical layer metrics and outputs a relative ranking
among the links to the neighbors within transmission range of a mote. LQR proposes using
fewer packets for ranking instead of several packets for estimation. Therefore, it is proposed
for applications that require one-hop bursts, instead of long term routes. These applications
are typically served by opportunistic routing protocols, such as ORW [44], and do not aim to
perform long-term link estimation. While they provide a ranking at any given moment, they
cannot be used to build routes, as they cannot compound the quantiﬁcation of the link quality
estimate along the route.
2.4 Proposed Protocol - WiseNE
In order to enable the use of composite metrics in collection protocols, while avoiding pro-
hibitive energy expenses, and at the same time allowing for online network deployments, we
have developed a mechanism called WiseNE.
2.4.1 Design Objectives
Enabling composite metrics in collection protocols demands a series of properties from
WiseNE: i) returning the link quality that is available on the receiver side to the transmitter,
the mote needing it for taking routing decisions, ii) providing a mote with multiple metrics
simultaneously, as required by several of the most promising composite metrics available and
iii) enabling the rapid extraction of link quality metrics that require several samples.
Our use of the neighborhood exploration (NE) to extract link quality is motivated as follows:
• Collection protocols already perform periodic NE to discover new motes and update
the LE.
• The link quality extracted during the NE can be used for predicting the behavior of the
links.
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Figure 2.1 – Timing diagram of probing beacons for extracting link quality: (a) using the Trickle
Algorithm (i.e. progressive increase of the interval between beacons if the network is stable), (b)
deactivating Trickle (i.e. keeping the interval constant in a low value) and (c) using WiseNE (i.e.
reducing the timing upon request and use Trickle otherwise).
• The energy and bandwidth overhead required for extracting the link quality can be
reduced by one order of magnitude by using the packet repetitions available in low-
power preamble sampling MAC protocols, such as WiseMAC [45] or ContikiMAC [46].
We elaborate on this solution in Chapter 3.
WiseNE enables the use of composite metrics by providing large numbers of link quality
samples in a timely manner, while keeping the Trickle algorithm, which is the main driver of
energy efﬁciency.
Before going into details about the operation ofWiseNE, it is useful to remember the traditional
approach for obtaining link quality samples (used by CTP and RPL, depicted in Fig. 2.1(a)):
motes constantly broadcast beacons to evaluate the quality of the links, and the interval
between consecutive beacons is increased progressively using the Trickle algorithm (upon
detection of signiﬁcant perturbations in the network, the interval is reset to a small value). This
approach brings the shortcoming that collecting 16 samples will require 1.16 hours (after an
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interval reset), and one extra sample every hour (as explained in Sec. 2.3). This long duration
renders unfeasible the timely collection of 20 or more samples, as required for composite
metrics.
An approach of several authors (detailed in Sec. 2.3) for accelerating the sampling is to keep
the beaconing period constant (depicted in Fig. 2.1(b)). This approach provides the large
number of samples required by composite metrics in a timely manner (e.g. 20 samples in less
than a minute [25]). Nevertheless, it essentially deactivates Trickle, resulting in prohibitive
energy expenses.
WiseNE’s approach is depicted in Fig. 2.1(c), which shows the timing diagram of the beacon
transmissions of amote using Trickle. Therefore, at the beginning of the timeline the beaconing
interval is long (the network has been stable since some time ago, but this is not a requirement
for WiseNE). Later on (at the middle of the timeline), the mote needs to calculate a composite
metric, therefore it triggers WiseNE, which consists in quickly broadcasting a series of beacons
as required by the composite metric, promptly receiving the link quality estimates from
the neighbours using unicasts, and immediately returning to the long beaconing period as
required by Trickle.
An important advantage of WiseNE is highlighted in the phrase above: “promptly receiving the
link quality estimates from the neighbours using unicasts”, thus we will elaborate on recovery
mechanisms. We have established that a mote that needs link information to choose a parent
will transmit multiple broadcasts. Nevertheless, the most popular inputs for composite
metrics are typically available upon reception (e.g. RSSI, LQI, PRR, etc.). Therefore, there
must be a mechanism that enables the sender to recover the link quality data in a timely and
energy-efﬁcient manner. In the case shown in Fig. 2.1(a) (corresponding to CTP and RPL), the
recovery is done by appending the link quality to the broadcasts of the neighbours (explained
in Sec. 2.3), and a quick reply can be forced by resetting the Trickle interval of the neighbours
(using a ﬂag in the beacon header, such as the "Pull bit" in CTP). This approach brings an
important energy penalty, which is avoided in WiseNE by using dedicated unicasts as recovery
mechanism.
The end result is that the mote was able to calculate the composite metric, while Trickle was
operating, thus maintaining an energy-efﬁcient operation.
2.4.2 Design
The working principle of WiseNE is described in Figure 2.2, where it is depicted as part of a
simple collection application. Mote N6 explores the neighborhood by broadcasting a known
number of Beacon Advertisements (BA) (step 1). The neighboring motes will receive all
or some of the BA , and register the PRR and average RSSI, LQI and SNR (RSSI , LQI , SNR,
respectively). If the neighbor is a sink, or has a route to the sink, it will answer the beacons
with a unicast acknowledged Beacon Reply (BR ), which contains an estimation of the link
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Figure 2.2 – Working principle of a collection protocol based on WiseNE.
metric (based on the BA series) and its own route metric to the sink (step 2). The new mote
will select the route with the lowest cost to the sink among the ones provided by the neighbors
(step 3).
The following list details the WiseNE mechanism, and Figure 2.3 presents its timing diagram.
1. Advertising Mote (NA) is looking for a route. It broadcasts n beacon advertisements with
a period TB A . The default values n=20 and TB A = 1s, are chosen to match the evaluation
parameters of the TM publication and ensure comparability. Each BA has a sequence
number s (s = 1 ... n).
2. The neighbor NR starts counting the BA received. Only the sink or neighbors with a
valid route to the sink will engage in this process.
3. Upon reception (RX) of the ﬁrstBA , NR starts a time counter: TBRI = TB A∗(n−s) (Beacon
Reception Interval, s = 1 for the ﬁrst BA sent). The purpose of TBRI is to create a window
where NR expects to receive all remaining BA . TBRI is a function of s to account for the
loss of the ﬁrst beacons.
4. When TBRI elapses, NR has received a certain number (m) of BA out of the n sent. This
provides a value for the PRR of the link to the new mote:
PRR = m
n
(2.1)
This will also provide a value for the LQI and SNR (obtained by subtracting the RSSI
of the beacon reception from the RSSI of the noise ﬂoor) of the BA received, used to
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Figure 2.3 – Timing Diagram of the Neighborhood Exploration
estimate the quality of the link through the metric. The elapse of the TBRI starts another
timer: TBRRW (Beacon Reply Random Window), default value: TBRRW = random(0s, 2s)
(uniformly distributed). The purpose of this timer is to randomize the sending of BR ,
so that not all the neighbors will attempt to answer at the same time, thus producing
congestion.1
5. When TBRRW elapses, NR unicasts a BR to NA . This packet will contain the metric of the
link estimated by NR and the metric of the route to the sink from NR .
6. After sending the last BA , the NA will await the reception of BR during the interval TBRRI
(Beacon Reply Reception Interval). The interval TBRRI is deﬁned according to equation
2.2 to ensure that all the BR were received. The interval TSB (Safety Bound, default: TSB
= 1s) accounts for delays of the BR due to re-transmissions.
TBRRI =max(TBRRW )+TSB (2.2)
When a BR is received, the metric provided by NR is compared to the best neighbor so
far. If the metric is better, it will be declared the best neighbor. This change will not
trigger a selection of the parent.
7. The elapse ofTBRRI triggers the parent selection, which chooses the best parent provided
byWiseNE. If it is better than the current parent, it is selected as parent. If it is the current
parent, the cost is updated. Otherwise, it is dismissed. WiseNE is repeated periodically
since the start-up of a mote. This process updates and optimizes the topology.
Each BA includes a ﬁeld with the value n. This provides the option of doing WiseNE on
demand. For example, NA could report an n = 1, to send a single beacon for routine topology
dissemination, but later use an n = 20 to quickly obtain an up-to-date estimate of LQI .
The following features enable WiseNE to improve the quality of the LE:
1The maximum value of 2s is dimensioned to avoid congestion with a MAC sampling period of 256ms and 8
neighbors. It must be dimensioned proportionally for other sampling periods.
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1. Obtaining link quality of the uplink, decoupled from the downlink: This feature aims to
reduce the probability of a mote accepting a parent that has a link with good downlink
quality, but that it is unreachable for the uplink trafﬁc. This problem has already been
reported in RPL [47] and the subsequent re-routing results in delays, trafﬁc overhead
and, potentially, packet losses.
2. Enabling the collection of link quality metrics of different natures: WiseNE enables the
collection of link quality metrics that are typically available upon reception, such as the
uplink PRR, RSSI, SNR and LQI.
3. Supporting multiple samples: The extracted link quality metrics are the averages of the
samples taken from the BA series, which makes the LE process more robust to random
variations in link quality.
2.4.3 Composite Metric
The Triangle Metric
We have chosen to use TM as a metric in WiseNE in order to illustrate the versatility of WiseNE
in terms of enabling the use of composite metrics. This is due to the fact that TM poses
a series of requirements that make its implementation particularly challenging, such as: i)
simultaneous measurements of three metrics (SNR, LQI and PRR), ii) averaging over multiple
samples and iii) the need for the sender to recover the link quality as soon as possible, and
with a high reliability.
Calculation
The stream of BA allows a neighbor to gather link quality metrics. In the current implementa-
tion, this mechanism gathers RSSI, LQI and SNR from each BA , plus an estimation of the PRR
by comparing the number of expected vs. received BA . These metrics can be combined in
different ways in order to characterize the link. This work draws on the TM presented in [22],
which uses the LQI, SNR and PRR of a link as inputs in order to predict the PRR in the near
future. It thus manages to leverage the individual strengths of the input metrics to provide
a holistic characterization of the link. Moreover, its results are promising in both static and
mobile networks. The TM is calculated through equations (2.4-2.6). Equations 2.4 and 2.5
deﬁne "window averages", which are averages over the total number of expected packets,
instead of the number of received packets. This technique is suggested in [22] to merge the
PRR with the SNR and LQI, respectively. Parameters m and n are deﬁned in section 2.4.2.
The SNR of a packet was calculated according to equation 2.3, using the RSSI (SdBm) and the
Noise Floor (NdBm , obtained from sampling the RSSI once after reception). This methodology
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has been previously used in similar studies, such as [22], [43] and [48].
SNR = SdBm −NdBm (2.3)
SNRw =
m∑
k=1
SNRk
n
(2.4)
LQIw =
m∑
k=1
LQIk
n
(2.5)
T M =
√
SNR
2
w +LQI
2
w (2.6)
2.5 Experimental Results
2.5.1 Methodology
The experiments presented were performed in order to validate the accuracy of the link quality
extracted through WiseNE, for predicting the PRR. They followed the methodology established
in [22] to study the correlation between present values of LE metrics and the future PRR
values.The target system consisted of two motes, labeled NS (sink) and NA . This simple system
was chosen to avoid collisions with trafﬁc from other motes that might perturb the LE. Mote
NA performs an NE every 5 min, which consists of sending n = 20 Beacon Advertisements
with TB A = 1s. The n = 20 value was chosen because it represents an acceptable trade-off
between minimizing the transmission overhead and having a less than 10% granularity in
the PRR metric. As a ﬁrst assessment, it is important to avoid a large granularity in order to
better understand the prediction accuracy. The TB A = 1s is kept the same as in the reference
experiments from [22].
Next, NS sends a BR with a maximum of 20 retransmissions. This value has been overestimated
to make the reception of the BR highly likely, even if the link has a bad quality. An alternative
approach suggested in [25] is to send it with a higher transmission power. The trafﬁc generated
by WiseNE represents the control trafﬁc.
Mote NA also sends to NS a unicast application packet every 5s, which represents the applica-
tion trafﬁc. This is sent without retransmissions, in order to study the correlation between the
PRR measured during the NE and the PRR of the application trafﬁc. Each application packet
contains the link quality recovered by NA from the last NE. This scheme is representative of
the control and application trafﬁc that would simultaneously appear in a deployment.
The application packets obtained at the sink provide the raw data used for analysis. Each NE
extracts the information that NA would use to perform an assessment of the current state of
the link during an observation window (wo = 20s). The application trafﬁc after each NE is
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used to study the future behavior of the link. It is analyzed during a prediction window of
100s (wp = 100s). The size of the windows is selected to allow comparisons with the reference
publication of TM.
The experiment was repeated in several environments. The label indoor refers to an ofﬁce
hallway with metallic walls (distance between the two motes = 10m, transmission power =
-25 dBm). The label outdoor refers to an urban environment (separation = 30m, transmission
power = 0 dBm). The distances were selected close to the transitional region of the links, i.e. the
limit where data trafﬁc is received by NS in order to study the link subject to temporal changes
in reliability. In both variants, the model of the motes is TelosB (Crossbow, 2.4 GHz), operating
on channel 26 (2.48 GHz), which is known to display low interference due to 802.11b and
Bluetooth networks [49]. WiseNE was implemented in Contiki v2.7 [50] and uses ContikiMAC
with the default parameters (sampling period = 125 ms), unless otherwise noted.
The indoor experiment lasted 13 days (April 19 - May 2, 2016), and the outdoor experiment
lasted 13 days (May 11 - May 24, 2016). There are 1205 and 1339 points, for the indoor and
outdoor cases, respectively. The relative low number of points is explained by periods when
the motes would not receive any packet due to link degradation.
2.5.2 Evaluation
Figure 2.4 displays the scatter plots of LQI vs. SNR (using the arithmetic average, displayed
in the left plot) and LQIw vs. SNRw (using the window average explained in Section 2.4.3,
displayed in the plot on the right), for the indoor (top) and outdoor (bottom) deployments.
Each point summarizes the information extracted during a single NE. The color of each point
signals the link quality, classiﬁed according to the PRR interval (deﬁned in p. 13): black (bad),
red (intermediate), blue (good), green (very good). We proceed without normalizing LQI
(range of values: 0 - 110) and SNR (typical range of values: 0 - 40), even thought their ranges
differ signiﬁcantly, in order to follow the original deﬁnition of TM’s authors in [22] and enable
comparability with their results. Nevertheless, we believe that future work with TM should use
a normalized version.
In the right side plots, the TM is equal to the Cartesian distance from each point to the origin,
as deﬁned in equation 2.6. The results show that the use of the window average in the plots
of the right side improves the classiﬁcation accuracy of the PRR of each point based on the
TM. They also conﬁrm the observation made in [22], namely that the PRR carries important
link information that is not captured by the SNR and LQI , and that using a window average
to include the PRR information provides a more accurate estimation of the link quality. In
the context of a routing protocol, the ﬁgure evidences that a mote requiring the selection of a
routing parent can use WiseNE to classify and compare the current quality of the links to the
possible parents.
The ﬁgures also show that SNRw and LQIw intervals associated with each PRR category are
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(a) indoor, arithmetic average (b) indoor, window average
(c) outdoor, arithmetic average (d) outdoor, window average
Figure 2.4 – The assessment of the link quality improves through the use of a window average and it
is consistent in indoor and outdoor conditions. The color of each point signals the link quality (PRR
interval from the NE): black (bad), red (intermediate), blue (good), green (very good).
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approximately the same for indoor and outdoor conditions. In general, they are smaller than
the values reported in [22]. These differences are attributed to the use of observation windows
with different sizes, but no further comparison is possible given that the size of the observation
window is not reported in [22] for the analogous ﬁgure.
The SNR, LQI , SNRw and LQIw values obtained from WiseNE have a granularity of 1 unit.
The reason is that the input information is averaged in the micro-controller before sending
the BR and represented as integer values. This process differs from the one used in [22] in that
Boano et al. log the information from each sample in each mote and perform the averaging
operations ofﬂine with the possibility of using ﬂoating point values. Nevertheless, the results
from [43], where a similar system is compared with and without the use of ﬂoating-point
values, suggest that the use of ﬂoating-point only provides a minor beneﬁt in the comparison
of the quality of multiple links when PRR, LQI and SNR are used as inputs. The granularity of
the current and future PRR in this study is determined solely by the size of the observation
and prediction windows, respectively.
Figure 2.5 displays the future PRR (calculated over wp ) vs. the current value of several metrics
(calculated over wo). wp starts immediately after wo . It represents the prediction capabilities
of several metrics that a mote can obtain from WiseNE. The area of each dot is proportional
to the number of data points with the same coordinates. Figure 2.5a shows a wide range of
future PRR values associated with very high current PRR (> 90%). This behavior is due to
periods when the link maintains a good quality and it is stable (PRR = 100% despite external
effects) and periods when the quality degrades due to minor environmental changes, such
as changes in the multipath fading pattern due to the movement of people [39]. The lower
current PRR values (< 80%) are associated with future PRR values generally lower than 35%,
which supports the use of PRR to predict the bad links. These observations agree with the
results from [22].
Figure 2.5b shows that the SNR values over 5 dBm are associated with future PRR values of
100%, which shows that the SNR can be used to identify very good links and predict their
behavior. The lower SNR are associated with the full range of future PRR values, therefore they
do not provide a useful insight to classify or predict the link. An analogous observation can be
made from Figure 2.5c, which shows that LQI values over 85 are highly correlated with future
PRR values of 100%.
However, the LQI scatter plot (Figure 2.5c) shows a smoother decay in the transitional region
compared to the SNR plot (Figure 2.5b). Previous studies have performed this comparison
and obtained similar results [16] [22]. This supports the use of LQI for predicting intermediate
and good links, instead of SNR. Which metric is better is still an open discussion [23].
Previous studies have shown that the variation of the LQI increases signiﬁcantly in the tran-
sitional region [16], and that LQI can predict the behavior of intermediate links only if it is
averaged over large observation windows (40-120 packets) [39]. This suggests that it is possible
to reduce the width of the transitional region (i.e., the variation of LQI measurements) if more
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure 2.5 – Future PRR vs. the current value of PRR (a), LQI (b), SNR (c) and TM (d) for indoor
conditions. These scatter plots provide insight about the prediction capabilities of each metric. The
area of each dot is proportional to the number of data points with the same coordinates.
samples are used in wo . This behavior is further studied in Chapter 3.
Figure 2.5d displays the future PRR vs. present TM. The low PRR variation for TM≥ 75 suggests
that the TM can identify and predict the behavior of very good quality links with a high
accuracy. The PRR variation is higher for TM ≤ 60 with PRR ≤ 35%, which indicates that the
TM can identify and predict the behavior of bad links with a lower accuracy than it does with
very good links. The plot also shows the transitional region for 60 < TM < 75, where 20% ≤
PRR ≤ 100%.
The high variation of the PRR and the low accuracy in predicting the link quality are typical for
the transitional region [18]. Nevertheless, the steep decline of the scatter plot in the transitional
region makes it difﬁcult to use it for predicting links with intermediate and very good qualities.
Given that the SNR and LQI are known to have a signiﬁcant variance in the transitional region
[16], and that they provide the prediction capabilities of the TM for good and intermediate
links, it can be expected that the prediction accuracy for these categories will improve if a
longer wo is used.
The prediction accuracy of the TM for bad and very good links can be quantiﬁed with the
following bounds: TM > 75 for a very good link and TM < 60 for bad links. This results in 75%
of the bad links (from 398 points) and 98% (from 343 points) of the very good links correctly
predicted. The high accuracy for predicting good links surpasses the accuracy of the other
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure 2.6 – Future PRR vs. the current value of PRR (a), LQI (b), SNR (c) and TM (d) for outdoor
conditions. The weaknesses and strengths of each metric to predict the PRR agree with the results from
Figure 2.5. The area of each dot is proportional to the number of data points with the same coordinates.
metrics analyzed for the same task: PRR 82.3%, SNR 87.4% and LQI 90.3%. Therefore, TM
brings an improvement of 7.7%-15.7% over state-of-the-art metrics. Notably, the highest
improvement (15.7%) is with respect to PRR, which is the input for the most commonly used
metric, ETX. These observations agree with the report from Boano et al. [22], where TM was
found to improve PRR in the prediction of very good links by 18%, while also exceeding the
performance of SNR and LQI, with accuracies 94% and 89%, respectively.
These results conﬁrm that the TM is able to merge the information in a way that leads to
a more robust estimation compared to the input metrics taken individually. Moreover, the
results suggest that it is possible to use the TM for predicting the behavior of the links in the
near future and it could be used by a mote to compare the links to the neighbors and select
the one that promises the highest PRR.
Figure 2.6 displays the future PRR vs. the current value of several metrics for outdoor (urban
environment) conditions. The individual ﬁgures display the same prediction properties
observed for the indoor case (Figure 2.5). Moreover, the TM intervals that deﬁne very good
and bad links are found to be approximately the same for both environments.
Figure 2.7 displays the accuracy of the PRR prediction for the very good (green trace) and bad
(black trace) categories as a function of the temporal horizon (time between the end of wo and
the beginning of wp ). The plot shows that the prediction that a link will be very good holds a
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Figure 2.7 – Progression of the prediction accuracy as a function of the time horizon. Each trace
represents the accuracy of the TM to predict the behavior of a type of link: bad (black trace) or very
good (green trace).
high accuracy (∼90%), even 10000s after the prediction. This demonstrates the capacity of the
TM to correctly predict that a link will be very good and stable in the future. This feature is
very important for collection protocols because the selection of a link that is unstable implies
that packets will likely be lost in the future, and the protocol will need to redeﬁne some of the
routes, a very expensive operation in terms of energy and bandwidth [14] [43].
In the case of the bad link category, the accuracy of the prediction decreases signiﬁcantly over
time, and achieves a value close to 50% at 10000s after the prediction. This means that a TM
that predicts that the link will behave as a bad link in 10000s has a prediction accuracy of
50%, and that link will likely behave as if it belonged to a different category. This agrees with
previous studies showing that bad links have PRR values that vary signiﬁcantly over time [39].
2.5.3 Difﬁculties Encountered
The experimental data employed was collected using the Collect application in ContikiOS,
which by default uses the serial port of a sink mote as the sole data outlet. Using this popular
public code base leaded us to rely on application packets to convey the data to the sink
(scheme described in Section 2.5.1). The ﬁrst steps of this study could have been improved in
terms of simplicity, by connecting all the motes to a computer using the USB port. Thus, would
have enabled the output of experimental data directly from each mote by using the serial port.
This alternative setup was however only evident to us at a late stage of the experiment, upon
studying the data collection techniques in public testbeds, such as Flocklab [51] and Indriya
[52].
Another approach that could have facilitated the ﬁrst stages of the study would have been
validating the advantages of the proposed mechanism in publicly available ofﬂine traces,
such as the dataset from the Life Under Your Feet (LYUF) project [53]. This dataset provides
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the information collected over 225 days by WSNs deployed in forests in order to study soil
properties. This approach accelerates the early stages of studies by providing insights into its
performance, at a minimum effort, as shown by [54] and [30].
The experiments presented in this chapter would have also beneﬁted from an easy extension
aimed at studying the effect of the interference with wireless networks. The extension could
have consisted in repeating the experiment in multiple channels, as some channels are known
to be very susceptible to WiFi and Bluetooth sources, while others are know to be immune, as
exempliﬁed by [49] and [54].
2.6 Conclusion
The latest research in composite metrics has shown promising potential to improve the
delivery rate and the power consumption of multihop WSNs. Nevertheless, providing the
link quality information to the motes that need it for taking routing decisions is an important
challenge that must be overcome in order to integrate these metrics in collection protocols
and leverage them in practical WSN applications.
We have addressed this challenge by proposing WiseNE, a novel neighborhood exploration
mechanism that promptly provides inputs for composite metrics in the uplink, supports
multiple samples, and is at the same time compatible with the energy-saving mechanism
Trickle. The beneﬁts that WiseNE can provide to collection applications were validated by
performing, to the best of the authors’ knowledge, the ﬁrst online veriﬁcation of the prediction
capabilities of the Triangle Metric, as well as the ﬁrst outdoor evaluation.
The results show that WiseNE can provide the inputs required for beneﬁting from the high
prediction power of the Triangle Metric in an online setting. The results also conﬁrm the
potential of the TM to combine the strengths of the SNR, LQI and PRR for predicting the
quality of the links in ofﬁce and outdoor environments. Besides enabling TM, WiseNE can
reasonably be expected to be compatible with other composite metrics as well.
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3 Leveraging MAC Preambles for an
Efﬁcient Link Estimation
3.1 Introduction
Collection protocols’ ability to identify and make use of the most reliable routes available
relies on the computation of a Link Quality Estimation (LQE). The LQE thus has a fundamental
impact on the network performance, affecting the design of higher-layers of the protocol stack
[23], and constituting a central piece of state-of-the-art collection protocols, such as RPL [13],
Contiki-Collect [35] and CTP [14].
As shown in the previous chapter, making use of physical metrics, such as SNR (Signal-to-
Noise Ratio) and LQI (Link Quality Indication), on top of the traditional PRR (Packet Reception
Ratio), in the computation of the LQE results in signiﬁcant accuracy, and thus WSN reliability
increases. However, the accuracy improvement potential of RSSI (the input for SNR) and LQI,
and thus composite metrics relies on their access to multiple samples. The protocol presented
in the previous chapter, WiseNE has managed to enable the use of multiple samplings in a
way that remains compatible with the Trickle algorithm, thus avoiding the otherwise expected
prohibitive increase in the WSN’s energy consumption.
However, state-of-the-art algorithms, including WiseNE, still operate by extracting a single
sample of the link state with each individual packet. Thus, increasing the number of samples
in order to mitigate the interference and obtain higher accuracies of the LQE would necessitate
a proportional increase in the number of packets. This translates in an increase of the energy
overhead, as well as the trafﬁc and the duration of the LQE operation [23] [43] [22]. Moreover,
this accuracy-energy consumption trade-off creates additional challenges in mobile WSNs,
since the high variability of the medium imposes more pressing constraints on the duration of
link estimation [22].
In this chapter, we propose a mechanism to overcome this trade-off, which we have named
Rep. Rep manages to obtain the high number of samples necessary for a reliable computation
of the RSSI and LQI, while lowering the number of packets transmitted, and thus the energy
consumption. The novelty of this sampling mechanism lies in its ability to leverage the already
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existing packet repetitions in the preamble sampling medium access control (MAC) protocols
in order to extract the link quality. The experimental evidence provided in this chapter shows
that Rep can reduce the trafﬁc, energy consumption and duration of a link estimation by one
order of magnitude, without compromising the metric’s accuracy.
The chapter is structured as follows: Section 3.2 brieﬂy describes the problem at hand, followed
by Section 3.3 which positions the chapter’s contributions with respect to previous work, and
elaborates on the limitations of current link estimation schemes. Section 3.4 presents the
design and implementation of the proposed sampling mechanism, Rep, including a summary
of its advantages and an explanation of its possible limitations. Section 3.5 compares Rep with
the state-of-the-art on the basis of both an analytical model (in subsection 3.5.1) and a real
testbed evaluation (in subsection 3.5.2). Section 3.6 highlights other domains that can beneﬁt
from using Rep, followed by Section 3.7 which elaborates on the difﬁculties faced during this
study, and Section 3.8 which concludes the chapter.
The work presented in this chapter has been accepted for publication in WiMob 2018 [55].
3.2 Problem Statement
This chapter addresses the trade-off between the high number of samples required for LQE
in order to leverage RSSI for improving the protocol’s accuracy, and the increased energy
consumption, delays and overhead caused by increasing this number of samples.
State-of-the-art protocols, including WiseNE, operate by extracting a single sample of the link
state per packet. Increasing the number of samples in order to enable the use of RRSI in the
calculation of the LQE would thus translate in a high number of packets. However, probing
the channel with multiple packet transmissions in order to extract the relevant information
for LQE also increases the energy overhead, trafﬁc and the duration of the LQE operation.
These factors thus become a limitation to the number of samples obtainable, hindering the
use of promising information sources. Moreover, this trade-off creates additional challenges
in mobile WSNs, since the high variability of the medium imposes more pressing constraints
on the duration of link estimation [22].
3.3 Related Work and State-of-the-art
The problem of accurately and efﬁciently estimating link quality in WSNs is considered an
essential [23], yet open research challenge [25]. For example, several studies suggest that
the Link Quality Indication (LQI) metric is a promising LQE [39] [56] [57]. Nevertheless, LQI
needs to be averaged over a high number of samples (40 up to 120) in order to provide a
result accurate enough to be used by routing protocols [39] [22]. More speciﬁcally, each node
in a WSN operating with this metric would need to transmit 40 to 120 packets for a single
estimation, and to repeat this process periodically, generating a prohibitive energy and trafﬁc
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overhead. Additionally, the delay caused by obtaining this information hinders the taking
of critical decisions in the upper layers, such as bootstrapping and repairing the topology,
potentially resulting in packet loses.
Common approaches to improving the LQE attempt at either increasing the accuracy of
metrics that can be obtained from the radio hardware or from the reception statistics with a
low overhead, or at combining multiple such metrics into composite metrics ([23] presents a
comprehensive review of these efforts). Nevertheless, the information required by many of
these metrics is often not available in commonly used WSN protocols. The most cited reasons
include the prohibitive number of samples necessary for an accurate calculation of the RSSI
metric [39], the fact that some metrics’ inputs are only available upon reception, thus of no
use to the sender [23], or the fact that the different inputs necessary for the computation of
the composite metric are not simultaneously available [25].
A previous approach at solving these limitations is F-LQE [25], a link estimator using fuzzy-
logic to combine multiple link quality metrics. Its authors also proposed several design
changes that must be implemented in Collection Tree Protocol in order to extract the required
input information. F-LQE necessitates many samples of RSSI and LQI, which the authors
solve with frequent beaconing (every 1s). The resulting high energy consumption limits the
practical applications of F-LQE.
Additionally, [43] propose LQR, a novel paradigm for coping with unreliable links. Instead
of performing a link quality estimation which would require multiple packets, LQR only per-
forms a ranking (i.e., identifying the best link available at that given moment), thus needing
less packets. LQR operates by probing all the neighbors of a mote with multiple broadcasts,
receiving their replies with the LQE, and comparing these inputs in order to create a ranking.
Therefore, it signiﬁcantly improves the efﬁciency in terms of the number of sample packets,
at the expense of not quantifying link quality. The authors also address the problem of de-
signing a tailored mechanism for extracting the required input information. However, by only
performing the ranking and not the estimate, LQR cannot support collection tree protocols,
perhaps the most widespread enabler of WSNs. The reason is that these protocols require
quantifying and comparing routes, which is an operation that necessitates the estimation of
the links along each route.
The shared concern for the energy and trafﬁc cost of link quality estimation, as evidenced
by multiple efforts to minimize the transmission overhead [43] [22], has also stimulated the
research on ﬁne-granularity link estimators. An example of such an effort is presented in
[39], which studies the estimation accuracy of LQI and RSSI with sampling periods of 10ms
(the lowest period experiments found in the literature). To the best of our knowledge, the
studies that analyze the accuracy of link estimation with a sampling period inferior to 100ms,
do not develop a technique to integrate such fast sampling in MAC protocols. The proposed
mechanism, Rep will build upon these efforts and propose a concrete mechanism to integrate
these link estimators in low power MAC protocols and use them in practical applications.
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N2 time 
MAC Sampling interval Received Repetition 
Sent Repetition 
N1 
N2 
N1 
Coarse-Grained Sampling (Standard) 
Fine-Grained Sampling (REP) 
Figure 3.1 – Comparison between coarse-grain (top) and ﬁne-grain (bottom) link estimation. The
ﬁne-grain link estimation enabled by Rep results in signiﬁcantly less delay and overhead than the
standard coarse-grain approach.
Additionally, state-of-the art protocols tend to isolate the experimental system from external
disruptions such as variations in the multipath fading pattern and wireless interference. In the
frame of this study, we have chosen to keep the system subject to stress in order to analyze the
effect of each perturbing factor. This approach is not commonly reported in link estimation
literature.
3.4 Proposed Protocol - Rep
3.4.1 Key Features
Rep extracts useful link quality statistics, such as the average LQI and RSSI, from a single
packet in low-power preamble sampling MAC (LP-MAC) protocols (ex. BMAC [48], WiseMAC
[45] and ContikiMAC [46]) (Fig. 3.1, bottom). This is achieved by leveraging a resource that is
commonly available in state-of-the-art protocol stacks, yet so far under-used, namely the fact
that LP-MACs transmit the exact same packet several times (hereafter referred to as packet
repetitions) in order to wake the intended receiver(s) up.
At this point, it is useful to understand better the role of the packet repetitions. We will use
the example of B-MAC [58], which is an LP-MAC protocol used by default in TinyOS’ stack.
B-MAC uses radio duty cycling to signiﬁcantly decrease the time that the radio remains active,
which is the main driver of energy consumption in a mote. This technique is also called low
power listening, and results on activating the radio periodically during a short interval, named
channel sampling. On each wake up, the mote turns on the radio and checks for activity. In
case it detects activity in the channel, the mote remains awake until the incoming packet
is received, afterwards it returns to sleep. A transmitter will add a preamble as long as the
channel sampling period in front of each transmitted packet. This ensures that the intended
receiver(s) will wake up before the actual transmission of that packet.
In more recent LP-MACs, such a WiseMAC or ContikiMAC, the preamble consists of multiple
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repetitions of the same packet. Both protocols use a preamble with a duration equal to
the channel sampling period for broadcast transmissions, which wakes up all the motes
within range to receive a packet repetition. In case of unicast transmissions, the phase-
lock optimization (proposed in WiseMAC [59]) enables reducing the preamble length, by
learning the offset between the wake-up schedules of a mote a its neighbours (from previous
transmissions).
Estimating the quality of the link from each of these repetitions enables a reduction in the
number of packets required for link estimation, and consequently the scaling down of the
energy consumption. Moreover, it signiﬁcantly reduces the duration of the link estimation.
This study analyses the impact of sampling with Rep over the accuracy of the link estimation,
as compared to the state-of-the-art coarse-grain approach.
Throughout this chapter, the term packet is used exclusively in the sense of the OSI model,
namely the data transmission unit at the Network layer, while the transmission unit at the
MAC layer is named frame. In the case of LP-MAC protocols, each packet is encapsulated in a
frame and transmitted in multiple instances, that we refer to as repetitions.
3.4.2 Implementation
The repetitions from unicast, anycast and broadcast packets can be used for link estimation.
This study explores the use of broadcasts, mostly given the fact that they rely on a large number
of repetitions, and the fact that they are ubiquitous in routing protocols for discovering new
nodes and routes.
The integration of Rep in LP-MACs is demonstrated through ContikiMAC-R, described in our
previous study [60]. ContikiMAC-R is based in ContikiMAC, modiﬁed as follows:
• The sender uses a MAC ﬂag (FLE = true, LE comes from Link Estimation) to identify a
Rep broadcast, i.e., it will provide the link quality to the receiver. With Rep, the broadcast
transmission is prolonged by a time wm (see Fig. 3.2). The extension corresponds to the
time needed to send m repetitions, and it is necessary to prevent a mote from receiving
less than m repetitions as a consequence of waking up at the end of the series. Receiving
less repetitions can hinder the accuracy of the resulting LE; thus the extension has the
role of decoupling the resulting estimation from the wake-up offset.
• Upon reception of a broadcast repetition, the radio keeps listening during a timewindow
wm . If the link has a high quality, it will receive at least m repetitions.
• When FLE = false, ContikiMAC-R operates as ContikiMAC. Hence, a broadcast trans-
mission will consist of enough repetitions to ﬁll a sampling period (Tw ) (plus one extra
repetition), and only one repetition will be received (if successful).
The following events illustrate its operation with m = 10 (Fig. 3.2):
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N1 time 
Sampling interval 
Received Repetition 
Missed Repetition 
Sent Repetition 
N2 
N3 
D 
C 
A B 
E 
w10 
Figure 3.2 – Rep’s working principle: N2 and N3 overhear several MAC repetitions from the packet
broadcasted by N1, this samples can be used for ﬁne-grain link estimation.
(A) Node N1 broadcasts a beacon by sending repetitions to ﬁll a sampling period (FLE =
true).
(B) Since FLE = true, N1 extends the broadcast time by w10.
(C) N2 wakes up and receives one of the repetitions. Since it is a broadcast and FLE = true,
it extends its listening interval to w10. During the window, it receives ten out of ten
repetitions (PRR=100% for this link, PRR is the Packet Reception Ratio).
(D) N3 receives seven out of ten repetitions (PRR=70%).
(E) N3 wakes up and receives a repetition from the packet already received in (D) for link
estimation, hence N3 does not extend the listening interval, as there is no guarantee of
receiving at most m packets. Otherwise, reusing the packet might provide an erroneous
link estimation if there are less than 10 repetitions left for reception.
In case the receiver misses the repetition "in the air" during the channel sampling, it will
miss the entire packet and not be able to extract the link quality. The probability of this event
happening is the same when Rep is enabled or disabled, as the number of channel samplings
of each node able to receive a particular broadcast packet stays constant.
3.4.3 Advantages
By leveraging packet repetitions to extract the link quality, Rep uses a sampling period in the
order of milliseconds, resulting in a ﬁne-grain (FG) sampling (Fig. 3.1, bottom). This is faster
than traditional link estimation schemes that use a sampling period in the order of seconds
(Fig. 3.1, top), hereafter referred to as coarse-grain (CG) sampling. This feature provides, by
design, the following advantages:
• Reduction of the duration of link estimation by one order of magnitude: Rep avoids
the delay for extracting multiple link quality samples. This delay is due to contention for
accessing the channel, and depends on the network density, thus ranging from 100ms
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to seconds. The result of using Rep is a signiﬁcant increase in the speed of the link
estimation (section 3.5.2 further quantiﬁes this improvement). Moreover, this speed
increase holds for different routing protocols, irrespective of the transmission primitive
they use for link estimation (i.e., broadcast, unicast or anycast). This happens as the
core saving in terms on speed comes from circumventing the delay in accessing the
channel, which is determined by the sampling period (Tw ), and the subsequent backoff
delay.
Moreover, the presented ﬁne-grain approach can be used in collection protocols that
take advantage of the sporadic high quality intervals of unstable links. These schemes
necessitate a mechanism to quickly identify a good link in order to use it before it
degrades (e.g., [43]). Rep can improve the speed and accuracy of the required link
characterization.
• Reduction of the overhead (trafﬁc) of link estimation by one order of magnitude:
Rep requires a single packet to extract multiple link quality samples, compared to CG
schemes which only extract one sample per packet (even though a packet will anyway
be composed of multiple repetitions). Therefore, Rep results in a signiﬁcant overhead
reduction in terms of trafﬁc.
Another relevant factor are the possible changes in the distribution of packet collisions
due to the reduction of the sampling timescale. Even though this demands a speciﬁc
analysis, which is out of the focus of this chapter, we highlight that the reduction of the
trafﬁc with respect to the CG case should decrease the probability of collisions.
• Increase in the number of samples: The fast probing enables the collection of a volume
of samples otherwise prohibitive for LQEs based on coarse-grain sampling. For example,
Rep can collect 120 samples in less than a second, as compared to the duration in the
order of minutes required by coarse-grain schemes (consider a MAC sampling frequency
of 2 Hz, details explained in Sec. 3.5.2). The difference is even more signiﬁcant if we
consider the channel contention due to multiple nodes within range, all required to
transmit for link estimation purposes.
• Combined use of Rep and CG: We note that both FG and CG sampling approaches
can be used simultaneously by extracting the link quality from multiple repetitions of
multiple packets. Therefore, in situations where the ﬁne-grain sampling hinders the
accuracy of a particular LQE, the information obtained can still be used to complement
the coarse-grain scheme. This approach provides a more complete description of the
link state, and we expect it to improve the accuracy compared to the sole use of coarse-
grain information.
3.4.4 Other Issues
The inﬂuence of ﬁne-grain link dynamics over Rep data must also be considered, as links
of intermediate quality are known to have a bursty behaviour [23]. This means that they
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switch between extreme qualities (good or bad) in the order of seconds [49]. Therefore, the
link metrics behave differently as the interval between samples decreases (the granularity
becomes ﬁner). For example, the PRR tends to assume extreme values (closer to 0% or 100%),
as the granularity becomes ﬁner. Hence, it is not a good indicator of intermediate links at
this time-scale [23]. Conversely, several studies suggest that the LQI is able to accurately
characterize intermediate links even when the channel is probed during time-scales in the
order of 10 ms [39].
3.5 Experimental Results
3.5.1 Energy Considerations
The following analysis is meant to validate the energy reduction provided by the LE operation
with Rep, compared to CG. We focus on the time that the motes need to keep the radio active
(i.e., transmitting or listening), since it is a widely-used hardware-agnostic metric for energy
consumption [61].
This energy analysis concerns solely the LE packets, since the Rep mechanism is bypassed for
the rest of the trafﬁc by using a ﬂag (explained in Sec. 3.4.2).
The analysis is based on the low-power preamble-sampling MAC protocol ContikiMAC v3.0,
because it is the default MAC protocol of ContikiOS [50], the de facto standard operating
system in the WSN domain. Moreover, we ignore the energy consumed by the microcontroller,
which is a common assumption because the consumption of the transceiver is the dominant
driver of the overall energy performance (e.g., [62]).
A more precise quantiﬁcation of the network energy savings depends on the frequency of the
LE operation and the use of the collected LQ information, both determined by the routing
protocol. While we will leave a more detailed, scenario speciﬁc characterization and quantiﬁ-
cation of energy savings out of the scope of this chapter, it remains a valuable next step in our
study.
We compare the energy that a mote requires for a LE operation using CG and Rep, by modeling
each of the approaches. The model parameters are summarized in Table 3.1 and detailed in
the following sections. We focus on the case where beacons are sent using broadcasts, because
this is the main type of beacons used by state-of-the-art protocols. In this analysis, we ignore
the processing delays in the microcontroller, which are small compared to the transition times
between states of the radio.
Using Rep to extract RSSI and LQI means over many samples enables the reduction of the
number of broadcast packets, which should diminish the overall energy consumption of the
link estimation operation. Equation 3.8 details the percentage of energy savings provided by
Rep (S), where ECG and ERep represent the energy required for obtaining wm samples using
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Table 3.1 – Model Parameters
Parameter Value Meaning
n 1-9 Mean nb. of neighbors
Td 1.54ms Transmission duration of a repetition
TD 2.2ms Radio-on time for transmitting a repetition
Tgap 0.5ms Time with radio-off between consecutive repetitions
T txoh 0.872ms Overhead time for sending a packet
T r xoh 1.27ms Mean overhead time for receiving a packet
wm 1 - 120 Nb. of samples
Tw 125ms ContikiMAC Sampling period
wtw 50 Nb. of repetitions to ﬁll a Tw
CG and Rep, respectively.
S = 100∗ (ECG −ERep )/ECG (3.1)
First, we address the CG scheme (Fig. 3.3) in Eq. 3.2, and describe the total energy (ECG ) as the
addition of the energy consumed in transmissions by a single mote (EtxCG ) and the reception of
the n mote(s) within range (Er xCG ). The parameter n measures the density of the network.
ECG = EtxCG +Er xCG (3.2)
EtxCG (detailed in Eq. 3.3) represents the energy spent for transmitting wm packets. Before the
transmission, ContikiMAC performs two channel samplings, each with a duration of Tcs , thus
creating a per-packet transmission overhead of T txoh = 2∗Tcs . Assuming the channel is found
available, the mote will proceed with the transmission of the wtw repetitions that compose a
broadcast, each of them requiring a radio-on time equal to TD (including the time to turn the
radio on and off). Ptx is the power consumption of the radio transceiver during transmission
state.
The values of the previous parameters have been measured using Cooja [63] (the state-of-the-
art simulator for WSNs, with cycle-accurate emulators for the microcontroller and radio) for
ContikiMAC (version Contiki 3.0 vanilla, transceiver cc2420) and they are shown in Table 3.1.
The energy used for radio transmission decreases signiﬁcantly, as a result of the reduction in
the number of transmitted LE beacons. Even though Rep requires a small energy investment
for extending the transmission of packet repetitions by wm (see Sec. 3.4.2), this can be
considered negligible in comparison to the reduction in the number of transmitted beacons,
since each beacon is composed by tens to hundreds of packet repetitions (wtw , depending on
the settings of the MAC protocol).
EtxCG = Ptx ∗wm ∗ (T txoh + (wtw ∗TD )) (3.3)
Er xCG (detailed in Eq. 3.4) shows the energy spent by n motes within range, to receive one
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Figure 3.3 – Timing diagramof the link estimation operation, betweenmotesM1 andM2, usingmultiple
packets (Coarse-grain sampling).
repetition for each of the wm packets transmitted. Each repetition is composed by the time
required for receiving the packet (TD ) and additional radio-on (T r xoh ) time for detecting the
transmission. T r xoh is described in Eq. 3.5, and it is composed by the mean time required to
detect the transmission of a repetition (Td/2, Td is the transmission duration of a repetition),
plus the gap time until the transmission of the ﬁrst repetition (Tgap ). T r xoh is also called wake-
up probe. The previous parameters have also been measured using Cooja. Pr x is the power
consumption of the radio transceiver during reception and listening states.
Er xCG = Pr x ∗wm ∗ (T r xoh +TD )∗n (3.4)
T r xoh = Td/2+Tgap (3.5)
In the following, we analyze the case of Rep (Fig. 3.4) by describing its energy consumption in
Eq. 3.6, which follows the same form as ECG .
ERep = EtxRep +Er xRep (3.6)
The energy component spent in transmission (EtxRep , eq. 3.7) considers a single packet com-
posed by wtw +wm repetitions, each of them requiring a radio-on time TD , already explained
for the CG case. Nevertheless, in the case of Rep, the transmission overhead T txoh is factored in
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Figure 3.4 – Timing diagramof the link estimation operation, betweenmotesM1 andM2, usingmultiple
repetitions of a single packet with Rep (ﬁne grained sampling).
only once, due to the transmission of a single packet.
EtxRep = Ptx ∗ (T txoh + ((wtw +wm)∗TD )) (3.7)
In the case of the energy spent in idle listening and reception (Er xRep , eq. 3.8), we consider the
reception of wm repetitions coming from a single packet, each of them requiring a radio-on
time TD (explained in the CG case). In the case of Rep, the reception overhead T r xoh is only
taken into account once, due to the reception of a single packet.
Er xRep = Pr x ∗ (T r xoh + (TD ∗wm))∗n (3.8)
The energy used for radio listening in Rep decreases when compared to the CG case, due to
the reduction of wake-up probes (each requiring a time T r xoh ), which are required for signaling
the reception of a packet, and have a duration similar to the one of a packet in ContikiMAC.
Therefore, Rep decreases the listening energy by reducing the number of wake-up probes to a
single one (from a single packet), instead of wm (from wm packets, compare eqs. 3.4 and 3.8).
Rep does not change the number of repetitions received, remaining wm in both Rep and CG
schemes.
Considering that low power transceivers typically have similar power consumptions during
the transmission, reception and listening states, we use the expression Ptx = Pr x and cancel
these factors out of eq. 3.8.
Figure 3.5 shows the energy savings (S in 3.1) obtained by using Rep instead of CG. Note that
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Figure 3.5 – Power savings of using Rep instead of using CG to obtain a number of samples, as a function
of the number of samples and the network density (from the analytic model in Eq. 3.1). Note that the
bottom of the y-axis is located at 45% to visualize more clearly the plateau region of the curves.
the bottom of the y-axis is located at 45%, in order to visualize more clearly the plateau region
of the plots. We consider a number of neighbors in the range of 1 to 9, which corresponds to
the spectrum between a sparse network and dense one. The limit of 9 is chosen close to the
capacity of the neighbor table in CTP (10 neighbors) [64].
The savings in the ﬁgure display an elbow around wm = 18 samples and they reach a plateau
beyond this point. The plateau indicates that using Rep instead of CG brings an energy
reduction of the link estimation operation of one order of magnitude (83 - 95%).
Figure 3.5 also shows that the savings decrease as the density of the network increases, thus
reaching the value 83% for a n = 9 neighbors. We can obtain a deeper insight of this property
by analyzing the limits of the Savings equation (eq. 3.1) with extreme density (limn→∞S)
and in the plateau of the curve (limwo→∞S), simultaneously. The conditions reduce S to
100∗T r xoh /(T r xoh+TD ). This represents a theoretical lower bound for the savings, which evaluated
according to the values in Table 3.1 is 37%, a value that remains signiﬁcant.
The energy consumption results were not experimentally validated, as a fair comparison
would have required the simultaneous execution of the evaluations with Rep and CG, in order
to have both schemes testing the same link quality conditions. We leave this further validation
for future work.
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Figure 3.6 – Location of the experiment in an ofﬁce hallway. N1 periodically broadcasts beacons that
are used by Ni (i=2..10) to estimate the link quality.
3.5.2 Performance Analysis
Overview
Bydesign, Rep improves the speed and reduces the trafﬁc of the link estimation primitive. Thus,
we have performed four experiments aimed at comparing the accuracy of LQEs when using
input information provided by Rep with the one provided by the state-of-the-art sampling
scheme (detailed later in this section). The objective is to understand Rep’s capacities and
limitations under environmental disturbances commonly found in WSN deployments.
Setup
We have created a testbed for studying the link estimation accuracy inspired by RadiaLE
[42]. RadiaLE is a framework for designing and assessing link quality estimators for WSNs,
consisting of a star network, where nodes Ni (i = 2..n) are placed at different distances around
a central node N1, as shown in Fig. 3.6.
Distance and direction are fundamental factors affecting link quality, therefore the links
between N1 and the surrounding nodes will have different qualities. We chose a particular
direction for each node and determined the appropriate distance empirically, prior to the
experiments, aiming to be as close as possible to the transitional region (quantiﬁed by means
of the broadcast packets PRR).
The transitional region describes the operation of links with intermediate quality and it is
generally characterized by a high-variance in reception rates [65]. We aim at setting the links
in this range because, in practice, some of them will deviate from this operation point, thus
also providing information about the regions below (low quality) and above (high quality) the
transitional region. We study the performance of Rep under the most challenging conditions,
by focusing on transitional links, as opposed to low- and high-quality links, which are more
stable and require signiﬁcantly less samples for an accurate characterization [39] [26] [43].
Our testbed consists of n = 10 TelosB nodes (Crossbow) and was placed on the ceiling of a
hallway in an ofﬁce building (Fig. 3.6). Most of the hallway walls are metallic.
We use the following trafﬁc pattern: N1 is the only node that transmits, the others are listeners
during the entire experiment. N1 sends a broadcast every 2s and the other nodes extract the
link quality from the MAC repetitions of each packet (RSSI and LQI ).
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Figure 3.7 – Variance of LQI (top) and RSSI (bottom) during 13 days (wm=120 repetitions). The system is
sensitive to the trafﬁc of people through the hallway as can be seen during the working hours (Channel
11).
The focus of this study on RSSI and LQI , over PRR , has a threefold motivation: i) the domain
shows a signiﬁcant and growing interest in exploiting these physical information sources
for link estimation [25] [66], ii) there is signiﬁcant experimental evidence that both metrics
preserve a correlation with the link quality at small sampling periods (∼10ms, similar to
the reception period of MAC repetitions) [39], and iii) both metrics are widely available in
low-power transceivers. We do not elaborate on PRR measurements obtained through REP,
because PRR has the tendency to acquire extreme values (e.g., 0-100%) as the period of the
sampling becomes shorter. We have observed this in our experiments and it has been reported
by other authors in [39] [67].
All the nodes are running Contiki OS v3.0 [50] and contikiMAC-R (sampling period 2Hz).
Independent Variables
WSNs are subject to multiple environmental disruptions with different time and intensity
patterns. Therefore, we have designed experiments to study the effects of common disruptions
by analysing the following variables:
• Wireless Interference: all the experiments were repeated in two channels: 11 (2.405 GHz)
and 26 (2.480 GHz) of the TelosB radio. The former is susceptible to interference from
Wi-Fi and Bluetooth networks, while the latter is out of the interference spectrum. This
technique for studying the effects of interference has been previously used in RadiaLE
[42].
• Variable Fading: themovement of people causes changes in themultipath fading pattern,
which can increase or reduce the RSSI and LQI. This can be seen in the increase of the
variance of RSSI and LQI during working hours, in Figure 3.7 [68].
• Number of Repetitions: the maximum number of repetitions that a node can receive
from a packet (length of the observation window) determines the accuracy of link
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Table 3.2 – Experimental Conditions
Experiment \Conditions
Wireless
Interference
Variable
Fading
1: Stable Channel  
2: Effect of Wireless
Interference
 
3: Effect of Variable
Fading
 
4: Wireless Interference
+ Variable Fading
 
estimation. All experiments were evaluated using broadcasts (FLE = true) and repeated
with wm=20 and wm=80 repetitions. Moreover, the link quality from the ﬁrst repetition
was registered separately in order to evaluate the link estimation accuracy when FLE
= false. We select the size of the windows motivated by the promising LE accuracy
reported in [22] (for wm=20) and [39] for (for wm=80).
Table 3.2 summarizes the conditions of several experiments, designed to understand the effect
of the previous variables on the accuracy of Rep. We have analysed each combination of
conditions during at least 2h, resulting in 3600 broadcasts (sampling opportunities).
Dependent Variable
We have performed four experiments aimed at comparing the accuracy of LQEs based on a
state-of-the-art sampling scheme, and based on Rep. We have measured the link estimation
accuracy by evaluating the PRR in the near future (PRRf ) and studying its correlation to the
link estimation metrics, for each received packet. This methodology has been borrowed from
the LE study in [22].
PRRf was calculated ofﬂine over a window of 100 packets that are expected after each recep-
tion, as this scheme emulates the application trafﬁc. This methodology is inspired by previous
work in the link estimation domain [22].
Control System (Coarse-Grain Sampling)
The experiments compare the accuracy of link estimation based on the following schemes:
• Coarse-grain (Standard Method): This is the traditional scheme for link estimation. The
information is obtained by each receiver (Ni , i=2...10) by considering the link quality
from the ﬁrst repetition received from each packet, and then averaging the values
obtained from the packets received during a time interval when m packets are expected
(m packets result in RSSI and LQI ).
• Fine-grain (Rep): A receiver node considers the link quality from the repetitions received
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Figure 3.8 – Future PRR vs. the current value of LQI with negligible wireless interference and variable
fading (Experiment 1). The plots obtained using CG sampling (c and d) and Rep (e and f) show
both schemes result in equivalent link estimations (same trend and comparable dispersion). LQI is
calculated with 20 (left column) and 80 samples (right column). Plots a and b use a single sample. The
variance of the LQI obtained with Rep is shown in plots g and h. The black dots are semitransparent,
therefore the darkness of the tone is proportional to the number of overlapped data points.
during a time interval when m repetitions are expected, as part of a single packet (a
window wm provides RSSI and LQI ).
Given that ContikiMAC uses a standard sampling period (512ms), the transmission of 80
packets for a CG link estimation requires at least 40.96s (= 80 x 0.512s, assuming there is no
contention to access the channel). In our experiment, the packets are transmitted with a
2s period, which is closer to values used in practical applications, therefore a single CG link
estimation requires 160s (= 80 x 2s). With Rep, a single link estimation takes less than 1.024s
(= 2 x 0.512s), as it requires less than two sampling periods: the sampling period required for
sending a broadcast, plus the wm window (e.g., the train of transmitted repetitions from M1
exceeds Tw in Fig. 3.4).
Upon reception of a packet, ContikiMAC-R provides the link quality data from the ﬁrst repeti-
tion (CG) and the aggregated data from m repetitions (FG). We use the latter for studying the
Rep link estimation, and the former in two different ways: for studying the link estimation with
a single sample (for example, Fig. 3.9 row 1) and for studying the CG estimation by averaging
it over multiple packets (for example, Fig. 3.9 row 2).
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Results
Experiment 1: Stable Channel
This experiment represents the baseline scenario, since it is performed without additional
interference or variable fading (details about the conditions can be found in Table 3.2). The
plots only display points above the transitional region, due to the good conditions of the
channel, that narrow down the transitional region [65].
Figure 3.8 displays several scatter plots showing the dependency of PRRf on the LQI , for
m = 20 repetitions (left column) and for m = 80 repetitions (right column). Each row in the
ﬁgure displays the results of a different sampling method: single-sample (ﬁrst row, plots a and
b), CG (second row, plots c and d) and Rep (third row, plots e and f). The fourth row displays
the LQI variance vs. LQI for Rep (plots g and h).
Figure 3.8 shows that the links have a PRRf > 96% for LQI > 98, which translates into a good
quality. Given that the channel is stable, it can be expected that they will keep a high quality in
the future, hence their future reliability can be predicted with a high accuracy.
A comparison between the plots that use a single sample in Fig. 3.8 row 1 and their counter-
parts that take into account several samples (rows 2 and 3), shows that the multiple samples
reduce the dispersion in the x-axis, thus providing a more accurate LQI .
The CG plots (row 2) exhibit negligible differences when compared to Rep plots (row 3), for
each wm value, thus showing that the link estimation accuracy that can be achieved with both
sampling methods is equivalent when the channel is stable. This result is expected since, in
the absence of channel perturbations, the accuracy should be independent of the sampling
time-scale.
The results for RSSI of this experiment are omitted because they bring the same observations
already presented for LQI.
Experiment 2: Effect of Wireless Interference
This experiment studies the effect of interference from wireless networks over the estimation
accuracy of link quality metrics obtained from Rep. Fig. 3.9 is structured analogously to Fig.
3.8.
Plots in Fig. 3.9 obtained from averaging multiple samples (rows 2 and 3) display 4 separate
data point islands. It was not possible to obtain data to connect them as there were no links
available in this operation region. We overlap a regression curve (displayed in red), which is
detailed in Fig. 3.11 and Sec. 3.5.2. The discretization in the x-axis for single-sample and Rep
plots is noticeable, the reason is that LQI is an integer because it is calculated in the node’s
microcontroller, while the LQI from CG plots (row 2) is a ﬂoating point value because the
average is calculated ofﬂine.
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Figure 3.9 – Future PRR vs. the current value of LQI to study the effect of wireless interference (Experi-
ment 2). The plots from CG (c and d) and Rep (e and f) show both schemes result in equivalent link
estimations (same trend and comparable dispersion). For further interpretation details of the plot refer
to the caption of Figure 3.8. The regression curves (in red) are compared in Fig. 3.11.
Each subﬁgure can be compared to its analog from Fig. 3.8, which shows that wireless interfer-
ence increases the variance on both axes. We note that CG (row 2) and Rep (row 3) plots in Fig.
3.9, tend to have a sigmoid shape as described in [39] [69], and display a clear transition region
at 80 < LQI <90. These features come from the variance introduced by wireless interference
(compare to Fig. 3.8). This effect has been reported in previous studies [23].
The comparison between CG and Rep plots for each wm value does not show a signiﬁcant
difference in terms of trend of data and its dispersion. A comparison of the regression curves
shows that the corresponding CG and Rep plots highlight similar underlying sigmoids. This
behavior supports our assertion that the accuracy of Rep is equivalent to the one of the
standard method. However, while each point of the former required transmitting 20 and 80
packets, Rep only required a single packet.
The sigmoid trend in the results validates the RadiaLE-like approach to study the quality of
the links, since each link only provides information from a particular operation region. Thus,
using several links gives insight about multiple portions of the characteristic curve.
The comparison between the plots in Fig. 3.9 obtained from a single sample and the ones
obtained from multiple samples, shows that averaging multiple samples signiﬁcantly reduces
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the dispersion in the x-axis, thus improving the accuracy of the LQI calculation.
Figure 3.10 is analogous to Fig. 3.9, but displays the dependency of the future PRR to the
RSSI. The regression curves are compared in Fig. 3.11 and explained further in Sec. 3.5.2. The
transitional region in Fig. 3.10 (ﬁrst and second row) is well deﬁned between -93 and -90 dBm
and it is signiﬁcantly steeper than the transitional region for LQI in Fig. 3.9. These features
agree with previous work reporting that the average LQI has a stronger correlation with PRR
when compared to RSSI , in the transitional region [39] [56] [57].
Additionally, Fig. 3.10 displays a lower dispersion in the y-axis for high RSSI values than its
LQI counterparts in Fig. 3.9. This result is aligned with previous work that reports a smaller
variance of RSSI compared to LQI for a given number of samples [39]. This explains the
negligible reduction of Var[RSSI] when it is calculated with 80 samples instead of 20 (Fig. 3.10
g and h). The wireless interference increases the variance of PRRf , as it can be noted by
comparing Figures 3.8 and 3.9 (second and third row). This observation is valid both for LQI
and RSSI.
Figure 3.10 – Future PRR vs. the current value of RSSI to study the effect of wireless interference
(Experiment 2). The plots from CG (c and d) and Rep (e and f) show both schemes result in equivalent
link estimations (same trend and comparable dispersion). For further interpretation details of the plot
refer to the caption of Fig. 3.8. The regression curves (in red) are compared in Fig. 3.12.
The data displayed in Figs. 3.9 and 3.10 was analyzed through a non-linear regression, in
order to better study the link estimation capabilities of the Rep and CG methods. The ﬁtting
curves chosen are the sigmoids in Eq. (3.9) (LQI) and Eq. (3.10) (RSSI). Eq. (3.10) (RSSI) has
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been proposed as a theoretical model for the PRR of a low-power wireless link as a function
of RSSI [65]. We extend the use of this model for the LQI, based on the reports of multiple
authors that show a sigmoid-like behavior in LQI similar to RSSI’s [39] [70]. The position of
the transition zone of the sigmoid (xt in the equations) has been chosen to maximize the
r-squared coefﬁcient (i.e., minimize the regression error).
The non-linear regression does not intend to prove the goodness of ﬁt of the measured data
points to a theoretical model. Instead, the objective is to show that the two link estimation
mechanisms, Rep and CG, result in similar best ﬁt curves, thus stressing the equivalent
accuracy of both methods. The technique of ﬁtting PRR vs. LQI or RSSI curves is widely used
for predicting the behavior of a link from LQI or RSSI measurements through sigmoid models
(e.g. [39] and [65]), or piece-wise linear models (e.g., in [70] and [71]).
PRRf = 100∗ (1− (0.5∗e−(LQI−xt )/b))a ,xt = 65 (3.9)
PRRf = 100∗ (1− (0.5∗e−(RSSI−xt )/b))a ,xt =−93 (3.10)
Table 3.3 summarizes the coefﬁcients obtained from the regressions, and Figs. 3.11 and 3.12
display the regression curves. The Rep and CG curves are very similar for a given wm , thus
supporting the equivalent accuracy of both methods. Moreover, the distinct wm values bring
more signiﬁcant differences between the curves compared to the use of a given data extraction
method (Rep vs. CG). These observations hold for both LQI and RSSI.
RSSI curves display more signiﬁcant differences between wm values, which are clearly visible
in Fig. 3.12. This can be explained considering the lower inﬂuence of external interference
during the experiment with w20 compared to w80, thus resulting in less datapoints in the lower
part of the curve in Experiment 1. This difference is noticeable in Figs. 3.10 (c) and (d) (w80),
which display the lower tail of the curve extending to -93 dBm, not present in (e) and (f) (w20).
We do not extend the regression study to Experiments 1, 3 and 4, because their experimental
conditions distance the results from the sigmoid model. In the case of experiment 1, the lack
of interference only provides data for the upper region of the curve associated with good links.
Experiments 3 and 4 are subject to signiﬁcant disturbances, due to variable fading, that are
not part of the model in Eqs. 3.9 and 3.10.
We do not include a comparison between the results of the experiments wo = 20 vs. 80 samples,
because the measurements were not done at the same time, under the same perturbations
over the network. We leave this analysis to be done in the future in a setting designed for
controllable perturbations. Nevertheless, we believe that the results presented are a good
starting point for validating the controllable perturbations in a future experiment. These
observations are valid for all the results presented in this section (3.5.2).
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Figure 3.11 – Regression from Future PRR vs. the current value of LQI datasets (Fig. 3.9) using a sigmoid
model (Eq. 3.9). The similarity of the resulting curves for Rep and CG stress the equivalent accuracy of
both data extraction schemes.
Figure 3.12 – Regression from Future PRR vs. the current value of RSSI datasets (Fig. 3.10) using a
sigmoid model (Eq. 3.10). The similarity of the resulting curves for Rep and CG stress the equivalent
accuracy of both data extraction schemes.
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Table 3.3 – Results of the regression using the sigmoid in Eqs. (3.9) (LQI) and (3.10) (RSSI).
Experiment coef. a coef. b R-squared
LQI, m = 20, Rep 8.832 12.02 0.8682
LQI, m = 20, CG 9.536 11.91 0.8715
LQI, m = 80, Rep 7.1704 11.73 0.9175
LQI, m = 80, CG 7.9544 11.5 0.9167
RSSI, m = 20, Rep 1.4832 6.592 0.6491
RSSI, m = 20, CG 1.6488 6.3 0.6638
RSSI, m = 80, Rep 9.568 1.021 0.7881
RSSI, m = 80, CG 6.8832 1.494 0.7884
Experiment 3: Effect of Variable Fading
Figure 3.13 displays the effect of changes under multipath fading. This scenario is especially
challenging because the link degradation is caused by human actions, such as the opening of
a door or the crossing of a hallway, and therefore cannot be predicted. This explains the high
dispersion in both x and y-axes in all the plots.
The CG plot for w20 (Fig. 3.13.c) shows a transitional region with a large LQI dispersion (in
the x-axis) between LQI = 75 and 97. This result agrees with previous work that shows that
multi-path fading affects the size of the transitional region [65].
Notably, values of 100% future PRR are achievable, which is not observed in the plots with
wireless interference (e.g., Fig. 3.9). This behavior comes from the fact that the links normally
have a good quality, unless the multipath fading pattern changes adversely.
The comparison between CG and Rep plots in Fig. 3.13 shows that, in spite of the unpre-
dictability of the channel distortions, both sampling schemes produce scatter plots that follow
similar trends.
Figure 3.13 displays several green arrows that highlight a "leg" (an anomaly visualized as an
approximately vertical section) in the plots. This feature is caused by the loss of a signiﬁcant
number of consecutive packets, which progressively affects the future PRR of multiple points
as the sliding window advances through the anomaly. Therefore, we interpret the leg shape as
a result of accounting for the same anomaly from the previous points several times.
Moreover, the vertical distribution of a leg proves a lack of correlation between the variables
in the scatter-plot. Thus the legs are the consequence of events that cannot be predicted
(i.e., anomalies, e.g., human-triggered events), that cause changes in the fading pattern and
result in a prolonged link disconnection. This also explains why the legs are not present in
experiments performed outside the ofﬁce’s working hours (experiments 1 and 2).
The anomalies affect both sampling schemes in the same way (rows 2 and 3). The same effect
is present in the RSSI plots (Fig. 3.14). We explain the presence of more legs for w20 (left
column) compared to w80 to an exceptional increase in the trafﬁc of people due to a company
activity during the former experiment.
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Figure 3.13 – Future PRR vs. the current value of LQI to study the effect of variable fading (Experiment
3). The plots obtained using CG sampling (c and d) and Rep (e and f) show both schemes result in
equivalent link estimations (same trend and comparable dispersion. For details about the interpretation
of each plot refer to the caption of Fig. 3.8.
Experiment 4: Wireless Interference + Variable Fading
Figure 3.15 displays the results with both wireless and human interference, hence it is the
worst case scenario under consideration. The PRR is always under 90% and, for high LQI,
it ranges between 50% and 90%. The absence of PRR values above 90% is attributed to the
presence of wireless interference, since this feature is only observed in the experiments that
share this condition (for example, experiment 2).
The plots do not display legs as prominent as the ones seen in Fig. 3.13. We attribute this
to two factors: i) the human events during this experiment caused shorter interruptions of
the links, thus making the legs smaller on the y-axis and ii) the dispersion due to the wireless
interference hides the short legs.
In this difﬁcult scenario, the plots from Rep and CG still follow similar trends. This observation
holds for the entire range of LQI values analysed. Therefore, in the worst scenario under
scrutiny, the results show a remarkably similar link estimation accuracy between the two
methods (Rep is as good as CG). There is also no clear advantage in using 80 repetitions
(Figures 3.15.d and f) over using 20 repetitions (Figures 3.15.c and e). The results for RSSI of
this experiment are omitted because they bring the same observations already presented for
LQI (Fig. 3.15).
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Figure 3.14 – Future PRR vs. the current value of RSSI to study the effect of variable fading (Experiment
3). The plots from CG (c and d) and Rep (e and f) show both schemes result in the same trend and
comparable dispersion. For details about the interpretation of each plot refer to the caption of Figure
3.8.
3.5.3 Consequences of Reducing the Sampling Granularity
The equivalence between the LE obtained from CG or Rep will depend on the temporal
dynamics of the perturbations over the links (in the case of non-mobile networks). We have
identiﬁed three cases where the two methods should yield similar results. First, there are
no perturbations, therefore the LE will be independent of the sampling period. Second, the
changes of the perturbations occur progressively and over a time-scale that is signiﬁcantly
bigger than the one of CG sampling, so that Rep (being faster) will still capture the same
behavior of a link. Third, the changes follow a pattern, with a period small enough to be fully
captured with the short duration of Rep.
We will elaborate on the third case to interpret the results obtained in section 3.5. In an ofﬁce
environment, the dominant source of interference creating the need for multiple samples for
a reliable RSSI and LQI measurement is represented by the use of WiFi [72]. Potential other
interferences such as Bluetooth and Zigbee are both far less ubiquitous, and microwave ovens
tend to have a sporadic use, mostly around lunchtime.
Studies characterizing WiFi variations over time, such as [49] have found that WiFi typically
displays a radiation pattern composed of spikes with a period of 24.67ms, each with a width
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Figure 3.15 – Future PRR vs. the current value of LQI to study the effect of simultaneous wireless
interference and variable fading (Experiment 4). The plots from CG (c and d) and Rep (e and f) show
both schemes result in the same trend and comparable dispersion. For details about the interpretation
of each plot refer to the caption of Figure 3.8.
of 8ms. Moreover, when constructing empirical models, studies based on JamLab [72], the
state-of-the-art mechanism for generating typical interference patterns have also considered
that, when downloading a large ﬁle, with 97% probability the clear channel period is smaller
than 1ms. The overlap of multiple WiFi users, typical for an ofﬁce environment, creates a
continuous pattern during the working hours, while also potentially increasing the frequency
of the spikes.
Therefore, the dominant interference sources present a periodic pattern with temporal dy-
namics that should be fully captured by Rep. This behavior explains our ability to achieve
equivalent noise mitigation effects with our ﬁne-grain sampling (of 2.725ms per sample in the
Contiki 3.0 vanilla code), as the ones of the traditional coarse-grain sampling in the scale of
minutes.
3.6 Applications
This section details beneﬁts that several domains can perceive from the reduction in energy,
duration and trafﬁc of the channel sampling enabled by Rep. The following points detail the
beneﬁts in the context of data collection:
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• Increasing the lifetime of collection networks: WSNs used for collecting data over regions
beyond the transmission range of a single node typically use broadcast beacons to ﬁnd
possible parents and to estimate the quality of the links. Thus, link estimation is a basic
primitive to build a routing tree and convey the data to a gathering point [23], but it also
represents an energy overhead. Moreover, it can be difﬁcult or expensive to change the
battery of the nodes, hence maximizing the lifetime translates into lower operational
costs. A collection network can use Rep to reduce the number of beacons required for
an accurate link estimation and consequently increase the battery lifetime.
• Improving the reliability of multi-hop WSNs: the nodes use a best-effort approach to
deﬁne the parent in a routing topology based on link quality information that can be
noisy and outdated [14]. The reason is that the number of link quality samples is limited
by the energy overhead and delay required for probing the channel. This introduces a
catch-22 dilemma: nodes must select parents with high quality links in order to ensure a
reliable operation, while at the same time the process requires a long delay, limiting the
network’s ability to adapt quickly to perturbations, and hindering its capacity to reliably
transfer application data. This pain-point is common to static [14], mobile [22] and
opportunistic WSNs [43]. With Rep, the nodes can perform a quick and accurate link
estimation, thus overcoming this trade-off and improving the reliability of the network.
• Enhancing the dataset for machine learning applications in WSNs: recent technolo-
gies aim at using machine learning techniques to improve the selection of the routing
topology [25] [29] [28]. These efforts rely on coarse-grain link quality that is typically
collected in WSNs. Therefore, we propose to complement it with the ﬁne-grain infor-
mation that Rep can provide. This approach can offer additional information, while
reducing the time required to build the machine learning datasets.
• Improving the recovery and boostrapping of WSNs: previous efforts have been aimed at
improving the recovery of a WSN upon disconnection of several nodes and the set-up
upon start-up (i.e., bootstrapping). This process determines the delay until the network
is operational [14], and the reliability of the initial conﬁgurations [73]. Rep can improve
the reliability of the initial topologies by providing accurate link quality when no historic
data is available, while preserving the speed of bootstrapping schemes that rely on a
single packet transmission.
The fast and energy-efﬁcient link estimation provided by Rep can be used in applications
beyond data collection applications, for example:
• Improving the accuracy of RSSI-based wireless localization: an approach for wireless
localization is to leverage the dependency of the RSSI on the transmission distance.
Thus, multiple nodes with known locations can register several RSSI samples from a
node in order to determine its position via triangulation [74]. When multiple nodes must
be localized, the shared access to the channel becomes a limitation to collecting enough
RSSI samples for obtaining an accurate position. In this context, Rep can increase the
number of RSSI samples while reducing the load in the channel.
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• Improving the accuracy of Radio Tomographic Imaging: this technique uses a WSN
installed in the periphery of a target area to estimate the locations of people and objects
within it. Its working principle relies on detecting the obstruction of multiple radio links
by analysing changes in their transmission (TX) statistics [75]. As shown in [68], the ﬁne
time granularity of Rep is an enabler of the LQI variance for detecting disruptions in the
links due to the movement of people, thus providing a new source of information to
complement the RSSI variance that is typically used in the domain.
3.7 Encountered Difﬁculties
Among the challenges faced during the study of ﬁne-grain link estimation techniques, data
collection and analysis proved to be the two most difﬁcult ones. The data collection repre-
sented a challenge due to a steep transition between bad and good quality links, producing
a narrow transitional zone. Therefore, during initial experiments we were only capable of
capturing the behavior of the good and bad links, the second ones being especially difﬁcult
to characterize due to their low packet reception rate. We were only able to address these
challenges by manually adjusting the distance and orientation of each mote to approach
its link to the transition region. The state-of-the-art approach, introduced by RadiaLE, is to
increase the diversity in link conditions by using a large number of motes (48 units) arranged
with different orientations and in circles with diverse radius (from the transmitter mote in the
center). Nevertheless, we were limited by the number of available motes (10 units), and it is
not possible to use remote testbeds, such as Flocklab [51], for this type of experiment because
the motes cannot be re-arranged.
The data analysis proved to be challenging, the main reason being that we were not able
to ﬁnd a statistical test commonly used by the WSN community to demonstrate that the
data coming from two sampling mechanisms (Rep and CG) belong to similar distributions or
display the same accuracy, within a given conﬁdence interval. In other words, our hypothesis
that the data obtained with CG (e.g., Fig. 3.9 (c)) and Rep (e.g., Fig. 3.9 (e)) come from similar
probability distributions would have been further supported by using a statistical test, such as
a multivariate t-student. Nevertheless, the best approach found to compare our datasets was
to rely on linear regression.
If we had to reproduce the same experiments in this chapter, the data collection could be
signiﬁcantly improved by printing through the serial port the link quality obtained from every
sample in the observation window (wm), as opposed to printing aggregated metrics for the
entire wm . The advantage of the ﬁrst method is that the size of the observation window can be
adjusted ofﬂine, thus enabling the study of the effect of many window sizes, and signiﬁcantly
increasing the data analysis capabilities. For example, for every 80 samples collected with
wm = 80, it is possible to study the effects of any 0 ≤ wm ≤ 80. In order to carry a live data
collection strategy, it is indispensable to connect all the motes to a computer via USB cables,
otherwise the motes’ memory would severely limit the length of the experiment.
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Another foreseeable improvement for the presented experiments is to use reproducible inter-
ference conditions in order to enable better comparability between experiments by ensuring
that the conditions are as close as possible. In this spirit, predeﬁned interference patterns
can be generated using Jamlab [72] in several motes or WiFi transmissions in Raspberry-Pi
computers [61]. This technique requires the minimization of external interference sources,
which can be achieved by using an interference free channel (e.g., ch26 in the transceiver
cc2420), and running the experiments during the nights and weekends, when the external
WiFi or Bluetooth interference is minimal.
3.8 Conclusions
This chapter has elaborated on Rep, a new sampling mechanism that leverages existing
resources of LP-MAC protocols in order to reduce the duration and overhead of link estimation
schemes (in terms of trafﬁc) by one order of magnitude, with signiﬁcant improvements in
terms of speed and energy autonomy. The experimental evidence provided has proven that
the link estimation accuracy, when using Rep, remains equivalent to the state-of-the-art
methods’ in a wide range of challenging scenarios. They have also shown, that, under the
perturbation pattern of an indoors ofﬁce deployment, a fast and energy efﬁcient ﬁne-grain
sampling can result in measurements as accurate as those given by more time and energy
expensive coarse-grain sampling.
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4 Deploying Collection Protocols in
Real World Applications – The Fly
Project
4.1 Introduction
Real world deployments of collection protocols represent unique opportunities to test the
strengths and limitations of their design features under challenging requirements. Neverthe-
less, the difﬁculty in deploying and maintaining experimental real-world WSNs [76] [77] [78]
results in the overwhelming majority of collection protocols being analyzed either in testbed
applications or in controlled indoor environments. Until now, we have only been able to
identify a handful of relatively small-scale WSNs tested “in the wild”.
The WiseFly project thus represented a unique opportunity for validating and enriching
the ﬁndings of the previous two chapters in the context of a real-world deployment. The
project consisted in the development of a collection protocol (WiseFly) that incorporates the
main ﬁndings of the previous two chapters (WiseNE, composite metrics and Rep), and its
subsequent deployment for the monitoring of a public utility system in the frame of a Smart
City initiative in Europe.
The application required the deployment of amulti-hop collection protocol in an urban setting,
a challenge because of the dynamic conditions of operation, such as weather, vehicle and
pedestrian trafﬁc, hardware failures (due to natural factors or vandalism [79]), and multiple
interference sources. The sensitivity of the data ﬂows being monitored, as well as their
direct use by operators for taking intervention decisions made the application particularly
demanding in terms of reliability. Moreover, the low accessibility of the extensive network
deployed gave further weight to its energy efﬁciency requirements. At the same time, several
motes had to be able to record audiograms in a coordinated manner, which necessitated an
on-demand network synchronization with an error of under 1 ms, as well as the capacity to
cater for signiﬁcant trafﬁc surges.
As expected, real-life deployments are often subject to more numerous sources of variability,
mostly due to the open environment, subject to multiple sources of noise, such as vehicle and
pedestrian trafﬁc. A common issue is the lack of Line-of-Sight (LOS) between motes being
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installed by the user company, often resulting in much weaker, reﬂection-based communica-
tions between the motes. Moreover, some parameters taken for granted by most protocols,
e.g., the LQI are not made available by all transceivers.
This challenging environment has allowed us to validate the strengths, limitations and trade-
offs displayed by our previous ﬁndings, in particular WiseNE - a neighborhood exploration
mechanism designed for providing the inputs required by composite metrics (presented in
Chapter 1), and Rep - an energy efﬁcient sampling mechanism extracting the link quality
information from the packet repetitions at the MAC layer (presented in Chapter 3). Our exper-
iments have shown that composite metrics such as PRSSI (Penalized Received Signal Strength
Indication) continue to bring an improvement to simple ones even in environments subject
to high variability. Moreover, by using the Rep beaconing mechanism, we have managed to re-
duce the energy consumption of the RSSI estimation by one order of magnitude, as compared
to the coarse-grain mechanism, while not compromising on its accuracy. The deployment has
also led to the development of a promising composite metric, PRSSI, a combination between
PRR (Packet Reception Ratio) and RSSI (Received Signal Strength Indication).
At the same time, the project provided us with the opportunity to acquire a series of practical
lessons related to the speciﬁcities of outdoor urban deployments, that, due to their relative
scarcity in the ﬁeld, we have decided to document and disseminate.
In the following section, wewill start by providing amore detailed description of the Fly project,
and the way its speciﬁcities have translated into requirements from our routing protocols
(Section 4.2). We will proceed to describing a series of previous approaches to optimizing the
reliability-energy tradeoff in outdoor urban deployments, highlighting the state-of-the art
mechanisms, and the way our protocols aim at building upon and improving them (Sections
4.3 and 4.4). Section 4.5 will elaborate on the integration of the two mechanisms (WiseNE and
Rep), and the design of the composite metric, PRSSI, in the speciﬁc WiseFly context, followed
by Sections 4.6 and 4.7 which will brieﬂy describe the experimental setup, and then elaborate
on the experimental results. Last, but not least, Section 4.8 will summarize a series of practical
lessons, followed by the conclusions in Section 4.9.
The work presented in this chapter is a result of joint work with Damien Piguet, who provided
valuable feedback on the design of WiseFly protocol, supervised its implementation and
oversaw the development of Project Fly.
4.2 Project Fly
4.2.1 Project Description
Project Fly1 seeks to upgrade the capabilities of an European company to remotely monitor
its utility distribution systems (e.g., gas, water or electricity) by means of WSNs. Typically,
1"Project Fly" is a pseudonym used to protect the identity of the industrial client.
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checking the status of the system is slow and expensive, as it requires a group of operators to
visit multiple network points scattered across a city and perform diagnostic measurements
or retrieve logged data. Moreover, many points of the network might be underground or in
transmission towers, thus becoming cumbersome to access.
This difﬁculties become a critical problem in case the network experiences a failure, since
the operators must promptly detect the presence of the fault and locate its cause, in order to
minimize the downtime of the service and the collateral damage.
A common solution is the use of measurement devices installed across the distribution system
that are controlled centrally through the cellular network or wired Internet infrastructure,
and can perform on-demand remote evaluations. Such systems reduce the human effort
required to access the network, as well as the response time in the case of failures. However,
the sensor density is signiﬁcantly limited by the fees that must be paid to the cellular operators
for accessing the network, the reduced battery-life due to the hefty energy consumption of
cellular communications, and the lack of access to communication infrastructures in remote
or underground areas.
AWSNprovides an alternative communication infrastructure composed by low costmotes that
do not require spectrum-usage fees. The economical advantage thus allows for a signiﬁcant
increase in the density of remote sensing points, thus minimizing the impact of failures.
4.2.2 Implications for the WSN Protocols
Area Coverage. The WSN used in this application must be capable to collect the data from
multiple sensing units dispersed across a city and convey it to a central ofﬁce. This requires
the installation of a sink mote connected through a gateway to the company ofﬁce. The WSN
conveys the data towards one or more sinks, which then stores it in a database via the gateway.
The need to cover a large area (tens of square kilometers in surface), beyond the typical range
of a single mote (tens to hundreds of meters) [80] translates into a multi-hop WSN being
necessary in order to relay the data through multiple intermediary motes. This is commonly
addressed with a collection protocol able to build routes that enable each of the motes to
communicate with the sink.
Multiple trafﬁc schemes. The monitoring of the distribution system imposes several opera-
tions on the sensing points, each generating WSN trafﬁc with a particular volume, temporal
characteristics and ﬁnal destination. The operations are the following:
1. Keep-alive reports: every mote in the network must send a keep-alive message every 6h,
to conﬁrm its connectivity to the operator. A sudden absence of keep-alive messages can
be interpreted as a lack of connectivity of a mote or of an entire section of the network.
2. Alarms: a mote can notify the operator of an emergency condition by sending an alarm
packet. Alarms are triggered by events such as failures in the distribution infrastructure,
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or a low battery. They represent sporadic trafﬁc with a volume in the order of tens of
packets, and they are repeated until acknowledged.
3. Audiogram streams: the distribution system can record audiograms upon demand,
which enables the operators to precisely narrow down the location of infrastructure
failures in the distribution system. Audiograms are large sets of data (typically 4 KB),
and thus need to be fragmented in about 60-70 small packets (payload of 64 Bytes).
Moreover, audiograms are sent by several motes simultaneously, thus representing
sporadic and temporary trafﬁc increases, signiﬁcantly over the trafﬁc baseline.
4. Commands: the operator must be able to communicate from the sink to the motes,
in order to trigger actions that control the network, such as calibrating the sensors, or
requesting audiograms. This generates trafﬁc which traverses the network in a direction
opposite to the collection trafﬁc, as opposed to the one generated by the previous three
operations.
Reliability. The trafﬁc generated by the four operations mentioned above has a very sensitive
nature, since a loss of packets can hide an alarm or compromise the quality of the service
delivery.
The long termoperation in an urban environmentwill result in theWSNundergoing numerous
perturbations. For example, harsh weather conditions, such as snow covering the antennas
and rain degrading the quality of the wireless links, or vandalism, can cause instabilities in
the collecting topology due to the sudden removal of a key mote that relays a large portion of
the network trafﬁc. Another important factor that is particular to urban deployments is the
temporary unavailability of links due to blockage by pedestrian or vehicle trafﬁc.
These perturbations are exacerbated by the fact that the motes may not always have LOS
between the antennas, and will thus need to communicate via reﬂections of the wireless waves.
Relying solely on reﬂections signiﬁcantly degrades the quality of the link, as it reduces the
power of the signal upon reception, and increases the sensitivity to changes in the multipath
fading pattern. The multipath fading pattern results from the superposition upon reception of
many reﬂected components of the transmission. It can be easily altered by the movement of
elements reﬂecting the signal, such as cars or pedestrians.
In project Fly, the lack of LOS between neighboring motes is the norm, rather than the ex-
ception. This is also caused by limitations in the infrastructure available to attach the motes,
which are determined by the institutions involved in the project. The installation is limited to
ﬁxed stations at ground level and certain lamp posts used for public illumination. Addition-
ally, the thick rock walls in European old cities make it impossible for the signals to traverse
buildings, thus further limiting the availability of direct paths between motes. Additionally,
the personnel that plans and executes the installation showed the tendency to stretch the
distance between motes above their nominal transmission range, resulting in motes getting
close to a transitional behavior (details on transitional links can be found in p.13).
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Battery life. Changing the batteries of the motes implies the deployment of a team to visit
each mote, which can be time consuming and even a dangerous operation for motes located
in zones with difﬁcult/restricted access.
Additional features. The application also required the network to be able to synchronize on
demand, as well as display high levels of data security.
4.3 Problem Statement
Urban deployments represent challenging environments for WSNs, due to high levels of
multipath fading and unpredictable events, ranging from weather, to perturbations caused by
human activity or even vandalism. The limited positions in the city infrastructure available for
the client to install the motes, generated a deployment where motes seldom have LOS and
communicate using reﬂections. This condition exacerbates the sensitivity of the link quality
to dynamic environments, due to multipath fading.
This effect, corroborated with the high cost associated with larger scale outdoors deployments
limits the availability of experiments under these conditions. Up to date, we have been able to
ﬁnd very few such studies. Moreover, the studies found were showing very high variability in
terms of reliability [78] [81] [77].
A limitation in terms of performance is also driven by the difﬁculty in creating protocols that
can show superior reliability without causing prohibitive energy consumptions. While the use
of composite metrics has proven superior in indoor environments, it is broadly believed that
RSSI, a key component of high accuracy composite metric, would be additionally challenged
by the sensitivity to multipath fading.
Our deployment thus aims at proposing and evaluating a mechanism that can enable the use
of higher reliability LQE metrics, in our case RSSI, and maintain low energy consumptions, in
spite of the challenging multipath fading conditions. This will be based on the ﬁndings of the
previous two chapters - WiseNE and Rep, whose superior performance will be validated in a
highly dynamic environment.
4.4 State-of-the-art Studies in Real Deployments
There are few reports of WSN deployments in outdoor environments subject to multipath
fading. Moreover, as reported by multiple authors [82], the few real world deployments
available have tended to be challenging due to the variability of outdoors conditions and
signiﬁcant perturbations due to multipath fading.
CTP is the default collection protocol in TinyOS and it has been extensively used in the
literature as a benchmark. CTP uses the ETX as a routing metric. Despite numerous reports
of CTP providing a reliability over 99% in simulations or indoor deployments, there are few
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experiments in urban environments prone to multipath fading.
Istomin et al [83] performed a comparative evaluation in a smart city scenario of several of
the most used routing protocols (including TinyRPL, ContikiRPL) that rely on the ETX metric,
showing that the reliability of both protocols decreases from 90%, with low multipath fading,
to 25%, as multipath fading increases. The authors conclude that one of the main causes of
packet loss are the topology reconstructions, normally caused by ﬂuctuations in the ETX due
to multipath fading. The performance statistics were also obtained via simulations, due to
the difﬁculty in accessing the motes, once they had been deployed. The study thus does not
factor in the energy consumption, as the motes are expected to have access to the electrical
infrastructure of street-lamps, even once deployed outdoors. This analysis highlights the
importance of using accurate composite metrics in order to minimize the need for topology
corrections.
PRR-basedmetrics tend toprovide lower levels of accuracy. A commonappreciation [25][28]
is that PRR-based metrics are less suitable for such deployments given its difﬁculty in distin-
guishing between links that are good, but close to or in the transitional region, from links that
are robust and very far from it.
RSSI is difﬁcult to rely upon under high levels of multipath fading. A common concern in
studies attempting to use RSSI in order to improve WSN reliability is that its high sensitivity
to multipath fading would make it very difﬁcult to use in environments with high levels of
multipath fading. This observation was also expressed in [39].
Alternative protocols. A relevant alternative for enabling urban deployments could also
be opportunistic protocols, such as ORPL [84], Orinoco [85] and ORW [44]. Opportunistic
protocols are designed to have each mote forwarding the trafﬁc to any available neighbor
that represents a progression towards the sink, as opposed to having each mote predeﬁning a
favorite parent. Their use is appealing because they circumvent the long-term link estimation
by leveraging the intervals when a link to a neighbor displays a high quality. Their development
was motivated by applications with very high levels of variability (e,g., WSNs embedded in
wearable devices). Nevertheless, they rely each data packet using anycast primitives on every
hop, which enables targeting more than one neighbor, at the expense of a signiﬁcant energy
overhead compared to the use of unicast. Moreover, the use of anycast results in signiﬁcant
duplicated trafﬁc, which further increases the energy overhead. This design-driven overhead
thus represents a prohibitive, and in our case unnecessary cost.
A promising approach to cope with the effects of multipath fading is also the exploitation of
channel diversity. Motes in protocols such as Oppcast [86] and IPv6 Time Slotted Channel
Hopping (6TiSCH) [87] send their packets through several channels to a parent, expecting
to increase the probabilities of ﬁnding a channel that is unaffected by multipath fading at
that given time. We do not consider Time Slotted Channel Hopping and other protocols that
require a tight and permanent network synchronization to ensure a coordinated use of the
channels, the reason being the signiﬁcant overhead required to maintain the synchronization
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through the network, which pays-off when the trafﬁc is periodic or predictable, but is not
justiﬁed with the sporadic trafﬁc expected in our application. Even though our deployment
can use network synchronization, this is performed only on-demand and it is valid for a
predeﬁned time interval, thus it cannot be used to support coordinated channel hopping.
Additionally, the energy-efﬁcient ﬁne-grain link quality sampling brought by Rep (presented
in chapter 3) and used in this chapter, can also be used to improve existing protocols that
require a fast and reliable link estimation in multiple channels, such as [43].
Link Quality Ranking (LQR) [43] is a mechanism proposed as a complement for opportunistic
protocols in scenarios where unreliable links are ubiquitous. LQR aims at quickly identifying
the best link available at a given time, by probing them with multiple broadcasts and forward-
ing a short data stream through the top ranked link. The use of LQR is however not well suited
for our deployment, as we do not need to perform a link estimation for each packet (we can
leverage longer periods of channel stability). The sparsity of the typical application trafﬁc
would thus bring an unnecessary control overhead for ranking the quality of each packet on
each hop.
A family of solutions that is gaining popularity for urban deployments is Low-Power Wide
Area Networks (LPWAN), where LoRaWan and SigFox are amongst the most popular ones [88].
LPWANs enable long range communications at a low bit rate and, typically, rely on unlicensed
spectrum, thus not requiring paying usage fees. Even though this solution could support the
sending of sporadic alarms, it is not feasible for Project Fly because the low bit rate generates a
prohibitive delay for sending data-heavy audiograms.
4.5 Design of the WiseFly Collection Protocol
The WiseFly protocol makes use of PRSSI, a composite metric based on the state-of-the-art
PRR (Packet Reception Rate, commonly used to approximate ETX=1/PRR [23]) and RSSI
(Received Signal Strength Indication). WiseFly incorporates the two main contributions of
the previous two chapters, validating their performance enhancement potential in terms of
link estimation accuracy and energy efﬁciency in the presence of high multipath fading levels
speciﬁc to urban outdoors deployments.
With the help of WiseNE - the neighborhood exploration mechanism proposed in chapter
1 - WiseFly manages to provide sufﬁcient samples for the meaningful use of RSSI (a metric
whose addition to PRR has a signiﬁcant reliability enhancing potential, but is, at the same time
highly sensitive to multipath fading), while keeping the Trickle Algorithm, thus generating a
signiﬁcantly lower overhead.
At the same time, with the help of Rep, the protocol manages to avoid signiﬁcant overhead,
by leveraging the preexisting repetitions in the MAC layer. Our results show that, under the
multipath fading patterns found in the urban outdoors environment of a European city, Rep’s
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ﬁne-grain sampling over 1 second results in an equivalent multipath fading mitigation perfor-
mance to a coarse-grain sampling over 10 minutes, while reducing the energy consumption
by an order of magnitude.
4.5.1 Proposed Composite Metric - PRSSI
While the previous chapters have mainly focused on single link estimations, as required by
node-to-node communication, this larger scale deployment will require the use of full ﬂedged
collection protocols and the respective routing metrics. A routing metric is the input that a
mote uses in order to select a route to the sink, and is obtained on the basis of multiple link
metrics.
A routing metric deﬁnes a trade-off between the path length (number of hops) and the quality
of individual links that compose the path [25]. For example, prioritizing on selecting high
quality links might result in paths with a large number of hops, which might seem less energy
efﬁcient, but more reliable than a shorter path that includes a single low quality link. We aim
at maximizing the link quality, motivated two-fold: i) the priority requirement for the routing
protocol is the reliability (as deﬁned in Sec. 4.2.2), and ii) there is no guarantee that a shorter
path will result in energy savings, since low quality links increase packet retransmissions and
can compromise the stability of the topology.
Our search for a metric that enables a mote to identify the link with the highest quality, has
landed on RSSI. This decision is motivated by 1) extensive reports proving that RSSI can
provide an accurate measure of whether a link is of very good quality or not, 2) the fact that
RSSI tends to be a core building block of multiple other metrics e.g., (four-bit [24], Rondinone
[27] and TM [22]), and 3) the fact that it can be easily obtained from the transceiver. We have
decided not to use TM in the Fly Project, because the radio transceiver (CC1125) selected by
the client does not provide a wide range of LQI values (we measured from 0 to 7), compared to
0 to 120 used in the original TM design (with the cc2420).
While RSSI has proven to be ameaningful enhancer of state-of-the art singlemetrics (including
by our experiments in Chapter 1), it is highly susceptible to multipath fading [89], which
translates in the need to acquire multiple samples in order to obtain a reliable measurement.
The combination of RSSI and PRR emerges as a desirable choice, given their synergies in
terms of prediction power. This creates PRSSI, a composite metric which provides a holistic
description of link quality.
We deﬁne the PRSSI of a link i ∈ path as shown in Eq. 4.1, which will later be validated in
simulations and indoor deployments before being installed in our outdoors application. We
use the mean RSSI (RSSI in dBm) as the indicator of the quality of the link (the higher the
better [23] [39]) and combine it with the PRR by penalizing the RSSI proportionally to the
number of packets lost, hence subtracting 10dBm for every 10% in the Packet Error Rate
(PER = 100−PRR). It was not possible to perform a parametric study on the penalty value in
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the real deployment, due to the restricted access to the network. Therefore, we chose the value
10dBm to strongly penalize the loss of even a single packet, and it corresponds to the width of
the transitional region observed in the deployment (see Fig. 4.8). Eq. 4.1 uses a division to
represent the cost of the link (the lower, the better).
PRSSIdBmi = 1/(RSSI −PER ∗0.1dBm) (4.1)
We follow the composition method proposed in [25], as shown in Eq. 4.2, since the use of the
addition operation requires less computation resources from the microcontrollers used in the
motes, as opposed to multiplications (e.g., the composition method used in [27]). We convert
the value PRSSIdBmi from dBm to mW (PRSSI
mW
i ), in order to accentuate small differences
in RSSI values. The resulting value is expressed in units normalized with the factor 1011.
PRSSI/RMpath =
∑
i∈path
PRSSImWi (4.2)
4.5.2 Enabling PRSSI through WiseNE
WiseNE is the Neighborhood Exploration mechanism proposed in Chapter 1, that provides
an accurate use of RSSI, and thus also of RRSI-based composite metrics such as PRSSI in link
quality estimates (by providing the uplink RSSI and PRR), while avoiding the previously puni-
tive increases in energy consumption. By decoupling the observation and exploration periods
of each mote, WiseNE allows the motes to continue beneﬁting from the energy performance of
the Trickle Algorithm (driven by its exploration period), while achieving a sufﬁcient number of
samples in the observation phase for a reliable measurement of the multipath fading-sensitive
RSSI.
WiseNE also handles the bootstrapping and adaptation of the topology. The protocol can deal
with a rapid addition of motes, the reason behind its proactive philosophy. The use of WiseNE
also relies on the assumption that the network is not congested. This depends on the trafﬁc
and density of the network, but has not proven to be a challenge in our experiments, despite
the high trafﬁc levels observed during the streaming of audiograms.
4.5.3 Link Quality Sampling Based on Rep
Presented in Chapter 2, Rep is a novel channel sampling mechanism that manages to extract
the link quality information from the existing packet repetitions in preamble samplingmedium
access control (MAC) protocols. Rep extracts useful link quality statistics, such as the average
LQI and RSSI, from a single packet in low-power preamble sampling MAC (LP-MAC) protocols
(e.g., BMAC [48], WiseMAC [45] and ContikiMAC [46]) (Fig. 3.1, bottom). The mechanism
leverages a resource that is commonly available in state-of-the-art protocol stacks, yet so
far underused, namely the fact that LP-MACs transmit the exact same packet several times
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(hereafter referred to as packet repetitions) in order to wake the intended receiver(s) up.
The experimental evidence provided in Chapter 2 shows that Rep can reduce the trafﬁc and
duration of a link estimation by one order of magnitude, while at the same time keeping an
equivalent accuracy to the state-of-the-art. The experiments provided in the current chapter
show that Rep manages to maintain its multipath fading mitigation effect and enable a reliable
RSSI estimation under highly variable environments such as our outdoors deployment. Rep’s
ability to use ﬁne-grain sampling over 1 second and still provide a multipath fading mitigation
effect on RSSI equivalent to a coarse-grain sampling over 10 minutes also relies on the short
term variation in the multipath fading pattern of our urban outdoor environment.
4.6 Experimental Setup
WiseFly has been tested in the frame of Project Fly, a Smart City initiative run in an European
city of approx. 20’000 inhabitants, with the objective of optimizing the management of one of
its public utility systems. We have analyzed the network over the period of one month in early
2018. The deployment had a single sink (M1000) and 15 motes.
In terms of protocols, we have used WiseFly together with WiseMAC (sampling period 1s). The
more bit mechanism in WiseMAC provided support for the trafﬁc increases due to audiograms.
More bit is an energy optimization mechanism for streaming packets. It is triggered by a
sender mote to signal to a neighbor that it must remain listening after receiving a packet,
because a stream of frames will follow suit [90].
In terms of hardware, we have used a tailor-mademote based on themicrocontrollerMSP430F5438A
and radio CC1125 (868 MHz, narrowband, FSK modulation). The modules have an external
antenna, type standard omnidirectional 868 MHz. The operating frequency was helpful in
terms of handling long distances (bitrate = 50 Kbps, sensitivity = -100 dBm. The transmission
power is 14 dBm, unless otherwise noted.
However, before deploying the protocol in the beneﬁciary’s network, we have ﬁrst validated
the newly proposed composite metric, PRSSI, indoors.
4.7 Results
The experimental results have validated two main contributions: 1) The WiseNE-enabled
PRSSI results in a higher link estimation accuracy than the state of the art ETX, even in a
noisy environment previously believed to hinder the use of RSSI and 2) Under the multipath
fading pattern of our urban outdoor deployment, the ﬁne-grain sampling mechanism (over
1s) proposed by Rep results in an equivalent multipath fading mitigation effect as a typical
coarse-grain sampling over 10 minutes, while consuming one order of magnitude less energy.
The latest implemented WiseFly protocol based on a combination of WiseNE (indeed applied
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Figure 4.1 – Sample of a typical routing tree provided by the PRSSI metric with 25 motes.
to the simple RSSI metric) and Rep has been functioning at a reliability of 98% over the testing
period. While this performance is very encouraging, its generalization to any urban outdoor
environment and in-place comparison with reference collection protocols will require further
testing, not yet possible under the current operation of our client deployment.
4.7.1 Indoors Pre-validation of PRSSI
Before deciding to deploy PRSSI in the real-life deployment of our beneﬁciary, we have per-
formed a pre-validation, both in a simulated and in an indoors deployment. The testing
of WiseFly2 using the metric PRSSI/RM in OMNet++ simulations [91] consistently provided
routing trees where each mote chose one of its closest neighbors. A representative example is
shown in Fig. 4.1. This result was sustained for multiple topology sizes (25, 50, 75 and 100),
with 32 experiment repetitions each. The simulated topologies were grids with the sink in the
center and subject to trafﬁc with a period of 300s from each mote (25 bytes payload). The
channel mode used was "simple path loss", without any stochastic component or external
interference. Therefore, all the simulations resulted in PRR=100%.
2This version did not use the Rep optimization, since we preferred to ﬁrst test each mechanism separately.
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Figure 4.2 – Placement of the motes in the csem-tb deployment. Mote 1 (in purple) is the sink), the rest
of the network requires traversing multiple hops to reach it.
Instead of continuing the simulations with a more challenging simulation channel, we have
decided to repeat the experiments in a real, yet indoors deployment. Our rationale was that
a real experiment would be more relevant for metric design, since the evaluation is highly
dependent on the characteristics of the channel, which can only be partially captured in
simulations. Therefore, we tested WiseFly, the same version used in simulations, in a local
testbed (hereafter called csem-tb), shown in Fig. 4.2. Csem-tb was composed of 8 motes,
whose hardware is detailed in Sec. 4.6. The motes were placed in an ofﬁce hallway with
metallic walls, at varying distances between 4 and 20 m. Each mote was sending packets with
a period of 30s (payload 57 bytes) at a transmission power of 10 dB.
The csem-tb deployment revealed that the routing protocol strikes a packet error rate of 0.29%
after the transmission of 15’789 packets (46 packets lost). Moreover, the motes ﬁnd stable
routes with the spatially closest neighbor, which tend to be long, but have proven to be reliable.
Both the simulations and the testbed (csem-tb) results show that PRSSI/RM is successful in
providing high reliability routes, thus validating the value of adding signal strength information
to the link quality estimation data. Moreover, the preferred routes tend to be long (in number
of hops), as a consequence of having each mote preferring its closest neighbor in the parent
selection.
Unlike the outdoors deployment, in the case of the testbed, we could make sure that each mote
was always counting on at least one neighbor within range and with LOS. This is an ubiquitous
assumption in both simulations and public testbeds in the literature (representative examples
include [42], [61] and [51]). However, while this was a speciﬁcation for the installation of the
motes, it could not always be ensured, being out of our control. This is a realistic feature of
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Figure 4.3 – PRR prediction using PRSSI (RSSI in mW units).
Figure 4.4 – PRR prediction using PRSSI (RSSI in mW units). Corresponds to Fig. 4.3 augmented in
x-axis.
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outdoors deployments, which only comes to underline the signiﬁcant difﬁculty of catering for
outdoor WSN deployments.
4.7.2 Benchmarking PRSSI to ETX in Project Fly in an Urban Environment
This experiment was designed to benchmark PRSSI’s ability to predict the reliability of the
links in a deployment subject to high levels of multipath fading, against the one of the non-
composite metric ETX (de-facto metric for state-of-the-art protocols). The data for the analysis
of both metrics has been collected using WiseNE, in order to ensure the availability of the
RSSI inputs. Hereafter all the results reported correspond to an outdoor network deployed in a
urban setting as described in Sec. 4.2.
We use the metrics extracted from a window of 10min (20 packets, coarse-grain as explained
in Chapter 3) and from the ﬁrst packet of the window (20 repetitions, using Rep), to predict
the PRR of the next window of 10min (20 packets, PRRf or future PRR). The PRR is obtained
using CG, and the RSSI using Rep. The Rep and CG input data for the ﬁgures was registered
simultaneously during the same WiseNE rounds, in order to enable a fair side-to-side compar-
ison. Each plot contains 4’697 points, resulting from the same number of WiseNE rounds. The
rounds were performed by 9 motes during 4 days (521 rounds/mote). During this validation
we were only able to use 9 of the 15 motes, as the remaining 6 were undergoing technical
maintenance at the time the experiment was scheduled.
Fig. 4.3 displays the scatter plot of PRRf vs. the current PRSSI . The radius of each point is
proportional to the square root of the number of overlapped points, i.e., with the same x-y
coordinates. We used the square root to prevent large points from occluding smaller ones.
If PRSSImW has a value lower than 5, we can predict with a 99.5% accuracy that the Future
PRR will be >90%. This can be seen more clearly in the zoom of the values near zero of
PRSSImW (Fig. 4.4). If PRSSImW is lower than 0.1, we can predict with an accuracy of 98.3%
that the Future PRR will be 100%. Therefore, PRSSImW is able to identify good and very good
links with a high accuracy.
The values of 2< PRSSImW indicate that the link will present a bad reliability, under 60%.
The range of PRSSImW values is signiﬁcant. The good values can be arbitrarily close to 0,
therefore the cost spans 11 orders of magnitude. The reason is the conversion of RSSI from
dBm to mW in the calculation of the formula.
Figure 4.5 shows the PRSSI with the RSSI factored in dBm units (PRSSIdBm) instead of con-
verting it to mW (as in Fig. 4.3).
The ﬁgure displays similar prediction capabilities as PRSSImW . A disadvantage with respect
to PRSSImW is that the transitional region extends over a wide interval, while the "good
behavior" region is compressed. This increases the resolution in the transitional region and
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Figure 4.5 – PRR prediction using PRSSI (RSSI in dBm units).
compresses, without compromising the accuracy, the "good behavior" region.
A disadvantage of PRSSImW is that the exponential behavior can bring instabilities when the
addition operation is used for composition. This can cause signiﬁcant variations in the cost of
a route due to normal RSSI variations in our deployment, thus pushing the motes to overreact
and unnecessarily search for a better parent.
Fig. 4.6, and its augmented view in Fig. 4.7, show the prediction capabilities of ETX, to be
compared with Fig. 4.3. The links predicted to have the highest reliability (ETX = 1) present a
wide variance of PRRf values, ranging between 80-100%.
This shows that ETX alone is displaying a lower accuracy than PRSSI in identifying the good
quality links (96.6% vs. 99.5%). The reason is that ETX cannot distinguish between a link that
displays a good behavior, but is close to the transitional region and thus prone to degradation,
and a good link that is stable. Adding the signal strength information allows for this, more
granular distinction and thus improved prediction.
Studying in more depth the 5’261 points with ET X < 1.11 (i.e., PRR > 90%), which are the
ones expected to keep the maximum reliability in the future, we found 181 points that are
worse than predicted (PRRf ≤ 90%), of which 97.8% (177 points) present an RSSI ≤−80dBm.
Leveraging the RSSI information would have thus reduced the ETX misclassiﬁcation by 97.8%.
This result is in line with our hypothesis that using a composite metric that adds the signal
strength information to the past reception statistics (respectively the RSSI to the ETX and / or
PRR) signiﬁcantly increases the link estimation accuracy, and consequently network reliability,
in WSN deployments subject to high levels of multipath fading.
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Figure 4.6 – PRR prediction using ETX.
Figure 4.7 – PRR prediction using ETX. Corresponds to Fig. 4.6 augmented in x-axis.
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Figure 4.8 – PRR prediction using RSSI from Rep.
Figure 4.9 – PRR prediction using CG RSSI.
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4.7.3 Fine-grain (Rep) Sampling vs. Coarse-grain
By using the Rep beaconing mechanism, we manage to drop the energy consumption of
the link estimation operation by an order of magnitude, as compared to the coarse-grain
mechanism, while not compromising on its ability to enable the use of RSSI. This conﬁrms
our hypothesis that ﬁne-grain sampling has an equivalent capacity to mitigate the sensitivity
to multipath fading of RSSI under the speciﬁc multipath fading pattern of our outdoors urban
deployment, being relatively unaffected by the RSSI variability and link instability.
Figures 4.8 and 4.9 display the prediction capabilities of RSSI, collected by Rep and CG. Both
curves present a future PRR in the y-axis over 90% for RSSI values over -95 dBm. The tran-
sitional region is visible for lower RSSI values, spanning PRR values from 5% to 100% and a
width close to 10 dBm. No signiﬁcant differences can be seen between both ﬁgures.
The RSSI information provided by Rep does not introduce a bias with respect to the one
obtained by coarse-grain techniques. This can be observed in Fig. 4.10, which displays
the mean RSSI obtained via CG (RSSICG ), as a function of the mean RSSI obtained via Rep
(RSSIRep ). The blue line in the ﬁgure (x = y) represents the ideal scenario, where every
measure done with Rep is identical to the one taken with CG. The line is within the standard
deviation of all the measured points.
The mechanism explaining this equivalent result of the two sampling frequencies (ﬁne and
coarse-grain) is similar to the one detailed in Chapter 3. While there is no signiﬁcant WiFi
interference with RSSI (as the 868MHz band is basically interference-free [92]), the multipath
fading phenomenon can be reasonably expected to show a similar, sub-second spikes pattern.
As motes in the deployment lack LOS among each other, this translates in the communication
being carried over through multiple reﬂections, subject to multipath fading. Therefore, the
quality of the link will be sensitive to elements such as pedestrian and vehicle trafﬁc along
transmission distances typically higher than 100m.
To date, there are very few studies characterizing deployments without of LOS in real envi-
ronments at 868MHz, mostly given the difﬁculty in recovering the LQ information without
a secondary testbed given the high energy consumptions. Most studies thus look at 2.4GHz,
or in indoors environments. However, existing studies conﬁrm the existence of gray areas in
868MHz [93], as a result of multipath reﬂections, and the fact that motes tend to show large
variations in performance [92].
While we could not identify studies characterizing the variations over time of multipath
fading in outdoor deployments, we ﬁnd that a reasonable explanation is that the overlap of
multiple and frequent perturbing factors (e.g., vehicle trafﬁc) results in the multipath fading
experiencing spikes patterns with high frequency, and thus periods lower than 1s.
Since Rep and CG were tested simultaneously to have a side-to-side comparison, the energy
consumption in the network is not representative of either of them and cannot be used to
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Figure 4.10 – Relation between RSSI measuring using 20 samples obtained through Rep and CG. The
line x = y is shown in green for reference.
Figure 4.11 – Number of samples per RSSIRep in Fig. 4.10, between RSSI measuring using 20 samples
obtained through Rep and CG.
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compare energy performance. Therefore, we rely on the results provided in Chapter 3 for
quantifying the energy savings of Rep. This means that Rep allows us to use one order of
magnitude less energy in order to provide 20 samples of RSSI, compared with the case where
the samples are obtained using CG.
4.7.4 CombinedPerformanceAnalysis of theDeployment –RepandWiseNE-enabled
RSSI
By combining WiseNE based on the (indeed single) RSSI metric, and REP, the system has
proven a remarkable performance in terms of reliability, namely a mean PRR of 98% (as
compared to the broad range of reliability measurements declared by typical outdoor de-
ployments) and an energy consumption one order of magnitude lower than the course-grain
reliant alternative.
In the previous sections and chapters, we have benchmarked the individual mechanisms that
compose WiseFly (WiseNE and Rep) against the state-of-the-art. Nevertheless, testing the
deployment of Project Fly against a state-of-the-art routing protocol in order to compare its
global performance was not possible. Even though it is technologically feasible, our access
to the network for testing was limited by it being currently used by our industrial customer.
Benchmarking by using a third-party testbed was also not a feasible option because of the
lack of public testbeds with a representative setting for Project Fly (i.e., in an outdoor urban
environment). Neither was it possible to identify in the existing literature a representative
proxy, with comparable requirements, installed in a similar environment and using the same
frequency band. Therefore, we leave the benchmarking of WiseFly as a next step, but pursue
to present its performance and validate the fact that it satisﬁes the requirements of the Fly
project, as presented in Sec. 4.2.
Figure 4.12 displays the packets with management statistics received per mote during 30 days
(period of this type of trafﬁc: 12h). Mote 50 (M50) displays more packet losses than the others.
This is due to the lack of neighbors with high-quality links.
Figure 4.12 shows that the entire network misses one packet at a similar time (it can be seen in
the middle of the time interval). The cause of this loss is a full-network loop.
The loop begins when M62, which relays all the trafﬁc from the network to the sink (Fig.
4.13), changes the parent to M44, thus relaying the entire trafﬁc of the network through the
loop. The loop is successfully detected and corrected (Fig. 4.14). The packet losses shown
in Fig. 4.12 (1 per mote) are expected, since the tested version of WiseFly does not have a
buffer to resend packets trapped in a loop after correction. The root cause of the loop is being
further investigated, but the most likely reason is an increase in the RSSI, and the delay on
back-propagating topology updates.
Figure 4.15 shows that the Packet Reception Ratio (PRR) is over 98% in all the motes except
M50. These results include the losses due to the loop. At the same time, the total PRR in the
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Figure 4.12 – Packet received at the sink (type Routing Statistics) vs. time. The graph covers 30 days in
project Fly.
Figure 4.13 – Routing tree in project Fly before the loop.
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Figure 4.14 – Routing tree in deployment project Fly after the loop.
Figure 4.15 – Packet Reception Ration per mote in deployment project Fly.
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Figure 4.16 – Time evolution of the number of successfully sent unicast packets (ack received) per hour.
deployment is 96.54% (std dev = 23.70), which includes the packet losses due to the routing
loop.
Figure 4.16 shows three sudden and temporary increases in the number of successful unicast
packets (i.e., acknowledged). The ﬁrst trafﬁc increase (the smallest of the three) corresponds to
the loop correction. The second and third increases correspond to the streaming of segmented
audiograms.
The three trafﬁc increases correspond to spikes in the radio duty cycle on listening or reception
state (Fig. 4.17) and on transmission state (Fig. 4.18). The three increases also match corre-
sponding increases in the number of packets using the "more bit" optimization in WiseMAC
for increasing the streaming capacity (Fig. 4.19).
The PER is very low during the entire observation period, including the transmission of both
audiograms and the energy consumed by a mote during the transmission of the audiograms
shows an increase with the number of descendants.
A further analysis of the sending of audiograms reveals that there are two instances: audiogram
1 was received at the sink on April 12th, 2018, at 10:00 AM, and audiograms 2 on April 17th,
2018 at 3:00 AM. The network maintains the topology shown in Fig. 4.20 during the sending of
audiograms 1. The PER in the MAC layer during the sending of each audiograms is under 0.2%,
deﬁned as the number of missing acknowledgments divided by the number of transmitted
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Figure 4.17 – Component of the radio Duty Cycle spent with the radio on listening or reception state
(%) vs. time.
Figure 4.18 – Component of the radio Duty Cycle spent with the radio on transmission state (%) vs.
time.
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Figure 4.19 – Time evolution of the number of unicast packets sent with the TxMore optimization in
WiseMAC vs. time.
frames, where each frame has an acknowledgment.
Figs. 4.21 shows the average and standard deviation of the latency of the motes, which displays
the same pattern as the hop count (Fig. 4.22), as expected. Moreover, the latencies display
maximum values well below 5s, which is satisfactory for the target of 20s maximum latency
for delivering alarm messages. On average, traversing a hop in the network brings a latency
of 0.5s, which is expected from the use of a sampling period in the MAC layer of 1.024s, and
supports the assumption that the network is not congested. These results suggest that future
deployments can cover signiﬁcantly larger areas with deeper paths extending to 40 hops while
still operating within the 20s latency target, as long as the network maintains a trafﬁc pattern
and density that enables a non-congested operation.
4.8 Practical Lessons
This deployment has revealed that, while simulations and the work on local testbeds are very
useful for pre-validating results, real-world deployments often result in signiﬁcantly different
conditions. Moreover, the level of variability in the network inputs is far beyond what is
typically used in simulators.
We could summarize our practical observations in a series of emerging "rules":
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Figure 4.20 – Network topology during the sending of audiograms 1.
Figure 4.21 – Average end-to-end latency for each mote.
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Figure 4.22 – Average hop count for each mote.
Foster a close collaboration with the beneﬁciary doing the deployment.
In real-life deployments, your involvement in the installation and / or operation of the network
is more limited than in testbeds. This is due to multiple reasons, ranging from the speciﬁcities
of the contractual relation with the beneﬁciary, to on-site conﬁdentiality constraints.This
necessitates a strong collaboration with the beneﬁciary, in order to both avoid unwanted
network behavior and beneﬁt from the data collected for scientiﬁc purposes.
In terms of testing, in the absence of a secondary infrastructure for collecting the performance
statistics from the motes (as done in remote testbeds), the only feasible recovery mechanism is
the collection topology. Logging is also a possibility, but it does not scale over time. Therefore,
there is limited capacity to convey the statistics, as they are likely to be infrequent and/or to
be deactivated by default.
The real network operator might not manually activate the performance statistics after reﬂash-
ing of a subset or of the entire network, or after replacing a broken mote or adding new motes.
Moreover, employees with no previous experience in the IoT or WSN domain might need
support to store the data in a secure manner and learn the value of accumulating it. However,
in one of our cases we have noticed beneﬁciaries only keeping the last month worth of data
and discarding the rest.
Moreover, the network might end up being mobile, despite the application requiring a static
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one. Even though we plan for a static network, all the motes were ﬂashed in a lab, stored
in a box (thus becoming a super dense network) and then distributed progressively during
the installation. The routing protocol must thus cope with this scenario. Some solutions
that need to be communicated to the installation team include: resetting the network after
installation, freezing the routing until the installation is completed or relying on the adaptation
mechanisms of the protocols.
Last but not least, as the installation teams will likely stretch the links to the limit, it is rea-
sonable to assume they will at ﬁrst be transitional. It is also reasonable to assume that the
installation team might not always be able to ensure a LOS between motes. In practice, the
LOS might be even intermittent.
Consider the limitations of not having a secondary infrastructure.
Relying solely on network statistics for tracking the performance of the network requires
a careful pre-design. In our experience, it will be necessary to change the content of the
statistics packets often, as the required information to debug issues or evaluate the operation
of a particular mechanism becomes more clear. Upgrading the statistics collected through the
network implies changes in the packet format and in the structure of the database, which is
signiﬁcantly more difﬁcult than the serial port used in academic testbeds.
Moreover, several variables that increase with time and reach large values (e.g., consumed
energy requires 4 bytes) could be reported as the change since the last packet. This practice is
recommendable, given that the reliability issues in the network can compromise the accuracy
of the performance statistics.
Additionally, the statistics should be sent with a large period in order to minimize the overhead.
This is also a challenge compared to testbeds, which do not have any period limitations. This
should be factored in during the design of the statistics, since the long periods can hinder the
characterization of target phenomena, and the troubleshooting in case of issues.
In any case, the custom motes should always have a USB port. This greatly simpliﬁes the
testing in the lab before the deployment, since it makes it possible to reuse the resources made
available by the community for creating local deployments. Moreover, it simpliﬁes on-site
debugging.
The parameters that might have to be set remotely to tune the operation of the protocol in the
ﬁeld will require previous creation of set/get commands.
Other practical ﬁndings include the facts that:
1. The reliability of the routing protocol can only be as good as the available routes. Ergo,
if the links are of a bad quality, the protocol will have a performance upper bound.
2. Despite the claims of the state-of-the-art in LQE, the LQI is not always available in
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commercial transceivers.
3. It is worth planning for being able to capture data to work ofﬂine, thus interfering as
little as possible with the actual deployment.
4.9 Conclusions
The possibility to develop and analyze a real world deployment for a month has given us the
opportunity to validate two key learnings in environments of high variability: the composite
metrics’ (PRSSI) superiority in terms of link estimation accuracy, and the ﬁne-grained sampling
power to enable RSSI, even in environments subject to high levels of multipath fading.
Our experiments have shown that composite metrics such as PRSSI continue to bring an
improvement to simple ones even in environments subject to high variability. This result was
not obvious given the expectation that RSSI, a key component of composite metrics, but also
a metric with a high sensitivity to noise, would be challenged by the exposure to the high
multipath fading levels. Our results indicate that performing multiple samplings with the use
of WiseNE and Rep manages to ensure a meaningful use of the RSSI metric. This was proven
by comparing the reliability performance of a collection protocol based on the composite
metric PRSSI to one based on the state of the art simple metric, ETX. While the PRSSI metric is
subject to high variability, and needs further development, its composite nature results in a
higher accuracy in predicting Rep’s link behavior.
Moreover, by using Rep beaconing mechanism, we have managed to reduce the energy con-
sumption of RSSI extraction operation by an order of magnitude, as compared to the coarse-
grain mechanism, while not compromising its accuracy. This conﬁrms our hypothesis that in
our urban outdoor environment, performing a more energy economic ﬁne-grain sampling
within 1 second has an equivalent effect in terms of mitigating the multipath fading effects on
the signal strength (RSSI), as a coarse-grain sampling over the period of 10 minutes.
By combining WiseNE based on the RSSI metric, and REP, the system has demonstrated a
remarkable performance in terms of link quality estimation, namely a reliability of 98%, and
an energy consumption one order of magnitude lower than the alternative course-grained
approach. In interpreting this result we should of course consider the effects of the particular
trafﬁc and multipath fading patterns of our deployment. While generalizing this to any urban
outdoor deployment requires further testing not yet possible in the frame of our real-life client
deployment, we believe it opens a valuable area of exploration.
Beyond the scientiﬁcally relevant ﬁndings of this deployment, the experience has also resulted
in extensive practical learnings. Due to the scarcity of such deployments, we found it mean-
ingful to mention some of them, in the hope they will prove useful to the day-to-day work of
our community.
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Part II
Introduction
The second part of this thesis focuses on applications that are subject to stringent latency
constraints, in addition to high reliability and energy autonomy, while at the same time
requiring the feature of simultaneous event detection from multiple motes.
We focus on the particularly challenging application represented by event-triggered systems,
where WSNs need to convey events that are not periodic, but require a time bounded response,
as well as high levels of reliability and energy efﬁciency. Such systems apply to a broad
variety of tasks, from automatic ﬁre suppression [94], to landslide monitoring [95], or sniper
shooter localization [96]. Motes in event-triggered systems wake-up periodically to detect
transmissions that signal an event, but in many cases (such as the previous applications) most
of the time there will not be events to report.
To cater for these applications, we have developedGloossy-W, a protocol that leverages Glossy’s
superior energy - latency trade-off, while at the same time being compatible with simultaneous
event detections. In addition to leveraging concurrent transmissions, Glossy-W uses ﬂoods
to generate a unique temporal reference by designating one mote as a timekeeper in order
to ensure reliable concurrent transmissions. This second part of the thesis thus provides the
analytical and experimental evidence that motivates the use of ﬂooding protocols based on
constructive interference. Moreover, it introduces Synchronized Channel Sampling (SCS), a
novel mechanism that reduces the energy consumption by 33.3 - 40 percent, while remaining
compatible with simultaneous event detections.
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5 Leveraging Constructive Interference
for Improving the Energy-Latency
Tradeoff
5.1 Introduction
This second part of our work focuses on applications whose performance relies on a time-
bounded reaction, thus being subject to stringent latency requirements, on top of the high
reliability and energy efﬁciency ones we have focused on in the ﬁrst part. Common examples
of such applications occur in the area of cyber-physical systems, that need to reliably provide
a real-time response.
Our work was motivated by the requirements of WiseSkin [97], an interdisciplinary project
aimed at the development of artiﬁcial skin for human prostheses, able to help the wearer
regain the sense of touch. For the prosthesis to not be rejected by the patient, the WSN
embedded in the skin needs to be able to relay the tactile stimulus fast enough to enable a
timely actuation and create a seamless user experience. Moreover, the prosthesis needs to
be able to rationalize its energy consumption, in a way that it does not necessitate frequent
charging, another key determinant of patients’ acceptability of the device.
In terms of system requirements, this results in a latency-energy consumption trade-off.
Moreover, the density of the WSN embedded in the artiﬁcial skin, while paramount for its
performance, results in a very high likelihood of simultaneous event detection, as a tactile
stimulus is likely to affect an area with multiple sensing motes. The protocols able to serve
cyber-physical systems, such as WiseSkin thus often have to deal with two issues, the latency-
energy consumption tradeoff and the robustness to simultaneous event detection.
To save energy, WSNs exposed to variable trafﬁc are generally designed to operate in two
modes: a low-trafﬁc mode and a high-trafﬁc mode. The more often a network wakes up to
check for the occurrence of an event, the lower the latency. However, frequent wake-ups result
in high energy consumption. Our work has thus focused on designing a low-trafﬁc mode that
operates within latency constraints, while minimizing the energy consumed, and not being
impacted by simultaneous event detections.
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The mobility of the motes in WiseSkin has motivated us to investigate the space of ﬂooding
algorithms, as opposed to the more classical tree-routing ones explored in the ﬁrst three
chapters. Flood-based protocols generally outperform routing ones in terms of latency and
reliability, because they do not pose the risk of routes being unavailable at the time of transmis-
sion due to the change of position of the motes, a trigger of signiﬁcant overheads. Flood-based
algorithms, not necessitating to select and maintain routes, are thus well tailored to cater for
our constraints.
In this context, we offer two key contributions. We show that, while simultaneous transmis-
sions would be expected to result in high energy consumption for a given latency, leveraging
them can actually result in better energy performance. The second contribution consists
in showing that, among protocols leveraging concurrent transmissions, the ones relying on
constructive interference are preferable to the ones based on the capture effect, given their
superior robustness to simultaneous event detection, a key constraint of high density WSNs.
Our experiments in a real testbed show a striking difference in reliability: 100% (constructive
interference) vs. 0% (capture effect), for 6 or more neighboring motes.
These ﬁndings have been incorporated in the development of Glossy–W, a novel ﬂood-based
protocol tailored to cater for multi-node simultaneous event detection, while reducing the
collision avoidance MACs’ energy consumption for a given latency by 30%, for the dense
WSNs under consideration. Glossy-W is the ﬁrst protocol able to leverage ﬂoods that rely on
constructive interference in a simultaneous event detection scenario. The protocol will be
embedded in the WiseSkin pilot project to be tested by human patients. While inspired by
WiseSkin, Glossy-W has a broad range of applicability, especially as an increasing number of
WSN applications require a dense network, consistently fast responsiveness and high energy
autonomy.
In terms of structure, this chapter will start by presenting the WiseSkin project, together
with its requirements and their signiﬁcance for the underlying routing protocols (Section
5.2). Section 5.3 will highlight the key challenges in fulﬁlling the system’s stringent latency,
reliability and energy efﬁciency requirements, followed by Section 5.4 which will present the
existing state-of-the-art attempts at addressing these challenges. Section 5.6 will introduce
the Glossy-W protocol, together with its key design features, namely the leveraging of concur-
rent transmissions and of the constructive interference. Section 5.7 will brieﬂy describe the
experimental setup constructed to validate the desirability of the two main design choices
and highlight the results of these experiments, as well as the ones of benchmarking Glossy-W
against an ideal Collision-Avoidance Medium Access Control. Finally, the main conclusions
will be summarized in Section 5.8.
The work presented in this chapter was published in RTCSA 2017 [98].
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Figure 5.1 – Schema of WiseSkin. A multi-hop WSN embedded in a polymer is capable of sensing
the tactile stimulus and sending it to a sink. The sink transfers the stimuli to the user by mechanical
stimulation of the corresponding nerves (source of the stump image: Lund University).
5.2 Time-bounded Event Driven WSNs – the WiseSkin Project
This section elaborates on the requirements and challenges of time-bounded event-driven
WSNs. It relies on the WiseSkin project as an exempliﬁcation of these challenges, other-
wise broadly generalizable to WSNs requiring consistently fast responsiveness, high energy
autonomy and simultaneous event detection.
5.2.1 WiseSkin - Project Description
Aimed at developing artiﬁcial skin capable of providing patients with a seamless tactile sensa-
tion, WiseSkin is a multi-disciplinary project composed of 5 research lines: materials, com-
munication system, radio, tactile sensors and feedback to the nervous system. This endeavor
is jointly pursued by multiple R&D and academic partners1, as well as medical collaborators
involved in the system’s clinical testing. The WiseSkin project thus proposes the application of
WSNs to the retrieval of tactile sensation in the artiﬁcial skin of human prostheses [97] (Fig.
5.1).
One of the main use cases for WiseSkin is the enhancement of commercially available prosthe-
sis by adding tactile capabilities. This enables the user to ”feel” the pressure applied to distinct
regions of the skin and regulate the actuation accordingly. To exemplify the use, we can think
of a patient who has undergone an arm amputation and is currently using a myoelectric
prosthesis i.e., controlled through nervous impulses. Without tactile feedback, the user cannot
regulate the pressure he or she applies on a given object. Therefore, a common task like
grabbing an egg, can result in either dropping or smashing it.
The WSN substitutes the portion of the peripheral nervous system that conveys tactile infor-
1 The ﬁve research lines are shared between the Swiss Center for Electronics and Microtechnology (CSEM),
École Polytechnique Fédérale de Lausanne and the Bern University of Applied Sciences.
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mation and consists of miniature motes embedded in a polymer, that sense the pressure over
the skin and transmit the data through a wireless multihop network to a sink, which then
transfers the stimuli to the nervous system. The network is considered multihop because the
small form factor of the antenna and the absorption of the polymer surrounding the motes
are expected to limit the communication range.
In the context of WiseSkin and its WSN, we consider an event as an increase in the pressure
measured by a node, above a predeﬁned threshold. The threshold should be calibrated to
minimize the propagation of trivial information (e.g. the hand is resting), while it should not
suppress important developments (e.g. tickling). The deﬁnition of the threshold could be a
highly complex task, which is out of the scope of this thesis.
We rely on wireless communications, as opposed to a wired solution, for four main reasons:
i) wires can break due to constant deformation of the skin, ii) the increase in the quantity of
wires with the density of the WSN would hinder scalability, iii) off-the-shelf radios for enabling
this type of WSN are easily available, and iv) the resulting wireless solution can be reused in
systems where each mote has a battery or a power scavenging source.
The need to provide a seamless natural experience subjects the WSN to stringent performance
constraints, presented in more detail in Sec. 5.2.2. The ﬁrst iteration of WiseSkin, based on
a small 5 motes WSN, has been successfully tested with human patients [99]. The next step
consists of improvements in the sensing resolution by progressively increasing the network
density.
5.2.2 Performance Requirements
We use WiseSkin as a case study to illustrate the challenges faced by time-bounded event-
triggered systems. WiseSkin’s goal of conveying the tactile stimuli in a manner that the user
perceives as natural generates a series of strict requirements for the embedded WSN, notably:
Adaptability: WiseSkin’s trafﬁc is characterized by long periods of low activity, interrupted by
sudden trafﬁc increases. In the absence of tactile events, the application trafﬁc of the network
is minimal. Conversely, the stimulation of the skin triggers events from multiple motes in the
same region and at a similar time. The trafﬁc volume will further increase with the density of
the WSN, as we improve sensing resolution in future iterations. Therefore, the network must
cope with the different trafﬁc schemes.
Responsiveness: the user must feel the sense of touch without a perceivable lag. The average
reaction time to touch in a human is approximately 155ms [100]. Therefore, we seek a worst-
case latency for the WSN of under 100ms, a target already very challenging for typical low-
power WSNs.
Energy Efﬁciency: we aim at minimizing the power consumption of WiseSkin in order to
extend the battery life of the prosthesis. Nevertheless, this goal creates a trade-off with the
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responsiveness of the system, as reducing the delay requires the entire network to frequently
wake up and be ready to relay an event. Whenever the skin is not stimulated, this energy
investment would not be useful, but would signiﬁcantly increase the power consumption.
Reliability: the WSN must minimize packet losses in order to avoid missing potentially im-
portant tactile events. The reliability of the network becomes critical in case data-fusion
techniques are used to reduce the trafﬁc. We therefore aim to ensure a reliability >99% . This
target can be further improved through diversity techniques, if required by an application (we
elaborate on frequency diversity in chapter 6).
Mobility: the ﬂexible nature of WiseSkin implies that the motes will change their relative
position in the network during the operation, for example, when moving the ﬁngers. Never-
theless, we do not expect that the movement will change the mean density or diameter of
the network, since the motion of the motes is constrained to a volume that is approximately
constant, deﬁned by the range of movement of the human hand. A mobile network that keeps
the density constant can be frequently found in domains such as body area networks [101]
[102] or robot swarms [103].
In order to enable a low-power operation, we resort to the state-of-the-art solution of using
duty-cycling mechanisms [48]. These schemes seek to minimize the time that a mote radio
spends active by periodically listening to the channel, in case there is something to be received.
5.2.3 Two-mode Operation: Low and High-Trafﬁc
Event-driven WSN applications, which experience sporadic events resulting in trafﬁc surges
are generally approached with two-mode operation protocols (e.g., [104], SAML [105], eLWB
[106] and Crystal [54]), thus we continue with this practice along this chapter. This is mainly
driven by the sharp distinction between the two naturally emerging types of behaviors in the
network:
1. Low-trafﬁc: assumed when the network is waiting for an event and there is only control
trafﬁc. The system must be ready to communicate the detection of an event within
the deadline and with high reliability. As the network is expected to spend most of its
lifetime in this mode, minimizing its power consumption becomes crucial.
2. High-trafﬁc: assumed after detecting an event, therefore it must be capable of conveying
a high-trafﬁc volume, despite the consequent energy increase. Several motes (maybe
even the entire network) will periodically transmit data subject to latency bounds and
high reliability.
We elaborate on each of the modes and the transition from low to high-trafﬁc mode (i.e.,
network wake-up) in section 5.6. The transition from high to low-trafﬁc is left out of the scope
of this chapter because it does not impact the latency.
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5.3 Problem Statement
In order to save energy and cater to extreme trafﬁc variations, a popular design for WSNs
consists in operating in two modes: low-trafﬁc and high-trafﬁc. In our context of event
triggered systems with tight latency bounds, the transition from the low-trafﬁc to the high-
trafﬁc mode requires the mote that detected an event to quickly propagate the information to
a coordinator mote, in order to trigger the wake-up. This generates two key challenges:
• Steep increases in trafﬁc volume: Multiple motes can detect an event closely in time,
thus attempting to report it simultaneously. This may result in failed transmissions due
to collisions, or in an increased latency due to transmissions’ rescheduling (e.g., with a
contention algorithm).
• Energy vs. latency trade-off: A mote cannot immediately receive a frame when the
sender is ready to transmit it. This meeting delay comes from the periodic wake-up
introduced by the duty cycling, and it can be reduced if the motes wake up more often,
at the expense of a higher power consumption due to idle listening (see eqs. 5.5 and 5.14
later in the chapter). Moreover, a message is also subject to the meeting delay on each
hop of its path towards the sink. This creates a proportional dependency between the
average and worst-case event latency and the network diameter.
Our work has thus focused on designing a low-trafﬁc protocol that enables the propagation of
event notiﬁcation under stringent latency constraints, while minimizing the energy consumed,
and not being impacted by simultaneous event detections.
5.4 State-of-the-Art Solutions
In this section, we will review the main state-of-the-art approaches for enabling the transition
from low to high-trafﬁc mode, while catering for latency targets and energy limitations.
We start by analyzing the routing protocol. A classical approach is to use a protocol that deﬁnes
the routes a message will follow through multiple hops towards the sink in order to trigger the
transition to high-trafﬁc mode, such as RPL [13] or CTP [14]. This approach has the advantage
of providing spatial reuse, by enabling different sections of the network to convey different
events simultaneously. Nevertheless, we de-prioritize the spatial reuse advantage in favor
of an approach relying on ﬂooding, because of the relative mobility of the motes (e.g., the
bending of the ﬁngers in WiseSkin). The change in position of the motes can result in routes
not being available upon detection of an event, thus bringing signiﬁcant latency penalties.
Flooding, on the other hand, is robust to mobility.
Flooding can rely on different types of distributedMediumAccess Control (MAC) protocols. We
differentiate between two fundamental approaches for addressing the presented challenges
for the low-trafﬁc mode: avoiding and leveraging concurrent transmissions.
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The ﬁrst common approach consists of designing a MAC that seeks to avoid concurrent
transmissions by granting each mote with an unique and fair access to the channel. We will
elaborate on this avoiding concurrent transmissions approach in Sec. 5.4.1.
The second approach consists of using concurrent transmissions. Such protocols rely on
physical layer effects to receive one or several simultaneous transmissions. We elaborate on
this leveraging concurrent transmissions approach in Sec. 5.4.2.
5.4.1 Avoiding Concurrent Transmissions
The classical approach in the design of MAC protocols provides exclusive channel access to
to one mote at a time. This can be achieved through two main techniques: synchronous or
asynchronous MACs [62]. The third category of hybrid protocols, represents a combination of
the previous two approaches.
Synchronous MACs rely on synchronization among the motes in order to organize trans-
mission slots. Typically, the slots are intended to provide each mote with exclusive channel
access, but it is also possible to open contention slots for operations such as bootstrapping.
Some example of such protocols include [62] SMAC, TMAC and TSCH. The main advantage
of this approach is that slots enable the motes to avoid delays due to contention and backoff.
Nevertheless, the coordination of slots between motes requires synchronization and results in
a consequent energy overhead. The use of Synchronous MACs is better tailored to periodic
trafﬁc, leveraging the energy investment required to maintain the slot structure.
Another advantage of synchronized MACs is that slots could be organized back-to-back along
a route in order to minimize the delay due to contention and backoff, thus reducing the
propagation latency of a message from a mote that detected an event to a deﬁned destination.
However, these approaches require the synchronization of sleep phases with respect to some
source or destination. Thus, they do not provide low-latency communication from arbitrary
locations in the network. Furthermore, they place constraints on the sleep cycles and phase
of nodes in the network which are often modiﬁed by the application for other purposes,
such as sensing [107]. The approaches we will present in this chapter do not require phase
synchronization and are application independent.
In order to account for protocols where there is no per-hop contention in our benchmarking
of Glossy-W, we perform a comparison with an ideal Collision Avoidance MAC that requires
synchronization, detailed in Section 5.7.3.
Asynchronous MACs do not require synchronization among the motes, thus reducing the
energy required in absence of trafﬁc. They typically rely on carrier sensing operations on
each mote, which enables them to periodically check if there is a packet to be received, or to
conﬁrm that the channel is free before transmitting. In the case of transmission, if the channel
is found busy, the mote will try again in the future; otherwise it will send a train of frames to
signal the reception to the neighbors. Examples include WiseMAC [45], ContikiMAC [46] and
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Figure 5.2 – Timing diagram of Glossy relaying a ﬂood through a 2-hop WSN, where every mote
transmits only once (Ngl = 1).
X-MAC [108].
Asynchronous MACs are better suited for sporadic trafﬁc, but their latency has a random
component due to the contention delay. This brings an unpredictable penalty to the latency,
that increases with the trafﬁc volume.
5.4.2 Leveraging Concurrent Transmissions
The family of protocols that leverage concurrent transmissions enable the motes to success-
fully receive one or several packets at the same time from multiple neighbors. This family can
exploit two different principles for reception: capture effect and constructive interference. We
elaborate both approaches in the following sections.
We highlight that we do not consider spread spectrum modulation techniques for enabling
concurrent transmissions, such as the one used in WiFi. The reason is that the transceivers in
WSNs have a low hardware complexity, which rarely provides this resource.
Enabling Concurrent Transmissions by using Constructive Interference
Constructive interference occurs upon reception of multiple transmissions with the same
content that are temporally aligned, in a way that enables the receiver to successfully and
reliably decode them. For example, the time alignment must lay within 0.5us in the case
of IEEE 802.15.4 symbols at 250 kbps [109]. This superposition increases the power upon
reception (as compared to the individual components), thus improving the transmission’s
reliability [110].
Glossy [109] has demonstrated the feasibility of using constructive interference in WSNs, de-
spite the challenging synchronization required. It is able to keep a tight synchronization
through multiple hops by creating ﬂoods in the network that are relayed with a deterministic
in-mote processing delay.
Figure 5.2 shows theworking principle of Glossy in a 2-hop synchronized networkwith 4motes,
where N2 and N3 are within range of both N4 and S. The network wakes up simultaneously
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with a period Tw to receive a ﬂood from N4, which serves both to notify potential events in
the payload and to keep the network synchronized. Every mote will retransmit an incoming
packet after a predeﬁned delay timed from the reception. Therefore, N2 and N3 will forward
the ﬂood simultaneously and the tight synchronization of their transmissions will make it
possible for S to receive the packet, despite its coming from two concurrent transmissions.
Glossy can be conﬁgured to have every mote relaying each ﬂood Ngl times. In order to simplify
the presentation of our analysis, we consider along this chapter Ngl = 1 (as in Fig. 5.2), but
our conclusions are independent of the value of Ngl . The duration of the wake-up interval is
conﬁgured before the deployment of the network to cover an entire topology.
Some examples of glossy-like protocols that rely on constructive interference are Sparkle [111],
RedFixHop [112] and B2B [113]).
The high reliability of glossy-like protocols stems from the following characteristics [113]:
• Short-term time diversity: each mote transmits the same frame several times during
a ﬂood. Each repetition thus represents an additional reception opportunity for each
neighbor.
• Spatial diversity: the ﬂood propagates the event through all the existing routes in the
network. This maximizes the probability of a successful propagation through sections
of the network connected with low quality links.
• Frequency diversity: each transmission of a mote during a ﬂood can take place in a
different channel, which is facilitated by network synchronization. This increases the
probability of successful propagation in the face of frequency selective interference.
This property was not exploited in the original version of Glossy, but it recently started
gaining popularity (e.g., in [113] [61]).
We highlight that there are two types of synchronization involved in Glossy, which are key
to the operation of the protocol and for the new mechanisms that will be proposed in the
remaining of the thesis. Let us call them “Tight” and “Loose” synchronization, which are
signaled in Fig. 5.2.
The ﬁrst one enables all the motes in the network to wake-up at similar times to relay a ﬂood
and requires an error bound under 0.5ms. This condition is obtained by periodically sending
ﬂoods from a timekeeper mote (e.g. mote N4 in Fig. 5.2) and it is readily available in glossy-like
protocols.
The second one is the tight synchronization used within a glossy-like ﬂood that enables the
constructive interference. The second synchronization requires a much more challenging
error bound of 0.25us (in the case of a 250 kbps transmission), which is obtained by using the
ﬁrst reception of a ﬂood as the time reference to trigger subsequent transmissions within the
same ﬂood (e.g. the time alignment between packets of the same ﬂood shown in Fig. 5.2).
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Although promising, Glossy is known to have two limitations that must be factored in before
considering its use in practical applications. The First is that the probability of successful
reception of a ﬂood (i.e. reliability of constructive interference) decreases as the number of
traversed hops increases, thus limiting the diameter of a target deployment. The reason is that
each relay of the ﬂood introduces a small error of stochastic nature in the tight synchronization,
which is accumulated across multiple hops ([109] presents a detailed analysis). The Second
limitation is that, in the vanilla version of Glossy, all the motes of the network collaborate in
propagating a ﬂood, which has the same data content, without leveraging the spatial reuse of
the spectrum (i.e. sending different packets through different routes).
Enabling Concurrent Transmissions by using Capture Effect
The few SOTA algorithms that attempt to make use of concurrent transmissions for distributed
event detection leverage the capture effect (e.g., eLWB [106] and Crystal [54]). This is due to the
fact that they rely on contention slots where multiple motes trigger Glossy ﬂoods concurrently
upon detection of events. But since the ﬂoods from different sources will not have the tight
synchronization required for constructive interference, their propagation solely relies on the
capture effect.
The capture effect enables a receiver to successfully decode a packet in case its signal strength
is at least 3 dB stronger than the sum of the received signals from all other concurrent trans-
missions [114]. An example of a protocol that relies on this principle is Crystal [54], which
enables a mote to signal that it has detected an event and perform event identiﬁcation (share
its mote ID and event-related information). The mote uses a Glossy ﬂood during a contention
slot to disseminate this information through the network. Capture effect becomes necessary
when multiple motes detect events closely on time, and trigger their ﬂoods during the same
contention slot. Since the packet content of each ﬂood will be different and they lack the tight
synchronization (described in Sec. 5.4.2), they cannot propagate through constructive interfer-
ence. Crystal operates on the assumption that at least one of the ﬂoods will eventually arrive
at the sink, which will notify the sender using an end-to-end acknowledgment disseminated
with a Glossy ﬂood. On the next contention slot, the mote that received a conﬁrmation will no
longer transmit and the rest of motes that detected events will compete again.
Nevertheless, using the capture effect brings a negative impact on the reliability [115]. This
is addressed in Crystal by continuing the retransmissions of the ﬂood from a mote (up to
a predeﬁned limit) in absence of an end-to-end acknowledgement. Another approach, is
proposed by the Chaos protocol, where the dissemination of the ﬂood is inhibited in certain
motes to reduce the number of simultaneous transmitters, specially in dense areas, thus
mitigating the impact on the reliability.
In the next section, we further explore the impact on the reliability of using capture effect and
constructive interference, and their dependency on the density of the network.
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Figure 5.3 – Location of the testbed in an ofﬁce hallway.
5.5 Evaluation: Capture Effect vs. Constructive Interference
Weperforman experimental evaluation of the two strategies presented in Sec. 5.4 formanaging
concurrent transmissions: capture effect and constructive interference.
Testbed. The experiments are performed with a testbed of 10 motes located at the level of the
ceiling of an ofﬁce hallway (Fig. 5.3). The motes N2-N5 and N6-N10 are placed at opposing
extremes of the hallway. N1 is in the center of the conﬁguration, with a distance of 9-10m
to the rest of the motes. They have line-of-sight access to each other. The motes are TelosB
model (Crossbow, 2.4 GHz), operate on channel 26 (2.48 GHz) and are under little inﬂuence
of 802.11b and Bluetooth networks [49]. Changes in the multipath fading pattern due to the
movement of people and doors can also be expected.
The setup aims to reproduce the conditions of the EWSN dependability competition 2016
[116], an event with has become an increasingly popular opportunity for characterizing event-
driven WSN protocols. We highlight that the evaluation of the protocol in this setup is also
representative of the case of WiseSkin (Sec. 5.2), even though the testbed represents a version
of the WSN which is scaled-up in terms of distance compared the artiﬁcial skin application.
The representativeness is driven by the fact that both systems display similar network densities
and numbers of motes. Moreover, the preliminary versions of the WiseSkin protocol must
be tested in large scale testbeds due to the difﬁculty of accessing the motes for re-ﬂashing,
once they are inside the skin. The setup does not consider the mobility of the motes, since we
expect the impact to be low considering that we use ﬂooding protocols and the network density
remains constant. Moreover, the density of the testbed is designed to emulate a low-density
scenario for WiseSkin: 4 neighbors on average and a network diameter of 2 hops. The reason
is that this corresponds with the existing prototype of WiseSkin and, in hindsight, we expect
the ﬂoods that rely on avoiding concurrent transmissions to perform better in low density
scenarios, as opposed to high density scenarios where they will face increased contention.
In our setup, the 9 motes at the extremities of the hallway (N2-10) simultaneously detect an
event with a 1s period and start a ﬂood concurrently. The sink (N1) listens to concurrent
transmissions. We note that the roles of the motes are different than the ones used in Sec. 5.7.2.
The reason is that we require similar distances between N2-10 and N1, in order to discard the
effect of different distances over the variation of the signal power upon reception. This allows
us to control the effectiveness of the capture effect by changing the transmission power of the
motes.
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Figure 5.4 – Measurements of the Event Detection Ratio using two mechanisms for concurrent trans-
missions. The constructive interference is a more reliable scheme than the capture effect.
Additionally, we perform the analysis over a 1 hop network in order to focus on the core
mechanisms for the reception of concurrent transmissions. The content of all the transmitted
packets in both experiments and all motes is the same.
We repeat the experiment changing the number of motes transmitting simultaneously (from 1
to 9). Each repetition of the experiment lasts 1h (∼3’600 events). The unused motes remain
inactive.
The performance metric is the Event Detection Ratio i.e., the percentage of events successfully
reported to N1. A successful report requires the reception of at least one of the ﬂoods sent by
N2-10 triggered by an event.
The testing of the capture effect uses a glossy ﬂood from N1 to trigger the event. The ﬂood is
sent with maximum power to ensure the reception by the entire network (this was previously
tested with a 100% success rate). N2-10 schedules the ﬂood simultaneously using software
timers in themicrocontroller with ams accuracy. This setup ensures that the transmissionswill
be concurrent, but it makes the tight synchronization required for constructive interference
very unlikely. Therefore, a reception can be attributed to the capture effect. This technique for
experimentally studying the capture effect has previously been used in [110] and [117]. The
ﬂood from N2-10 is sent with a random power to improve the probabilities of reception due to
capture effect. We note that there are 28 possible power values in a range between -25 and 0
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dBm. N1 is within range even with the lowest power.
The testing of the constructive interference also starts with a glossy ﬂood from N1, sent at
maximum power. Its reception by N2-N10 triggers simultaneous ﬂoods. The transmissions
are scheduled to ensure a< 0.5 μs alignment to generate constructive interference. We use the
ﬂood from N1 to periodically synchronize the network with both schemes.
Fig. 5.4 shows that the Event Detection Ratio, when relying on the capture effect, signiﬁcantly
decreases with more than 2 concurrent transmissions and it is close to zero with more than 4.
Conversely, the use of constructive interference yields a 100% Event Detection Ratio for the
entire range of concurrent transmissions (2-9). Previous studies comparing the reliability of
ﬂoods enabled by constructive interference and the capture effect support our experience
[110].
These results show that event-triggered systems should use a scheme based on constructive
interference, instead of a scheme based on the capture effect. This design would enable a high
reliability when communicating the detection of an event to the sink, which scales with the
density of the network. Extended listening is required to accommodate the ﬂood from the sink
and the potential extension in case one (or several) motes detect an event.
5.6 Proposed Protocol – Glossy-W
In the frame of this chapter, we are proposing an enhanced version of Glossy that, unlike
Crystal or eLWB (as explained in the previous section), relies on constructive interference
instead of the capture effect, for triggering the transition from the low to the high-trafﬁc mode.
Additionally, in Sec. 5.7.2 we demonstrate analytically and experimentally that leveraging
concurrent transmissions using constructive interference delivers a better energy-latency
tradeoff, namely a lower energy consumption for a given latency, than avoiding concurrent
transmissions. Glossy-W is thus compatible with simultaneous event-detection, a common
occurrence in high density networks such as WiseSkin.
First, it is useful to remember that Glossy relies on constructive interference to enable the re-
ception of a packet with a high probability, despite simultaneous transmissions with identical
content (as explained in Sec. 5.4.2). This effect depends on a tight temporal alignment be-
tween transmissions of neighboring motes, which is made possible by triggering each forward
transmission of a ﬂood after a deterministic processing time. This chain reaction is started by
a single transmission from a mote.
In the scenario where multiple motes detect events at similar times, they will trigger contend-
ing ﬂoods. Therefore, the resulting transmissions would not have the temporal alignment
required for constructive interference and would impact the reliability. Moreover, the con-
tending ﬂoods would be propagated using the capture effect, meaning that their reliability
would be degraded as the density of the network increases (see Sec. 5.4.2).
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Figure 5.5 – Timing diagram of Glossy-W relaying a ﬂood through a 2-hop WSN.
The key idea behind Glossy-W is to decouple the operations of event signaling and identiﬁ-
cation. The signaling consists on reporting to the rest of the network that an event has been
detected, while the identiﬁcation reports information speciﬁc to the event (e.g. the ID of the
source mote or the magnitude/duration of the sensor reading that triggered it). The focus on
signaling the detection of events, allows Glossy-W to use ﬂoods with identical content seeking
to leverage constructive interference. Therefore, we constrain the number of events that can
be reported during low-trafﬁc mode to a single one: "something happened", which may trigger
a mode change, for instance, to high-trafﬁc. This approach defers the event identiﬁcation to
take place after the transition (explained in Sec. 5.6.1).
Glossy-W leverages constructive interference by periodically sending a probe ﬂood from a
host mote. After traversing the entire network, motes that detected an event can trigger an
extension, which will back-propagate to the host, signaling the detection of the event. The
operating principle is depicted in Fig. 5.5 for a 2-hop network, where the motes wake up
every Tw for an interval 4∗Tg (the dimensioning of this interval will be explained later in this
section). The host mote S will always initiate a ﬂood (as Glossy would do) at the beginning of
the interval. The purpose of this ﬂood is poll the other motes for an event.
All themotes are aware of themomentwhen the polling ﬂood concludes, this temporal horizon
is shown as a blue line in Fig. 5.5. This is achieved with the synchronization, and the fact that
all the motes know the duration of the propagation of the ﬂood through the entire network in
advance. This last factor is calibrated previous to the deployment, as done by Glossy [109].
In case no event have been detected, each mote will only relay the ﬂood once (this parameter
is decided during the conﬁguration before deployment, it has the value of one in the example
of the ﬁgure), resulting in an early termination (before the blue line depicted in Fig. 5.5).
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Figure 5.6 – Timing diagram of an event-triggered WSN alternating between two modes: low-trafﬁc
mode (= no tactile events) and high-trafﬁc mode (= events are present). The idle listening intervals are
not shown.
In case a mote has detected an event (e.g., N3 in the second wake-up round), it will extend the
polling ﬂood by transmitting twice the pre-conﬁgured number of times (two in the example).
The result is that the ﬂood will continue beyond the blue line and will reach back to S2. In
case additional motes report an event at the same time, their mechanism of extending the
ﬂood is a natural continuation of the polling ﬂood, thus it will continue the propagation with
constructive interference.
The interval 4∗Tg in the previous example is designed to ﬁt two glossy ﬂoods, each dimen-
sioned to traverse the diameter of the network. A single ﬂood requires an interval 2∗Tg , for
a two hop network and a single transmission per mote (Ngl = 1). The periodic polling ﬂood
from S also serves to keep the network synchronized.
5.6.1 Using Glossy-W in a Two-mode Operation
In this section we detail the operation of Glossy-W in a two-mode protocol designed to cater
to extreme changes in the trafﬁc, as described in Sec. 5.2.3. The intention of this section is
to explain how Glossy-W ﬁts in the low-trafﬁc mode and the transition to high-trafﬁc mode.
We highlight that the study of the high-trafﬁc mode is out of the scope of the chapter, since
a state-of-the-art protocol tailored for periodic transitions can be plugged after a consistent
transition of the network.
Low-trafﬁc mode
Fig. 5.6 shows a 4-mote event-triggered WSN operating with Glossy-W. It is a zoomed-out ver-
sion of Fig. 5.5. The system starts in low trafﬁc mode, where the motes wake up synchronously
and relay a polling ﬂood (slot "P") started by mote S. In case a mote detects an event, it can
2A mote that detected an event must start the extension of the ﬂood with a delay, since the beginning of the last
reception, equal to Tg (even number of hops from S, e.g. N3 in Fig. 5.5) or 2∗Tg (odd number of hops, e.g. N2).
This maintains the tight synchronization required for the ﬂood extension, a principle introduced in [113].
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extend the probe ﬂood to notify the mote S (slot "E").
Upon notiﬁcation of an event, the network will know that the sink will immediately answer
with a new wake-up schedule to reorganize the network and transition to high-trafﬁc mode.
High-trafﬁc mode
Fig. 5.6 depicts the operation of high trafﬁc mode. The goal of this mode is to reliably transfer
the periodic trafﬁc generated by each mote with a bounded worst-case event latency smaller
than 100ms.
The ﬁgure shows the operation with the Low Power Wireless Bus (LWB) [118]. This protocol
keeps a tight synchronization and periodically provides each mote an exclusive slot to send its
data with a Glossy ﬂood. In Fig. 5.6 these slots are represented with intervals that enclose the
mote id. The sink periodically propagates a global communication schedule that determines
when a mote is allowed to initiate a ﬂood. These slots are marked with "s" in the ﬁgure.
The schedule of LWB is customizable to the requirements of the application’s high-trafﬁc.
Nevertheless, the small latency requires each mote to wake up frequently and increases energy
consumption. Given that the network spends a relatively small portion of its lifetime in this
mode, this energy investment is not expected to signiﬁcantly impact battery life.
LWB also brings a trade-off between the maximum number of motes in the network and the
latency, as the period of the schedule imposed by the latency can ﬁt a ﬁnite number of slots.
This limitation can be addressed by several techniques depending on the speciﬁcities of the
application, such as data aggregation. The performance evaluation of LWB under high and
periodic trafﬁc is out of scope, but can be found in [118].
After an interval without event notiﬁcations, the sink sends a new wake-up schedule to
transition to the low trafﬁc mode.
5.7 Evaluation
5.7.1 Modeling Avoiding vs. Leveraging Synchronous Transmissions
Modeling the Two Collision Approaches
For the purpose of this study, we ﬁx a target average latency (L) and estimate the duty cycle (D)
of each ﬂooding approach.
The duty cycle of a mote is deﬁned as the fraction of an interval T during which the radio
is active (either transmitting, listening or receiving). D is a common metric to compare the
power of WSN protocols, since the active state of the radio is typically the dominant factor in
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the consumption.
D = tradio−on/T (5.1)
The latency is measured starting from the occurrence of an event and until it is reported in the
top layer of the sink. Therefore, it includes the delay between the occurrence of the event and
the start of the TX by the mote(s) that detected it, the rendezvous delays on each hop, and the
duration of the propagation.
Additionally, we consider that each mote only relays a ﬂood once. Table 5.1 details the param-
eters of our study.
We assume in our study that the network uses a single channel. Even though a multi-channel
protocol is desirable because it increases the robustness against frequency-selective interfer-
ence [61], this would create an unfair comparison, since protocols with a tight synchronization
(e.g., Glossy-W) can easily include channel-hopping, while incurring a marginal energy over-
head. Conversely, asynchronous protocols (e.g., ContikiMAC) would require signiﬁcant design
changes and an increase in the energy consumption to include it.
We also do not consider simultaneous event detection. We expect this scenario to favor the
avoiding-collisions approach, since additional motes detecting transmissions concurrently
will generate congestion and collisions, thus hampering the latency of the protocol. This
scenario does not make a difference for the leveraging synchronous approach, since Glossy-W
is agnostic to the number of motes detecting an event simultaneously. We highlight that we
are concerned with notifying the network that an event has been detected, in order to enable
the transition to the high-performance mode. Therefore, we do not consider the propagation
of any additional event related information, such as the ID of the source, since this can be
handled by the high-performance mode.
Avoiding Concurrent Transmissions
The objective of this section is to derive an analytical expression of the mean Duty Cycle (Dcm)
as a function of the mean Latency (Lcm), for ﬂooding based on ContikiMAC, triggered by
an event (Fig. 5.7). We consider the ﬂooding scheme netﬂood provided in Contiki (version
Apr-18-2016), which is a best effort approach to send a single packet to all nodes in the network.
Netﬂood operates by forwarding a broadcast transmission, a single time, by each mote. The
header of the packets include the destination and packet id, which enables the motes to limit
duplicate transmissions, by not forwarding packets with an already-seen packet id for a given
destination. The header also includes a time-to-live counter, which is decreased on each
forward and serves to limit forwarding loops, by not forwarding packets with a time-to-live
equal to zero.
In ContikiMAC, each broadcast consists of multiple repetitions of the same frame, barely
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Figure 5.7 – Timing diagram of ContikiMAC relaying a ﬂood through a 2-hop WSN using Netﬂood.
exceeding the duration of a sampling interval Tw , which ensures that all the neighbors within
range will have an opportunity to receive the packet. This design is typical of low-power
preamble sampling MAC protocols, such as WiseMAC [59]. Upon reception of a packet to
forward, a mote will perform two channel samplings to check that the channel is available,
without waiting for its next wake-up (deﬁned by the Tw period in ﬁg. 5.7). If the channel is
found free, the mote will begin the transmission. Otherwise, the mote will wait a random delay
proportional to Tw , using an exponential back-off before trying again.
In order to simplify our modeling, we do not consider collisions, assuming a low initial trafﬁc.
Other authors have developed models in agreement with ours, but adapted to their respective
systems [119].
Latency
We can model the mean ﬂood latency in the absence of collisions by adding the following
components (Eq. (5.2)):
Lcm = h∗Tf ix +h∗Tmeet +Tcw ∗ (h−1) (5.2)
h∗Tf ix accounts for the ﬁxed delays of the ﬂood over h hops before reaching the sink. Tf ix
considers the delay in processing the TX request, two channel samplings to determine if the
channel is clear, and the duration of the reception.
h ∗ Tmeet is the delay between a mote receiving a frame and the next hop waking up to
sample the channel, over h hops. The wake-up can happen anytime during Tw with uniform
probability, thus the average delay introduced by this offset is Tmeet = Tw/2.
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Tcw ∗ (h − 1) represents the delays due to contention over h hops, assuming that the ﬁrst
broadcast ﬁnds the channel free. The contention forces each mote to wait for a random
interval before attempting to transmit, in case it detects that the channel is busy. The default
contention mechanism3 reschedules the transmission randomly within the window Tcw ∈ [Tw ,
Tw + (2ntx ∗Tw )[, where ntx is the number of retransmission attempts. A mote that intends to
forward a packet often ﬁnds the channel busy because the transmission from the previous hop
has not yet ﬁnished. We build on this observation to propose an optimistic scenario: a mote
only ﬁnds the channel busy because of the ongoing precedent TX, thus each intermediate
hop only ﬁnds the channel busy once (ntx = 0). This scenario is reasonable given that the
minimum Tcw is Tw , which is enough to ensure that the precedent TX will be over by the next
transmission attempt. Moreover, we recall that we are not considering simultaneous event
detection on this analysis, thus eliminating the possibility of contention due the transmission
of another mote that detected the event. This simpliﬁes the expression for the contention
window Tcw ∈ [Tw , 2∗Tw [ and provides the average value for Tcw = 3∗Tw/2.
Typically, models of the preamble sampling MAC protocols consider the guard time (Tguard )
to compensate for clock drift. This term is important for modeling unicast trafﬁc when the
motes learn the wake-up offset of their neighbors (also known as phase-lock optimization).
Nevertheless, this term is not considered in the analysis, as it has very little impact on the
broadcast transmissions on which the ﬂoods rely.
Taking into consideration the previous observations, Eq. (5.2) can be reduced to Eq. (5.3).
Lcm ≈ h∗Tf ix +h∗Tw/2+ (h−1)∗3∗Tw/2
Lcm ≈ h∗Tf ix + (4h−3)∗Tw/2
(5.3)
Power
The duty-cycle of the ﬂoods in the avoiding collisions approach (Eq. (5.4)) is composed of
three contributions: channel sampling (Dcs), ﬂood transmission (Devtx) and ﬂood reception
(Devr x).
Dcm =Dcs +Devr x +Devtx (5.4)
Dcs is determined by the proportion of time spent to sample the channel twice with respect to
the sampling period.
Dcs = 2∗Tcs/Tw (5.5)
Devtx is the proportion between the time that each mote requires to transmit the ﬂood and
3The default contention algorithm in ContikiMAC is imposed by the CSMA module of Contiki’s Rime communi-
cation stack [120]
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the mean event-arrival period (Tev ). In asynchronous duty-cycled MAC protocols, the ﬂood is
relayed by doing a broadcast transmission, that consists of repeatedly transmitting the frame
during an entire sampling period (Tw ), which ensures that all the motes within range will
wake up to receive a repetition of the frame. In ContikiMAC, there is a pause between the
transmission of successive frame repetitions when the radio is turned off. To consider the
time that the radio is off during the transmissions, we deﬁne the parameter 0 < α < 1. α is the
proportion of the time that the radio is in active (listening, transmitting or receiving) state
with respect to the time between the end of the transmission of two consecutive frames.
Devtx =α∗Tw/Tev (5.6)
Devr x is the mean proportion of the time that each mote requires to receive a ﬂood and the
mean event-arrival period (Tev ). Each mote detects a repetition of the frame during channel
sampling, and remains with the radio in listening state to receive the next one (frame duration
Td ). Thus, on average the mote will keep the radio on for an interval 0.5∗Td in order to
detect the transmission, and an additional Td for actually receiving the frame. This pattern is
repeated for each event (every Tev ). We consider the mote that initiates the ﬂood to eventually
receive a packet when a neighbor forwards it. Devr x is also proportional to the average number
of neighbors (n) that receive the transmission.
Devr x = 1.5∗n∗Td/Tev (5.7)
Devr x can be expected to be signiﬁcantly smaller than Devtx (Eq. 5.6), given that Tw 
 Td on
duty cycledMACs. Moreover, asTw assumes smaller values, Dcs (Eq. 5.5) becomes signiﬁcantly
larger than Devr x (which remains constant). Therefore, we can drop the term Devr x from Eq.
5.4 without a signiﬁcant loss in accuracy, since it will only have a small contribution for every
value of Tw . We highlight that the model presented in this section corresponds to the low
density WSN used as the current prototype of WiseSkin and represented by our testbed, which
means that n has low values (e.g., under 5), and this will not make the term Devr x become
signiﬁcant with respect to other components of the duty cycle. Under the same argument, we
ignore the listening during the gap time between repetitions (Tg ).
From the previous observations, we express Dcm as a function of Tw :
Dcm = 2∗Tcs/Tw +α∗Tw/Tev (5.8)
We use Eqs. (5.8) and (5.3) to express Dcm as a function of Lcm :
Dcm ≈ Tcs(4h−3)/((Lcm −h∗Tf ix)
+2∗α∗ (Lcm −h∗Tf ix)/((4h−3)∗Tev )
(5.9)
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Table 5.1 – Protocol Parameters
Parameter Value Meaning
n 10 Number of motes
Tev 5-10s (rand) Event period
Td 1.54ms Frame duration ContikiMAC
Tf ix 12.5ms Fixed delays ContikiMAC
Tg 0.5ms Frame duration Glossy-W
Tcs 0.436ms Channel sampling
Tw 8-1000ms Channel sampling period
α 1.54/2.7 sleep-between TX (Sec.5.6)
Tsync 1s Synchronization period
T 30s Duty cycle period (Eq.5.1)
h 2 Number of hops
Leveraging Synchronous Transmissions
The objective of this section is to derive an analytical expression of the mean Duty Cycle (Dgl )
as a function of the mean Latency (Lgl ) for Glossy-W relaying a ﬂood triggered by an event
(Fig. 5.5). In Glossy-W, a ﬂood is formed by forwarding a broadcast TX immediately after
reception by each mote. The forward TX is performed by tightly synchronized concurrent
transmitters, thus enabling constructive interference upon reception. The network wakes up
simultaneously with a period (Tw ) and remains active for an interval long enough to transmit
the ﬂood. This interval is proportional to the diameter of the network.
We consider a that Glossy-W is based on the code from Glossy (version Nov-14-2012), with the
parameters unchanged unless otherwise noted.
Latency
The average latency for transmitting a ﬂood with Glossy-W can be expressed according to Eq.
(5.10).
Lgl = Taccess +Tr (5.10)
Taccess considers the waiting time between the detection of an event by a mote and the next
wake-up of the network to initiate the ﬂood. The wake-up can occur anytime during the
period Tw with equal probability, thus the mean access time is Tw/2.
Tr considers the probing and event relaying delay across h hops. It accounts for the reception,
processing and propagation delays. Glossy-W has packets with minimum protocol overhead
andweonly consider a payload of 1 byte (Table 5.1), thus reducing the duration of the reception
to < 1ms. The processing and the propagation (at the speed of light) also imply durations <<
1ms. Therefore, we neglect the contribution Tr .
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The previous observations simplify Lgl to Eq. 5.11.
Lgl ≈ Tw/2 (5.11)
Power
The average per-mote duty cycle is expressed in Eq. (5.12). The equation comprises the
contributions of two periodic ﬂoods: i) synchronization packets from the sink (Dsync ) and ii)
probe packets from the sink to enable event reports from other nodes (Dprobe).
Dgs =Dsync +Dprobe (5.12)
Dsync considers the impact of ﬂooding a synchronization packet every Tsync on the duty cycle.
This requires the network to keep the radio-on during an interval Tg ∗h (Eq. (5.13)).
Dsync = Tg ∗h/Tsync (5.13)
Dprobe accounts for the duty cycle required for probing. The entire network will wake up
periodically to receive a probing ﬂood from the sink (which requires a radio-on time Tg ∗h). In
case an event needs to be relayed, one or several motes will use the ﬂood from sink to trigger
another ﬂood that will eventually reach the sink (which requires an additional radio-on time
Tg ∗h). The motes keep the radio on during an interval 2∗Tg ∗h every Tw , independently of
the presence of an event (Eq. (5.14)).
Dprobe = 2∗Tg ∗h/Tw (5.14)
Considering the previous observations, we express Dgs as a function of Tw :
Dgs ≈ Tg ∗h/Tsync +2∗Tg ∗h/Tw (5.15)
We use Eqs. (5.11) and (5.15) to express Dgs as a function of Lgs :
Dgs ≈ Tg ∗h/Tsync +Tg ∗h/Lgl (5.16)
The probing ﬂoods (Eq. 5.14) can be used to synchronize the network, thus eliminating the
contribution of Eq. 5.13. Nevertheless, we keep the two mechanisms decoupled because
certain synchronization algorithms require packets longer than the probing ones.
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Figure 5.8 – Duty Cycle (D) as a function of the Latency (L) for a 2-hop network. Glossy-W displays a
lower duty-cycle in the entire range of latency values.
5.7.2 Experiments on Avoiding vs. Leveraging Synchronous Transmissions
The objective of this set of experiments is the comparison of the energy consumption required
for a target latency of two approaches: avoiding and leveraging concurrent transmissions
(presented in Sec. 5.6.1). We also validate the calculations presented in Sec. 5.7.1.
Testbed. We use the testbed already described in Sec. 5.5. We measure the duty cycle using
the energest module of Contiki, which measures the time each mote spends on each state of
the radio with a μs accuracy.
Protocols. The scheme to avoid concurrent transmissions uses ContikiMAC to relay the ﬂood,
while the approach for leveraging concurrent transmissions uses Glossy-W. The parameters
used for the modeling in Sec. 5.7.1 are kept consistent for these experiments.
ContikiMAC belongs to Contiki version Apr-18-2016 and Glossy-W is based on Glossy’s version
Nov-14-2012. Both protocols are used with the default parameters, unless otherwise noted.
The ﬂoods in ContikiMAC are generatedwith Rime’s netﬂoodmodule. We note that the packets
in ContikiMAC are larger than in Glossy-W because of protocol overhead (e.g., sender id).
Metrics. We monitor the duty cycle (D), Event Detection Ratio and latency. The former is
measured since the occurrence of the event until it is reported in the top layer of N2’s stack.
Parameters. We obtain the values of the Table 5.1 directly using the Cooja emulator [121]
and the settings in the source code (the values do not depend on the emulation scenario).
These parameters enable us to plot the model predictions as solid lines that overlap with the
measured values in Fig. 5.8. Cooja emulates the behavior of the motes ﬂashed with a given
binary ﬁle with cycle accuracy. The error bars in the ﬁgures denote the standard deviation.
The value Tg is optimized for the diameter of the testbed as per the indications in [109]. We
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Glossy-WNetflood
Figure 5.9 – Measured Latency (L) as a function of the Wake-Up period (Tw ) in a 2-hop network. The
lack of outliers for Glossy-W shows that the worst-case latency is highly predictable and determined by
the wake-up period. The red band is the median. The bottom and top of the box represent the ﬁrst
and third quartiles. The whiskers denote the maximum and minimum values, excluding outliers (red
crosses).
test multiple values and choose the minimum that does not impact the reliability of the ﬂoods.
In our setup, mote N6 periodically detects an event and starts a ﬂood to notify N2 (the sink).
The event arrives at a random interval between 5-10s. We set the transmission power level of
all the motes to -25 dBm, which ensures that the ﬂoods will traverse 2-hops. This matches the
measured network diameter during the experiments.
We repeat the experiment changing the wake-up period (Tw ) of the protocol, thus operating
on different trade-offs between energy consumption and latency. Each repetition of the
experiment lasts 1h (∼480 events).
We compare the duty-cycle required to achieve a given latency (Fig. 5.8, Eqs. 5.9 and 5.16). This
shows that Glossy-W is more energy efﬁcient (i.e., has a lower duty-cycle) than ContikiMAC
with Netﬂood for the entire range of latencies, by at least 30%. We explain this behavior by
noting that the motes using ContikiMAC must contend for accessing the channel on each hop
of the ﬂood, thus the latency is proportional to the network’s diameter (Tcw ∗ (h−1) in Eq.
5.2) and higher than Glossy-W’s, for a given wake-up period (Eqs. 5.3 and 5.11). Therefore,
ContikiMAC compensates with a lower Tw (i.e., higher energy consumption) for striking a
given latency.
Given that ContikiMAC’s delay due to contention grows with the network diameter, we expect
this result to hold for larger topologies.
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Moreover, the distribution of latency values as a function of the Wake-Up period (Tw ) (Fig. 5.9)
shows that the worst-case latency of Glossy-W is highly predictable, compared to ContikiMAC
with Netﬂood. For Glossy-W, the ticks associated with the maximum and the minimum
(excluding outliers) closely match the range of expected values (L ∈ [0, Tw ]), and the median
is close to the average of the distribution (Tw/2). This evidences a uniform distribution with
clear bounds determined by the Tw , as predicted by the model (Eq. 5.11). Conversely, the
distribution of values for ContikiMACpresentsmany outliers, which stems from the contention
window producing an unbounded latency. The outliers are deﬁned as the points over 1.5 *
third quartile or under 1.5 * ﬁrst quartile.
We deﬁne the reliability as the percentage of events detected at the sink from all the occurred
events. This metric is over 99% for both protocols in all cases.
In general, the experimental results match closely the model predictions for both protocols.
5.7.3 Comparing Glossy-W with Floods over an Ideal Collision-Avoidance MAC
The comparison presented here may seem unfair as the ﬂoods using ContikiMAC are hand-
icapped with respect to Glossy-W, due to a signiﬁcant per hop delay bigger than Tw/2. The
delay is introduced because ﬂooding in ContikiMAC requires each mote to forward a packet by
transmitting during an entire wake-up period (Tw ). This means that the neighboring mote(s)
will have to wait until the end of a transmission to relay the packet. To further check the
superiority of the Glossy-W approach over a collision avoidance approach, let us compare it
with the same ﬂooding scheme on top of an ideal collision avoidance MAC. Such a MAC adopts
a “magic” schedule that avoids collisions. Let us look at the makespan of such a schedule. In
the case of a linear network, the makespan would be the depth of the network (h). In case
of a binary tree, the makespan is at least (assuming that nodes at 2 hops do not interfere)
(2h+1)∗Ts . This is due to the fact that at each hop, 2 nodes receive a broadcast from the pre-
vious hop and have to relay it one after the other. The transmission time is thus at minimum
2∗Ts per hop. This corresponds to the latency of Glossy-W in the worst case. Other types of
tree topologies would yield longer latency.
With respect to energy, the cost of a ﬂood is proportional to the radio-on time per hop. In the
case of the ideal MAC, the minimum energy would be proportional to 2∗Ts , which becomes
bigger for trees with a higher degree. In the case of Glossy-W, the radio-on time per hop 2∗Ts
is independent of the degree of the tree.
This shows that Glossy-W is certainly superior to a collision avoidance approach, with the
exception of the special case of line topologies.
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5.8 Conclusion
We have studied the problem of distributed wake-up of an event-triggered WSN with tight
energy and latency constraints. The wake-up is a key component of state-of-the-art protocols
that rely on multiple modes of operation tailored to speciﬁc trafﬁc characteristics (e.g., low vs.
high).
In this context, we have offered two key contributions. Our experiments have shown that
leveraging simultaneous transmissions instead of avoiding them can actually result in better
energy performance. The key differentiator stems from the fact that avoiding concurrent
transmissions requires contention for access to the channel on every hop, thus necessitating a
higher duty cycle in order to strike a latency. Moreover, leveraging concurrent transmissions
also provides a highly predictable worst-case latency. The result has been shown analytically
and validated experimentally in the frame of a real testbed measurement campaign, leading to
at least a 30% reduction in the energy consumption for a given latency. We have also performed
a comparison with an ideal collision avoidance MAC, which conﬁrms the superiority of our
approach. This scheme can be extended to a multitude of other applications in the CPS
domain.
The second contribution consisted in showing that, among protocols leveraging simultaneous
transmissions, the ones relying on constructive interference are preferable to the ones based
on the capture effect, given their superior robustness to simultaneous event detection, a key
constraint of high density WSNs. This happens because the reliability of the capture effect
does not scale with the density of the network. The result has been validated in a real testbed
experiment leading to 100% (constructive interference) vs. 0% (capture effect) reliability for 6
or more neighboring motes.
The ﬁndings have been incorporated in the development of Glossy–W, a modiﬁed version of
Glossy that is tailored to achieve the best available latency-energy efﬁciency trade-off, while
catering for multi-node simultaneous event detection. Glossy-W is the ﬁrst protocol able to
leverage ﬂoods that rely on constructive interference in a simultaneous event detection sce-
nario. It will be embedded in the WiseSkin pilot project to be tested by human patients. While
inspired by WiseSkin, Glossy-W has a broad range of applicability, especially as an increasing
number of WSN applications require a dense network, consistently fast responsiveness and
high energy autonomy.
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6 Improving the Energy-Latency Trade-
off in Event-driven Protocols based
on Synchronous Transmissions
6.1 Introduction
Protocols relying on ﬂoods based on synchronous transmissions, hereafter referred to as
glossy-like protocols [109] have been systematically displaying the best performance in WSN
event-triggered systems (details are provided in Sec. 6.3 and an example is shown in Fig.
6.1). These protocols have consistently won the top places at the latest series of the EWSN
dependability competition, an independent benchmark of state-of-the-art protocols for event-
triggered systems [61] [122].
However, the fact that glossy-like protocols require a node to use the same ﬂooding primitive
for both the network wake-up and the event notiﬁcation (propagating the event informa-
tion upon detection of an event) results in high levels of energy consumption. A prompt
notiﬁcation requires the entire network to frequently probe the channel in order to receive
the ﬂood in case an event has been detected. As the ﬂooding is tailored for high-reliability
packet transmission, using it for probing the channel consumes more energy than necessary,
this operation becoming the dominant driver of energy consumption in the case of sparse
events. Moreover, excessive ﬂooding leads to co-existence issues with neighboring networks,
a potential obstacle for practical event-triggered applications.
This study proposes Synchronized Channel Sampling (SCS), a polling mechanism that has
been tailored to trigger a reliable and energy-efﬁcient network wake-up. SCS is capable of
decoupling the wake-up from the event notiﬁcation, thus reducing the power required for
periodic polling, while reliably waking the network up upon detection of an event. SCS is
compatible with state-of-the-art protocols that rely on synchronous transmissions, its beneﬁts
being thus extendable to Crystal [54], Glossy [109], eLWB [123], Chaos [115] and Back-to-Back
Robust Flooding (B2B) [113], among others. The testbed experiments performed show that
SCS manages to reduce the energy consumption of B2B (the winner protocol of the 2017
dependability competition) by at least 33.3% and up to 40%, while maintaining equivalent
reliability.
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Figure 6.1 – Schema of a glossy-like protocol operating in an event-triggered application (for the case
of a single event detector, i.e. the source). The source triggers periodic ﬂoods that keep the system
synchronized and report events. An example of the structure of a ﬂood (F slot) is shown in Fig. 6.2 for
the case of the B2B protocol.
In the following pages, we will start by describing the state-of-the-art protocols that rely on
simultaneous transmissions, as well as their key performance levers and limitations (Sec.
6.2). Section 6.3 will discuss other related work. We will then proceed to introducing the
Synchronized Channel Sampling (SCS) mechanism, describing its beneﬁts, its design and
functionality (Section 6.4). Section 6.5will present the experimental tests performed in order to
validate SCS’ performance, as well as the quantitative results and sensitivity analysis. Section
6.6 presents potential further optimizations, before drawing the main conclusions in Section
6.7.
The work presented in this chapter was published in WFCS 2018 [124].
6.2 Problem Statement
Flooding in glossy-like protocols constitutes a highly reliable primitive for spreading informa-
tion throughout the network, with minimum propagation delays (as explained in Chapter 5),
a highly desirable property for event-triggered applications.
Flooding’s performance in terms of both energy consumption and network coexistence can
however be signiﬁcantly improved by exploiting the fact that event-triggered systems do not
always have events to report. In many applications, the events are extremely rare, but once
they appear, they require a short end-to-end latency. In the event-triggered application from
Fig. 6.1, the source could need to initiate several ﬂooding cycles per second in order to rapidly
communicate an event that might appear with large inter-arrival times. Therefore, replac-
ing polling in absence of events with a more energy-efﬁcient mechanism can signiﬁcantly
reduce the WSN’s power consumption, this translating into a longer battery life and lower
maintenance costs in practical deployments.
Moreover, as the application requires a shorter end-to-end latency, the frequency of ﬂooding
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must increase proportionally in order to reduce the access delay (Taccess , also know as dead-
time) shown in Fig. 6.1. This results in high radio activity, contributing to the saturation of the
radio spectrum, and hampering the operation of neighboring networks. This issue becomes
more acute when several glossy-like networks, eventually serving different applications from
multiple owners, share the same space.
This co-existence issue limits the use of glossy-like networks in practical applications. A
mechanism that reduces the transmissions when no events are present would thus improve
the general adoption of this promising protocol family.
6.3 State-of-the-art
6.3.1 Back-to-Back Robust Flooding (B2B)
Back-to-Back Robust Flooding (B2B) is a novel Glossy-like protocol based on periodic ﬂoods
enabled by synchronous transmissions [113]. Its core strength relies on a mechanism for
providing the tight synchronization required for constructive interference (as explained in
Sec. 6.3), which increases the reliability of the ﬂoods. Traditional Glossy-like protocols rely on
the simultaneous reception of a packet by multiple motes in order to trigger the synchronous
sending of the subsequent repetition in a ﬂood. Hence precious reception energy is used for
timing the transmissions. B2B’s main advantage is the fact that it transmits packets based
on timeouts triggered from the ﬁrst reception, thus eliminating the necessity for additional
receptions in order to generate the remaining packets. This means that the time the radio
would have used for receiving packets only aimed at aligning the transmissions can actually
be used for successive transmissions, thus reducing latency and energy consumption.
The main criteria for considering B2B in this chapter is its diverse set of mechanisms aimed
at ensuring a high reliability (including frequency diversity), as well as its proven perfor-
mance superiority, as validated by independent evaluations [122]. Nevertheless, SCS ﬁnds
general applicability beyond B2B in the entire family of Glossy-like protocols (details about
the requirements in Sec. 6.4.1).
6.3.2 Other Related Work
The use of channel sampling (CS) for reducing the idle power consumption in WSNs is a
technique frequently employed in asynchronous low power listening medium access control
protocols, such as B-MAC [58] and WiseMAC [59]. These protocols use CS to evaluate the
availability of the medium before sending packages, as well as to detect any transmission to be
received. SCS, the protocol we will introduce in the frame of this chapter also uses CS to detect
a transmission; however it adapts the technique to effectively replace ﬂooding in protocols
based on synchronous transmissions.
A protocol that relies on CS must properly calibrate the RSSI threshold used to determine the
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Figure 6.2 – Schema of a ﬂood in B2B. The ﬂoods are being sent periodically, even when no events have
been detected. The round presented in this ﬁgure is the content of an F slot in Figure 6.1.
channel availability, given its signiﬁcant impact on performance. SCS can leverage previous
research in CS, such as [125] and [126], in terms of using strategies aimed at a more accurate
adaptation of the threshold value to the wireless environment of the network.
Before B2B, several protocols have approached event-triggered systems by using simultaneous
transmissions, among them: Glossy [109], Sparkle [111] and RedFixHop [112]. These examples
rely on periodic ﬂoods in order to propagate the events in the network, regardless of whether
events are actually present. Therefore, the points of improvement presented in Sec. 6.2 are
equally valid, and SCS can also increase their energy efﬁciency. Furthermore, the EWSN 2018
competition showed that the family of Glossy-like protocols keeps growing, as the majority
of participants relied on this technology, thus further stressing the importance of widely
compatible mechanisms like SCS.
A recent approach for adapting a protocol based on synchronous transmissions to event-
triggered applications is Event-based Low Power Wireless Bus (eLWB) [106]. This study focuses
on Low Power Wireless Bus (LWB) [127], which is tailored to periodic trafﬁc, and proposes
a wake-up mechanism that manages to reduce the power consumption in case no trafﬁc
is present, thus, adapting LWB to be used in event-driven systems. SCS shares the spirit of
proposing a more energy efﬁcient solution for waking the network up. Nevertheless, the core
mechanisms of both proposals differ signiﬁcantly, as eLWB reduces the ﬂooding period in
order to detect a wake-up signal, while SCS seeks to avoid them.
The Crystal protocol [54] is another approach to minimizing the transmissions in event-
triggered networks during long periods without events, while exploiting synchronous trans-
missions to react quickly and reliably upon detection of a trigger. Despite the notable trafﬁc
reductions achieved by Crystal, we chose B2B as a benchmark, as its higher energy efﬁciency
provided us with a more stringent reference. Nevertheless, SCS can also be used to improve
the energy consumption of Crystal by providing a network polling mechanism that is more
energy-efﬁcient than Crystal’s ﬂooding.
Figure 6.2 displays the schema of a B2B ﬂood in a 3-hop network. In the ﬁrst slot, all the
motes start listening for a short time before the source initiates a transmission. D2 is the only
mote within range of the source, thus becoming the only one that receives the packet. In the
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next slot, all the motes will change the channel and the source and D2 will retransmit the
packet. In the following slots, the motes will repeat the previous actions until each of them has
transmitted the ﬂood a predeﬁned number of times (three in this example). This number must
be calibrated proportionally to the diameter of the network in order to ensure a successful
propagation to all the motes.
In the publicly available version of B2B, the size of the packets is 8 bytes and the data rate is
250 kbps.
6.4 Proposed Protocol - Synchronous Channel Sampling (SCS)
The key idea behind our proposal for addressing the challenges described in Sec. 6.2 is to
decouple the event signaling from the event identiﬁcation operations.
Before elaborating further, we present a small reminder of the concept of wake-up and its
relation with events signaling and identiﬁcation. Low Power WSNs typically maintain a
dormant state with the radio transceiver deactivated, enabling signiﬁcant reductions on its
energy consumption. In order to engage in sending or receiving packets, each mote wakes-up
(i.e. turns to an active state the transceiver) periodically for a limited time interval. In the
glossy-networks under consideration, a timekeeper mote maintains the network synchronized
by triggering a ﬂood every few seconds. This coarse synchronization enables wake-up of all
the motes to occur almost at the same time, in case they have to trigger or relay a ﬂood. In
applications where events are scarce, the wake-up interval is of special importance because in
most wake-ups, nothing will happen as no event will have taken place (thus increasing the idle
listening), but it will represent the driver of energy consumption in the network. This justiﬁes
our focus on minimizing its duration.
In state-of-the-art glossy-like protocols, motes trigger a ﬂood on the next wake-up instant
upon detection of an event. Using the protocol Crystal as an example, this ﬂood contains
the mote ID and event-speciﬁc information, enabling the mote to report to the rest of the
network that an event has been detected (signaling) and also the ID and event information
(identiﬁcation). In case other motes also detected events closely in time, they will aim to
trigger a ﬂood during the same wake-up instant, thus creating concurrent ﬂoods with different
packet contents. Even though the contending ﬂoods cannot be relayed using constructive
interference because the packets are not identical, they propagate via capture effect. This
enables to signal to the other nodes that an event has been detected, but to identify only
one event. Subsequent contending rounds are necessary to identify the remaining events in
contention.
By decoupling event signaling from event identiﬁcation into separate operations, we focus on
minimizing the energy consumption required to signal to the other motes that an event was
detected. If the event identiﬁcation is also desired, the event signaling can trigger a transition
of the network to an operating mode where each mote has an exclusive slot to propagate event
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information (e.g. the high trafﬁc mode presented previously in Sec. 5.2.3). In this chapter we
assume that handling the allocation of exclusive slots is performed using a state-of-the-art
protocol, but optimizing this stage is not within the scope of this thesis.
The duration of the transmission to signal a detection is shorter than in the case of event
identiﬁcation, since it does not include event information, hence enabling a reduction in the
wake up duration. Considering that the target applications use aperiodic trafﬁc, we are thus
addressing the dominant power consumption factor.
The core component of our proposal is the Synchronized Channel Sampling (SCS) scheme,
presented in Section 6.4.1, a scheme that is performed synchronously in multiple channels of
the network, reliably waking up the system in case of an event (Sec. 6.4.2). SCS rounds can
replace the systematic probing using ﬂoods in protocols that rely on synchronous transmis-
sions, thus providing a more energy efﬁcient alternative. SCS has been accepted for the EWSN
2018 dependability competition [128].
After SCS wakes the network up, it can transition to a high-capacity operating mode to convey
event-related data. For example, it can switch to a slotted protocol such as eLWB or Crystal.
SCS can thus greatly improve the performance of any WSN application catering to trafﬁc that
is not periodic, while requiring a bounded latency, by providing an energy efﬁcient and reliable
wake-up mechanism that decreases the power consumption in absence of events.
6.4.1 Synchronous Channel Sampling
We have designed Synchronized Channel Sampling (SCS) as a wake-up mechanism. SCS
listens during short intervals and only wakes the network up in case an event is detected.
Therefore, we manage to minimize the idle listening required for SCS, while ensuring a high
event-detection reliability.
Figure 6.3 displays the timing diagram of an SCS round in a 3-hop synchronized WSN perform-
ing two basic actions: checking the network, in the absence of any events (top) and waking up
the network upon detection of an event (bottom, propagating an event detected notiﬁcation).
We assume that the network is synchronized with an error smaller than 500 μs, which is easily
achievable in protocols that rely on synchronous transmissions (e.g., [54]). The protocol thus
performs the following steps:
Checking. SCS checks the network by using several Channel Samplings (CS). A CS consists of
measuring the Received Signal Strength Indication (RSSI) in the channel, in order to determine
if there is a transmission to be received. Periodic CS enables the motes to keep the radio
inactive most of the time. It is typically used in asynchronous low-power listening medium
access control protocols, as a way of minimizing the energy consumption (e.g., B-MAC [58]
and WiseMAC [59]).
Fig. 6.3 (top) displays each mote performing three synchronized CS in channel 1 with period
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Figure 6.3 – Timing diagram of SCS in a 3-hop network in the absence of events to be notiﬁed (top),
and waking up the network upon detection of an event (bottom).
2∗TCS , where TCS = 1ms. Each channel sampling has a duration δCS = 280us, which is 36.4% of
the radio-on time for sending a packet in B2B - vanilla (767us at 250kbps and 4 Bytes payload).
Waking Up. Upon detection of an event, the source transmits a tone to wake the neighbors up.
The synchronization enables starting of the transmission shortly before CS in the network,
in order to ensure a reliable detection. The motes that wake up will relay the tone in order to
propagate the wake-up indication. Since CS relies on RSSI measurements, the payload of the
tone is irrelevant. Moreover, the tones do not require a tight temporal alignment for a correct
detection, as opposed to primitives that depend on constructive interference or capture effects
(refer to Sec. 6.3).
Fig. 6.3 (bottom) is a timeline of the motes relaying a wake-up indication from the source
through the network. Upon detection of the tone during CS in channel 1, a mote repeats CS in
channel 2 to minimize the false wake-ups due to interference. The total number of channel
veriﬁcations per hop is deﬁned as Nch . For illustration purposes we use two veriﬁcations
(Nch = 2), but additional ones can be used.
The actions for checking and waking up are repeated three times in this example. This number
corresponds to the diameter of the network in number of hops, and it is the minimum required
to propagate the wake-up signal to all the motes.
The active time of the radio for an SCS check is smaller than the one for a ﬂood (compare Fig.
6.3 - Top with 6.2). Therefore, it is reasonable to expect that SCS is a more energy efﬁcient
mechanism.
Eq. 6.1 expresses the duration of an SCS round (TSCS), which depends linearly on the diameter
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Figure 6.4 – Schema of SCS enhancing the protocol from Fig. 6.1, for operating in an event-triggered
application. The enhanced protocol leverages the fact that events are not always detected, thus using
SCS rounds instead of probing ﬂoods (compare with Fig. 6.1), which are more energy efﬁcient. An
example of the structure of a ﬂood (F slot) is shown in Fig. 6.2 for the case of B2B protocol, while the
structure of SCS (S slot) is shown in Fig. 6.3.
of the network (h), the number of veriﬁcations (Nch), and the spacing between consecutive
veriﬁcations (Tcs = 1ms). In the example in Fig. 6.3 (bottom), the duration of the wake-up is
TSCS = 1ms∗3∗2= 6ms. The impact of the latency compared to a B2B round is discussed later
in Section 6.5.2. We have selected the value Tcs = 1ms because this is the minimum granularity
of the timers provided in Contiki OS, thus it could be further reduced by developing sub-ms
timer methods, although the synchronization error of the network will deﬁne a lower bound.
TSCS = Tcs ∗h∗Nch (6.1)
We highlight that there are two types of synchronization involved in SCS. The ﬁrst one enables
all the motes in the network to wake-up at similar times to relay a ﬂood. This synchronization
requires an error bound under 0.5ms, it is obtained by periodically sending ﬂoods from a
timekeeper mote and it is readily available in glossy-like protocols (e.g. the time alignment
shown in Figs. 6.1, 6.4 and 6.2). The second one is the tight synchronization used within
a glossy-like ﬂood that enables the constructive interference. The second synchronization
requires a much more challenging error bound of 0.25us, which is obtained by using the ﬁrst
reception of a ﬂood as the time reference to trigger subsequent transmissions within the same
ﬂood (e.g. the time alignment shown in Fig. 6.3). In the case of SCS, we rely on the ﬁrst type of
synchronization, which has more relaxed requirements.
6.4.2 Improving Glossy-like Protocols
The main idea behind SCS is to use this mechanism for polling rather than ﬂooding when
there is no additional information to propagate. Figure 6.4 shows the working principle of
SCS improving a glossy-like protocol, and can be compared to Fig. 6.1. The following points
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describe the operation of SCS within the target protocol:
1. The source periodically initiates ﬂooding for synchronization (displayed as the slot F,
detailed in Fig. 6.2). Note that the period (Tsync ) is signiﬁcantly higher than the ﬂooding
period (Tw ). The synchronization ﬂoods are also used to convey events detected during
the last Tw .
2. All ﬂoods, except for the ones required for synchronization, are substituted by SCS
rounds (displayed as the slot S, detailed in Fig. 6.3).
3. In case the source detects an event, it will send a wake-up transmission that will be
propagated throughout the network. This is followed by an additional ﬂood from the
source in order to propagate the event. Note that the wake-up transmission alone could
be used to signal the event, but it would not be able to relay event speciﬁc information.
4. To further increase reliability, the ﬂood that propagates the event can be repeated Nretx
times. The ﬂood repetitions take places instead of the following SCS, or by using the
synchronization ﬂood. These repetitions are optional, thus they are not shown in Fig.
6.4.
After a successful wake-up, the network is in a consistent state and can thus transition to
a different state-of-the-art protocol, in order to convey the trafﬁc required by the speciﬁc
application. For example, the transition can lead to sending a single B2B ﬂood or structuring a
slotted high-performance protocol such as eLWB. This strategy enables the network to tran-
sition between operation modes and cater for different trafﬁc patterns requiring a bounded
latency.
6.4.3 Wake-up from Multiple Sources
In previous sections we have considered the case of a single source network, where only one
mote can detect events. In this section we introduce the distributed wake-up as the capacity
of a network to wake the network up triggered by multiple motes, potentially at the same time.
This scenario is common in dense networks where multiple motes can detect the same event.
SCS seamlessly supports applications that require distributed wake-up, which derives from
the use of CS to detect the wake-up tone, a reliable mechanism that does not necessitate a
precise time alignment between simultaneous transmissions. Furthermore, the robustness of
the mechanism is expected to improve with the number of simultaneous transmissions, given
the increasing levels of energy in the channel.
Figure 6.5 (bottom) displays a 3-hop WSN in an event-driven system that requires any node
in the network to be able to detect events. Mote S1 assumes the task of keeping the network
synchronized by periodic ﬂooding. The motes will perform regular SCS rounds (Figure 6.5
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Figure 6.5 – Schema of an event-triggered system with distributed event detection without SCS (top)
and with SCS (bottom). The former requires signiﬁcant modiﬁcations to support this application,
which increase its power consumption. SCS has built-in support and its wake-up power consumption
is independent of the number of simultaneous events.
(bottom - left)). In case several motes detect an event, they can wake the network up by
following the procedure described in Sec. 6.4.1 and depicted in Fig. 6.5 (bottom - right). The
ﬁgure displays motes S3 and S4 detecting two events simultaneously and waking the network
up during the same SCS round.
The simplicity of this wake-up mechanism is in stark contrast with the requirements for
enabling distributed event detection in protocols that rely solely on the capture effect, or on
constructive interference, for enabling simultaneous transmissions (contrast top vs. bottom in
Fig. 6.5). As detailed in the previous chapter, Glossy-like protocols typically have two options
for triggering a network wake-up from multiple motes:
• Capture effect: multiple motes can trigger concurrent ﬂoods and rely on the capture
effect for its reception (explained in Sec. 5.4.2). Nevertheless, the reliability of the
capture effect scales poorly with the density of the network [109].
• Glossy ﬂood extension: the synchronizing mote can send regular polling ﬂoods in
order to enable other motes to signal an event, by extending the ﬂood. Moreover, this
mechanismnecessitates themotes to keep the radio active for the time needed to convey
two ﬂoods, even when no events are present. This is the approach of Glossy-W explained
in the previous chapter in sec. 5.6.
Neither the wake-up with Glossy ﬂood extensions, nor SCS, will enable the motes that detected
events to identify themselves. Upon wake-up, the network must transition to an operation
mode to enable the sources that detected the event to identify themselves and reserve a slot to
disseminate event speciﬁc information, or request bandwidth for data stream dissemination.
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Figure 6.6 – Schematic of Flocklab. The Source (green) detects the events and reports them to the
destinations (gray). The red motes are jammers (source of the ﬂoor plan image: ETH-Zurich).
For example, after the SCS wake-up, the network can transition to a round of Chaos [115],
which is an efﬁcient all-to-all data sharing primitive for protocols that rely on synchronous
transmissions. Chaos would enable the motes that detected events to request a slot. Later on,
the network can transition to a round of the protocol Low power Wireless Bus (LWB) [127],
which would allocate slots to the motes to propagate event information using glossy-like
ﬂoods.
6.5 Experimental Results
The quantitative experiments conducted have been aimed at evaluating the performance
improvements obtained by B2B from incorporating SCS (Sec. 6.5.2) and studying the evolution
of the performance for different event inter-arrival times (Sec. 6.5.3).
Metrics. We consider three key performancemetrics: (i) power - themean power consumed by
a mote during the experiment; (ii) latency - the time measured between the occurrence of an
event and the moment it is reported in the top layer of the destination mote, thus taking into
account the delay until the initial mote can start the transmission (i.e., end-to-end latency);
and (iii) reliability - the percentage of events that are correctly received in the destination
mote. We compute the latency and reliability based on the serial output of the nodes, and
measure the power from sampling the current draw of the mote at a frequency of 28 kHz [51]
using Flocklab’s power proﬁler.
Testbed. All of the experiments have been performed in the Flocklab testbed [51], using 27
Tmote nodes deployed in a university building (Fig. 6.6). The motes are subject to interference
from Wi-Fi and Bluetooth networks, as well as from the movement of people inside the
building, particularly during ofﬁce hours.
Interference. The experiments in this section have been performed under minimum interfer-
ence conditions. This means that they have been performed without jammer motes and at
night (19:00 - 6:00) or during weekends, when the inﬂuence of Bluetooth and WiFi networks is
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minimal. A sensitivity analysis under the effects of interference can be found in Sec. 6.5.1.
Bootstrapping. B2B’s procedure for bootstrapping the network remains identical whether
SCS is used or not. The initial 20s of every test are considered for bootstrapping, thus they are
not taken into consideration for the mean power calculation.
Trafﬁc pattern. We consider a scenario with a single-source and multiple-destinations, emu-
lating the EWSN competition during the editions 2016 and 2017. Without SCS, B2B leverages
the periodic (Tsync = Tw = 200ms, Fig. 6.1) probing ﬂoods from the source for synchronizing
the network. When using SCS, we choose the synchronization period Tsync = 1s (Fig. 6.4),
which can be as high as 20s, while still meeting SCS’ clock skew requirements (Sec. 6.4.1) (e.g.,
[54]). We selected this conﬁguration in order to analyze a case where SCS is in disadvantage in
terms of energy consumption.
The setup used is similar to the one employed in the dependability competition at EWSN 2016
and 2017 [122]. Therefore, mote D1 (the source) periodically detects an event and starts a
ﬂood in order to notify all the motes in the network. The transmission power level of all the
motes is set at 0 dBm and the CS threshold is -77 dBm (the derivation of this value results from
Fig. 6.14 and it is discussed in Sec. 6.5.3).
Unless otherwise noted, the event is generated at a random interval of [2s, 4s] (T e = 3s), Tw =
200ms was used in all protocols, the duration of each experiment is 5min.
The default conﬁguration of B2B for testing in Flocklab, as provided by its authors, assumes a
network diameter of 6 hops. We continue to use this assumption throughout all experiments.
6.5.1 Impact of the External Interference and the Mitigation via Veriﬁcations in
Multiple Channels
This sensitivity study aims to characterize the impact on SCS’ power consumption due to
interference and the number of SCS veriﬁcations.
It has been extensively documented that the channel sampling primitive is susceptible to
false wakeups caused by radiofrequency activity external to the network detected as activity
in the channel [129] [130]. The origin of the external transmissions can be due to co-existing
networks, malicious jammers, microwave ovens, WiFi or Bluetooth devices, among others.
Due to its reliance on the channel sampling primitive, SCS inherits a susceptibility to false
wake-ups. The direct consequence of a false wake-up is an increase in the energy consump-
tion due to the extended active time that the radios spend sending the wake-up probe, the
additional SCS veriﬁcations triggered in the neighbors and subsequent listening time for prop-
agating a Glossy-like ﬂood. Moreover, a false wake-up in any mote will result in a full neighbor
wake-up, thus underlining the relevance of a mechanism that is robust against interference.
An additional effect of false wake-ups is the increase in the spectrum occupation, due to the
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propagation of the wake-up tones. In the design presented in Sec. 6.4.2, a false wake-up has no
negative effects on the reliability and redundancy, the reason being that the network wake-up
is contained in a slot that is isolated from the future ones.
In order to generate a false wake-up, the frequency of the interference source(s) must match
all the channels used in SCS, and have an intensity strong enough to surpass the CS threshold.
Therefore, the effect of interference strongly depends on the spatial and temporal distribution
of the sources, and on their intensity.
We aim to ground our evaluation on standard tools and experimental conditions used by the
WSN community. We have created a challenging environment for SCS by selecting the interfer-
ence pattern included in JamLab that maximizes the occupancy of the channel: emulating the
download of a heavy ﬁle transfer in Ubuntu (pattern JLWIFI3 in [72]). We continue using the
Flocklab testbed, as in the previous section, with seven jammer motes (displayed in red in Fig.
6.6). The jammer motes operated during the entire experiment and only in a given channel
(J10 in ch26, J19 in ch25, J4 in ch26, J32 in ch25, J28 in ch15, J13 in ch15, J3 in ch25), which
matches the channels used during SCS, thus increasing the probabilities of matching the
channel sequence in SCS and further challenging the robustness against false wake-ups. The
interfering motes are calibrated to keep the emission power constant during the experiment.
All the experiments have been performed during the night and weekends in order to minimize
the inﬂuence of 802.11b and Bluetooth networks, as well as the effects of the movement of
people inside the building, with the aim of improving the reproducibility of the interference
pattern. The setup emulates similar experiments that study the effects of interference over
WSN protocols, such as [131], [54] [132].
Figs. 6.7 and 6.8 show the mean power consumption and the percentage of SCS rounds (in the
entire network) that result in a false wake-up, respectively. The labels in the ﬁgures specify
the number of jammers and their transmission power, while the x-axis shows the number of
CS veriﬁcations (Nch). Each bar results from an individual 5 min experiment and 23’060 data
points (SCS rounds). Note that the base of Fig. 6.7 is 1 mW, instead of zero.
Fig. 6.7 shows B2B’s mean power consumption as a reference (2.5 mW, matching the values
previously presented in Fig. 6.12). The adjacent column displays the worst-case power
consumption of B2B when using SCS (Nch = 2), obtained by forcing a false wake-up in every
mote and SCS round, which exceeds the value of the B2B reference by 96%. This represents
an upper bound on the effects of jammer motes, independently of their characteristics. We
were not able to perform worst-case experiments with other number of channels due to time
limitations in the testbed, but we chose Nch = 2, which can serve as reference for the results in
other sections of this chapter.
The "No jammers" displays the lowest power consumption in the series, as a consequence
of a false wake-up rate under 5.6% for all the Nch values. Even though this percentage is
relatively low, it shows that there is still a minor effect of external interference sources over the
network, which could be attributed to control trafﬁc in WiFi routers, or to the operation of
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Figure 6.7 – SCS’ sensitivity to interference from jammers - power, as a function of the number of CS
veriﬁcations (Nch).
Figure 6.8 – SCS’ sensitivity to interference from jammers - false wake-ups, as a function of the number
of CS veriﬁcations (Nch).
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HVAC engines.
The introduction of two jammers (J13 and J33 in the testbed shown in Fig. 6.6) with a high
transmission power (20 dBm) in opposite extremes of the topology does not cause an increase
in the number of false wake-ups and, consequently in the energy consumption of the network,
when compared to the no jammers case. The reason behind this is that the jammers are too
far apart, and their emission power is too low to exert their interference simultaneously and
over the threshold on any of the network motes.
Incrementing the number of jammers to seven increases the power consumption for Nch = 1 by
126%, with respect to the case with 2 jammers, even if the TX power is smaller (10 vs. 20 dBm).
In the case of Nch = 2, the higher number of jammers result in an increase by 38.2%, which
is signiﬁcantly lower, but still notable. Fig. 6.8 shows that the power increases can be traced
to higher proportions of false wake-ups, which is explained by noting that a more uniform
distribution of the jammers increases the probabilities of a mote suffering a simultaneous
inﬂuence in the channels used for SCS. These results suggest a strong dependency of SCS on
the spatial distribution of the interference sources, which is as important as their intensity. This
behavior is a consequence of SCS’ veriﬁcation system that requires both an above-threshold
RSSI and activity in several channels.
Further increasing the number of channel veriﬁcations to Nch = 3, results, for both interference
patterns, in the same energy consumption (1.95 mW) as in the no-jammers case, despite the
fact that the jammers are using the three channels checked by SCS. The rationale behind this
relies on the fact that the probability of ﬁnding several channels occupied during the same
short time interval decreases with the number of CS veriﬁcations. The effective mitigation of
the interference validates SCS’ approach of using multiple channels for veriﬁcation. However,
the increase in the number of veriﬁcations will result in a longer SCS, which can increase the
latency of the event propagation. We elaborate on the impact over the latency in Sec. 6.5.2.
SCS’ power consumption dependency on the jamming characteristics means that under a
variable interference pattern, SCS will automatically adjust its energy consumption. Therefore,
an intense activity of jammers during a deﬁned time interval might temporarily increase the
energy consumption, which should go back to the original levels as soon as the interference
passes.
This experiment suggests that Nch = 2 strikes a good trade-off between effectively mitigating
false wake-ups in a typical ofﬁce environment, and the power consumption in the absence of
interference. Therefore, we use this value for the detailed performance analysis of SCS in the
remaining of the chapter.
6.5.2 Dependability Benchmark
The objective of this experiment is evaluating the improvement in the performance of B2B
when using SCS. SCS is set to two successful CS veriﬁcations in order to validate a wake-up
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Figure 6.9 – Evaluation of the mean number of hops per node in B2B.
signal.
The mean number of hops (Fig. 6.9, without SCS) traversed by the event ﬂoods remains
equivalent with and without SCS, with values between 1 (neighbors of the source) and 3.5
(motes further away such as D7 and D17). This suggest that the diameter of the network
assumed for the experiments (i.e., six hops) is sufﬁcient to cover the entire network with a
ﬂood. It also includes a safety margin, in case the routes available at the instant of the ﬂood
propagation are longer than usual.
In this setup, D7 detects the events, which are generated at an interval of [2s, 4s] (randomly
and uniformly distributed). The performance of the network is monitored in order to convey
the notiﬁcation to the source (S1), which requires multiple hops (at least 4). In this experiment,
we do not include additional interference over the one already present in the testbed, e.g.,
from WiFi, Bluetooth, and so forth.
The results yield that both protocols display equivalent reliability and 100% of the events were
correctly received in all the motes (corresponding graph is not shown). The results are based
on a population of 300 events and remain consistent throughout the three repetitions of the
experiment.
The mean power consumption of each mote during the experiment (Fig. 6.10) is at least 33.3%
lower when using SCS. This metric is measured by an external module on each mote.
The distribution of event latencies per mote (Fig. 6.11) shows that the mean value through the
network without SCS is 124.1 ms, which corresponds to the contribution of the access latency
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Figure 6.10 – Improvement of the mean power per node brought by SCS on B2B. The missing columns
correspond to the jammer motes or non-existing motes.
(TW /2= 100ms with TW = 200ms) plus the duration of the B2B ﬂood to propagate through
the network (mean value 10.3 ms, measured from the testbed gpio traces). The remaining
contribution to the latency budget (124.1ms−10.3ms−100ms = 13.7ms) belongs to guard
times used in B2B that could be optimized.
Fig. 6.11 also shows that the mean value through the network with SCS (136.3 ms, right plot) is
slightly higher than without SCS (124.1 ms, left plot). The difference of 12.2 ms is due to the
latency overhead of SCS, which is provided by Eq. 6.1: TSCS = 1ms∗Nch∗hops = 1ms∗2∗6=
12ms, with our settings. Therefore, SCS represents a mean impact in the latency of 9.7% (= 100
* TSCS / (TW / 2) = 100 * 12 ms / 124.1 ms). This impact becomes less relevant as the sampling
period (Tw ) increases, i.e., for larger target latencies.
This experiment has been repeated three times with and without SCS, with consistent results.
6.5.3 Characterization of SCS
The objective of this experiment is to study the evolution of the performance improvements
brought by SCS over B2B for different event inter-arrival times and channel sampling thresh-
olds.
Figure 6.12 shows the evolution of the mean power consumption among the motes in the
network with (red curve) and without (blue curve) SCS, as the mean event inter-arrival time
(T e) increases (i.e., the events become more scarce). Figure 6.13 is an augmented view of the
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Figure 6.11 – Event Latency per node for B2B (left) and SCS (right). Themean latencies are the diamonds.
The bottom and top of the box represent the ﬁrst and third quartiles. Thewhiskers denote themaximum
and minimum values, excluding outliers (red crosses).
Figure 6.12 for low T e values. T e is the mean value of the event inter-arrival time Te , which is
selected from the interval [T e ±T e/3] with a random uniform distribution.
Each point belongs to a separate experiment, whose duration was adjusted from 5min to
20min, as required to receive a statistically signiﬁcant number of events: 100 - 200 events for
T e > 1s and 600 - 1500 events for T e < 1s. The points are joined by straight lines that represent
a linear interpolation, and the error bars represent the standard deviation. We perform the
analysis for Tw=200ms. This experiment is performed with the background interference
present in the testbed and no inﬂuence from the jammers.
The plot shows that the power consumption of B2B does not change signiﬁcantly with T e ,
and small variations of the mean are within the standard deviation. This behavior is expected
because B2B has the source sending periodic ﬂoods regardless of the detection of an event.
Conversely, the power consumption of B2B, when using SCS, decreases as events becomemore
scarce. The decrease in the curve is strong for small event intervals and becomes asymptotic
towards larger ones. This feature arises from the fact that the source does not send any ﬂoods
when events are not present, beyond the required ones for keeping the synchronization. The
change of behavior in the curve is marked by an elbow at T e = 3s, which is one order of
magnitude superior to Tw . The elbow marks the value of T e after which the energy savings
due to more scarce events become less signiﬁcant.
The crossing point between both curves is T e = 500ms and marks the T e value above which
using SCS is a more energy efﬁcient alternative. Nevertheless, in the operation point T e =
750ms, the events arrive almost in every Tw , thus the system ﬁnds itself at the limit where the
assumption of event-driven trafﬁc is no longer valid, turning the use of a protocol tailored for
speciﬁc trafﬁc potentially more beneﬁcial.
The mean energy of B2B is 33.3% lower when using SCS, at the elbow of the curve (T e =
3s). This energy saving further improves to 40% at the highest T e value analyzed over the
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Figure 6.12 – Impact of SCS on B2B’s mean power consumption as a function of the mean event
inter-arrival time.
Figure 6.13 – Impact of SCS on B2B’s mean power consumption as a function of the mean event
inter-arrival time (augmented view of Fig. 6.12).
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Figure 6.14 – Comparison between the mean power consumption of the SCS-enhanced protocol for
different values of the channel sampling threshold.
asymptote.
For each value of T e , the observations made in Sec. 6.5.2 about the latency and reliability were
reconﬁrmed. Moreover, both metrics remain equivalent for both protocols.
Figure 6.14 shows a comparison between the mean power consumption for different values of
the channel sampling threshold, when using SCS over B2B. The orange bar uses a CS threshold
of -77 dBm (the data is the same as in Fig. 6.10), while the other bars correspond to -75 dBm
(green) and -80 dBm (blue). The power consumption decreases with higher values of the CS
threshold, because this reduces the instances of false wake-ups. Nevertheless, the value of -80
dBm impacts the reliability because the wake-up tone is occasionally not detected. In all the
other cases the latency and reliability remain equivalent to B2B.
6.5.4 Wake-up from Multiple Sources
The objective of this experiment is to evaluate the energy consumption and the reliability
of SCS in terms of waking the network up due to events that are reported simultaneously by
multiple motes (refer to Sec. 6.4.3). We compare the performance to the case of B2B, modiﬁed
for supporting distributed event detection using ﬂood extensions as described in Sec. 6.4.3.
The reliability of the network was monitored when one or multiple (5, 8 and 12) motes detect
an event and wake the network up during the same SCS-round (S slot in Fig. 6.4). We quantify
the proportion of successful wake-ups on all the other motes in the network.
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Figure 6.15 – Evolution of the mean power consumption with and without SCS, with the number of
motes that simultaneously detect events.
We highlight that this experiment only aims to quantify the reliability of the wake-up operation.
Therefore, the motes do not trigger a ﬂood as a response to the wake-up (orange F slot in Fig.
6.4). Provided that the wake-up is reliable, it can be conceived that the network can reorganize
itself with another protocol in order to convey the data from each mote.
The results in Fig. 6.15 show that the mean energy consumption of the case using SCS is on
average 47% lower than B2B’s, while maintaining a 100% wake-up reliability. These results are
valid irrespective of the number of motes simultaneously waking the network up.
They are also consistent with the fact that SCS only relies on energy measurements in the
channel in order to wake the network up, which does not require the receipt of coherent
symbols. Moreover, it can be expected that the robustness of the system will increase with
the number of motes simultaneously reporting an event, as it will increase the energy in the
channel, thus facilitating its detection.
The energy consumption of each mote with B2B in this experiment is approximately twice
the baseline results in Fig. 6.10. This relation is expected as B2B requires the radios to remain
active approximately two times longer in the case of distributed event detection, than it does
in the case of a single mote. Doubling the active time enables the network to be ready for
conveying two ﬂoods: a probing from the source and a (possible) ﬂood extension triggered by
the mote(s) in case of event(s).
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6.6 Optimizations
SCS can be conﬁgured to further improve its robustness against false wake-ups, its power con-
sumption or its resilience against malicious attacks. The following points lay the foundations
of six schemes:
• Single wake-up tone: reduces the number of tones sent upon wake-up to one, by any
mote in the network. Fig. 6.12 shows that upon detection of a wake-up signal, a mote
transmits the wake-up tone for the remainder of the SCS round. Nevertheless, after the
ﬁrst transmissions in the required sequence of channels, the additional ones provide
redundancy and could be suppressed by turning the radio off in order to reduce the
power consumption. We expect the impact of this redesign to be a signiﬁcant reduction
in the energy consumption of the worst case scenario, compared to the reduction in a
no jammers scenario. The reason behind the impact’s dependency on the interference
is that the presented optimization only has an effect when the network wakes-up.
• Network diameter reduction for SCS: the number of CS performed during an SCS
round is calibrated to the diameter of the network, but it can be further reduced to
optimize the power consumption. The rationale behind this improvement is that the
diameter of the network required to propagate a Glossy-like ﬂood is larger than the one
required to propagate an SCS wake up, the reason being that the ﬂood’s diameter must
factor in the effect of interference, which increases the mean diameter by rendering
some of the links unavailable. Conversely, the diameter required for an SCS wake-
up is not affected by external interference, due to its reliance on the measurement of
noise through the CS mechanism, thus resulting in smaller diameters. For example,
the version of SCS analyzed in Sec. 6.12 could be modiﬁed to operate with a wake-
up diameter of four instead of six hops, while maintaining the ﬂood diameter of six
hops. This change would result in signiﬁcant reductions in the energy consumption,
both in absence of external interference and in the worst-case scenario. Moreover, this
modiﬁcation could be used together with the optimization presented in the previous
point.
• Selective CS suppression: reduces the power consumption by avoiding the CSs that are
usually not necessary for relaying wake-up tones. This is prevalent for the motes that are
several hops away from the source in the centralized event detection scenario. Figure
6.3 shows that the ﬁrst CS in D3 is never used, irrespective of the presence of an event;
thus suppressing it can reduce the energy consumption without affecting the reliability.
The gains through this optimization increase as the motes are further away from the
source (in number of hops). Figure 6.3 shows that D4, which is three hops away, can
suppress the ﬁrst two CS and make energy savings twice as large as D3.
• Dynamic CS threshold: adapts the RSSI level used during the CS to differentiate be-
tween the wake-up tone and the noise baseline. This tuning aims at increasing the
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robustness against false wake-ups, and avoiding their associated energy waste.
The adaptation can be performed by each mote individually. Each CS provides a sample
of the noise baseline in the environment. The mote will determine afterwards if the
sample belongs to a false wake-up, in case the B2B ﬂood is not received after the SCS
round, or a true wake-up, if the ﬂood arrives. The mote can use this ground truth to
deﬁne the new CS threshold to be as high as possible, while being smaller than the
typical RSSI associated with the true wake-ups. Similar techniques have been proposed
previously in the context of channel sampling MAC protocols, such as [129] and [130].
• Blacklisting: avoids channels subject to high interference. Different combinations
of SCS channels can be deﬁned by the mote that handles the synchronization and
propagated to the network for testing during a time interval. The false network wake-
ups resulting from each channel subset can be monitored by the synchronizing mote in
order to add in the the black list the channels subject to interference. This feature would
also increase the resilience of the network against a malicious denial-of-sleep attack,
where external jammers can induce constant false wake-ups on the network through
blasting interference in the right combination of channels.
6.7 Conclusion
This chapter has introduced Synchronized Channel Sampling, a mechanism that manages
to improve the energy efﬁciency of event-triggered WSNs by up to 40%, while maintaining
an equivalent reliability performance. Its strategy relies on using periodic and synchronous
channel sampling in the motes, thus enabling them to detect a wake-up tone emitted in case
of an event, without needing to rely on ﬂoods. This allows the network to reliably transition
towards a consistent state in order to cater to the resulting trafﬁc.
In particular, this study demonstrates SCS’ impact on improving the energy performance of
B2B, one of the state-of-the-art protocols for event-triggered WSNs. The improved power
performance results from SCS’ substituting the ﬂoods that B2B used for performing the net-
work wake-up with more power efﬁcient synchronous channel sampling rounds. This proves
particularly useful in low event frequency scenarios, where the network energy consumption
is driven by the wake-up mechanism.
The testbed experiments show that SCS reduces the power consumption of B2B by at least
33.3% and up to 40% in set-ups with a single source. Moreover, SCS seamlessly supports
applications where multiple motes can detect events, displaying power consumptions 47%
lower than B2B. All evaluations conﬁrm that SCS leads to reliability levels equivalent to B2B’s.
While we have chosen B2B as a benchmark protocol due to its state-of-the art performance
in terms of reliability, the beneﬁts of SCS can easily be extrapolated to other state-of-the-art
protocols for event-triggered systems based on Wireless Sensor Networks, such as eLWB,
Glossy or RedFixHop. Moreover, the reduction of transmissions enabled by SCS brings the
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family of protocols based on synchronous transmissions closer to practical applications, by
improving their co-existence with other networks.
Our next steps will focus on extending the evaluation of SCS under increasingly challenging in-
terference scenarios and, in parallel, studying the effectiveness of the optimizations described
in Sec. 6.6 for increasing the robustness against interference. We will also extend the study to
different target latencies, particularly towards lower values, by characterizing the performance
as a function of the probing frequency (Tw ).
Given its contribution to enhancing network coexistence, our forthcoming efforts will also be
oriented towards the ﬁrst deployments of this type of protocols with industrial customers.
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7 Conclusion
This dissertation has addressed the development of routing protocols designed to meet the
speciﬁc requirements of multi-hop wireless sensor networks. The protocols thus aimed at
providing an improved performance along the three key WSN performance indicators, namely
the high reliability in the data transmission, the low energy consumption necessary for a
prolonged autonomous operation, and the low and predictable latency needed for a seamless
communication. Depending on the underlaying applications, the mechanisms also had to
display a high tolerance to trafﬁc surges, as well as the ability to self-organize and be readily
scalable. While in the ﬁrst part of the thesis we have focused on collection protocols aimed
at applications subject to high reliability requirements and energy efﬁciency constraints, the
second part has dealt with Glossy-like protocols dedicated to applications also requiring very
low latencies.
The ﬁrst part of the thesis has introduced twomain contributions, WiseNE, and Rep. Described
in Chapter 1, WiseNE is a novel beaconing mechanism that manages to increase the reliability
of collection tree protocols, by enabling an energy efﬁcient use of composite metrics. While
the gain in accuracy from the use of composite metrics was already considered an established
fact in the ﬁeld, previous protocols attempting at using them relied on de-activating the Trickle
Algorithm in order to obtain sufﬁcient samples of the noise-susceptible RSSI (Received Signal
Strength Indication) and LQI (Link Quality Indication), key components on composite metrics.
This generated a very high increase in the energy consumption. By decoupling the sampling
and exploration periods of the protocol, WiseNE manages to maintain the Trickle Algorithm
active, thus generating a signiﬁcantly lower overhead. This development also allowed us to
perform the ﬁrst online validation of the Triangle Metric (composed of PRR, RSSI and LQI).
This overhead is further reduced (by one order of magnitude) with the introduction of Rep, in
Chapter 2. Rep manages to achieve this signiﬁcant drop in energy consumption and trafﬁc,
and additionally increase the LQE (Link Quality Estimation) speed by leveraging the pre-
existing repetitions in low-power preamble-sampling MAC layers, as opposed to waiting for
additional beacons. Given the high frequency variations pattern of the dominant source of
interference present in indoor ofﬁce deployments (WiFi), the ﬁne-grain sampling performed
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by Rep over 1 second achieves the same accuracy as the SOTA coarse-grain sampling over 2.7
minutes, while consuming one order of magnitude less energy.
In Chapter 3, the two mechanisms were also validated in the frame of a real deployment in
an outdoors urban environment, as part of the Fly project, a WSN that we have developed
and deployed for the monitoring of public utilities in a European Smart City initiative. The
experiments conducted proved that WiseNE and Rep continue to deliver their promised
improvements in environments subject to signiﬁcant perturbations, including variations due
to the multipath fading, as a result of nodes being installed at ground level and large distances
(in the order of hundreds of meters) without line-of-sight. The deployment has also introduced
a newly developed composite metric, PRSSI (a combination between PRR and RSSI). The
currently installed protocol (a combination between WiseNE based on the RSSI single metric,
and Rep) has consistently been operating at a very high reliability (98%) over the 1 month
it has been under surveillance, a useful observation given the broad range of reliabilities
declared by typical outdoor deployments. Given the scarcity of such deployments, mostly due
to the prohibitive cost of monitoring the network, we have decided to also document some
of the most important practical learnings, ranging from the need to install a data collection
mechanism in order to facilitate a non-intrusive experimentation, to the value of maintaining
a close collaboration with the real beneﬁciary to insure the optimal utilization of the WSN.
Future efforts will focus on a more granular characterization of the scenarios when Rep is to
be used on demand, in order to achieve an even further reduction of the energy overhead.
Moreover, a more detailed study of the perturbation factors present in outdoors deployments
would help further optimize the sampling mechanism. This can be achieved in the second
stage of the Fly project. As the applicability of neither WiseNE, nor Rep relies on our use case,
we also aim to further explore their potential for low-energy indoor localization systems, the
monitoring of mobile networks, Radio Tomographic Imaging, as well as experiment with other
composite metrics. The introduction of Rep in unicast and anycast communication primitives,
as well as Channel hopping schemes is also worth exploring. Moreover, an interesting venue
for further optimizing the reliability and energy performance of the two mechanisms can rely
on using the link quality extracted by the two schemes as an additional information input for
link estimation schemes based on machine learning.
The second part of the thesis has focused on the development of mechanisms also able to
cater to very low latency constraints. This additional requirement was inspired by the need to
develop a WSN for the WiseSkin project. Our particular role in this interdisciplinary project
consisted in the development of a WSN able to convey the tactile information through the
artiﬁcial skin of a prosthetic arm. As the ability to create a seamless tactile experience is one
of the main criteria for patients’ accepting the prosthesis, our WSN had to achieve very low
latencies, on top of high reliabilities and an energy consumption compatible with a prolonged
use. We have thus investigated the problem of distributed wake-up of an event-triggered WSN
with tight latency, reliability and energy consumption constraints.
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The ﬁrst chapter of the second part (Chapter 4 in the overall thesis organization) has intro-
duced Glossy–W, a modiﬁed version of Glossy tailored to reducing the energy consumption
for a given latency, while catering for multi-node simultaneous event detection. Glossy-W
incorporates two main contributions. The ﬁrst contribution consisted in the validation of
the fact that leveraging concurrent transmissions can actually result in better energy perfor-
mances for a given latency, even though the initial expectation would be an increase in the
energy consumptions. The key differentiator stems from the fact that avoiding concurrent
transmissions requires contention for access to the channel on every hop, thus necessitating a
higher duty cycle in order to strike a latency. Additionally, we show that even removing the
per-hop contention by using an Ideal Collision Avoidance MAC, Glossy-W maintains a better
energy-latency trade-off for the dense WSNs under consideration. The second contribution
consisted in validating that, among protocols leveraging concurrent transmissions, the ones
relying on constructive interference are preferable to the ones based on the capture effect,
given their superior robustness to simultaneous event detection, a key constraint of high
density WSNs.
Glossy-W is thus the ﬁrst protocol able to leverage ﬂoods that rely on constructive interference
in a simultaneous event detection scenario. Glossy-W will be embedded in the WiseSkin
pilot project to be tested by human patients. While inspired by WiseSkin, Glossy-W has a
broad range of applicability, especially as an increasing number of WSN applications require a
dense network, consistently fast responsiveness and high energy autonomy. The approach of
"leveraging concurrent transmissions" is poised to support novel applications in real-time
cyber-physical systems based on WSNs. Nevertheless, extensive work is still required to
improve its co-existence with other networks and scalability, before widespread practical
applications and standardization become a reality.
The second chapter of the second part (Chapter 5) has introduced a novel primitive: Syn-
chronized Channel Sampling (SCS). SCS consists of consecutive measurements of the signal
strength in different channels performed synchronously by all the motes in the network. Its
main contribution in improving the state-of-the-art protocols, such as B2B, relies on its pro-
viding a more power efﬁcient mechanism for polling the network for events, compared to
the traditional approach of sending ﬂoods. The improved power performance results from
SCS’ substituting the ﬂoods that B2B used for performing the network polling with more
power efﬁcient Synchronous Channel Sampling rounds. This proved particularly useful in low
event frequency scenarios, where the network energy consumption is driven by the polling
mechanism. The testbed experiments performed demonstrate that the use of SCS reduces the
power consumption of the top performing protocol (from the EWSN17 competition) by up to
40%, while keeping an equivalent reliability performance.
Our next steps will focus on extending the evaluation of SCS under increasingly challenging in-
terference scenarios and, in parallel, studying the effectiveness of the optimizations described
in Sec. 6.6 for increasing the robustness against interference. We will also extend the study to
different target latencies, particularly towards lower values, by characterizing the performance
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as a function of the probing frequency (Tw ). Given its contribution to enhancing network
coexistence, our forthcoming efforts will also be oriented towards the ﬁrst deployments of this
family for industrial customers. Both SCS and Glossy-W are to be additionally validated in the
next round of WiseSkin, in the frame of clinical trials with human patients.
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